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SAC
,
Salt Lake City (CG-1009)

Director, FBI (CO-2435) 249ft

REPORT WRITING
SUGGESTION AS TO TRANShlITTAL
OF INSERTS TO AUXILIARY OFFICES

8/10/60

\ Reurlet 3/2/60 suggesting that inserts and FD-302&
transmitted to auxiliary offices become pages of the transmittal letter

rather than be sent as enclosures.

A careful study has been made of your suggested procedure
and the following observations resulted:

Only one copy of inserts for information and/or he

background to cover leads is necessary in most correspondence b7

to another office. To do as you suggest and number inserts as
pages in the transmitting document would necessitate sending at

least two copies of these inserts where one is now adequate.

Otherwise the original letter would have more pages than the

duplicate copy of that letter.
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Further, adoption of your suggestion would make an
exception to existing rules concerning the handling of enclosures
to another office. In the interest of uniformity and to avoid
confusion as to the processing of enclosures, your suggestion
is not being adopted.

Although this suggestion is not being favorably considered,
your continued interest in bringing your ideas to the attention of the
Bureau concerning means of improving oar operations is indeed noteworthy
and appreciated. ,

UVC:meh ;

(4) ‘

/ \

NOTE: Re Salt Lake City letter to Director 8/2/60, concerning report

aefiting suggestion as to transmittal of inserts to auxiliary offices.

Chief Clerk, Washington Field Office, advised no problems involved

;with current method of handling inserts described in SAC, Salt Lake City's letter.

She stated additional copies of inserts would be necessary where one is now
Sufficient. [Manuals Desk, advised existing rules do not

require manual changes.

include numbering enclosures as pages to transmitting document and would

/

'
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(continued on page 2)
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From personal field experience, it is known that this

occasion wherein inserts are submitted to auxiliary offices for

information is rare and it is felt further consideration should not be

given this suggestion.



optional form no. to
5010-104-01

UNITED STATES GO\

Memoranmmaum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI date: 8/2/60

FROM rfk SAC, SALT LAKE CITY (66-1509)

subject: report WRITING \
\SUGGESTION AS TOATRANSMITTAL
OF INSERTS TO AUXILIARY OFFICES

It is the present practice in the field to
transmit copies of inserts and FD-302s to auxiliary offices
to supply background information and bases for leads.
These are transmitted as enclosures, being designated as
such in the lower left hand corner of page 1 of such communi
cation and are usually stapled to one copy of the letter of
transmittal directly or in an envelope.

The receiving office breaks down these enclosures
and then staples one copy of each "enclosure" to each copy
of the incoming communication. The "enclosure" then loses
its idejhtity as such.

It is recommended field offices be instructed to
make the copies of inserts and FD-302s to auxiliary offices
pages in-the communication. The Chief Clerk’s Offices
would thereby be relieved of the reassembling and accounting
for the enclosures.

' The suggested procedure would not affect the
present policy of the submission of inserts and FD-302s
to the office of origin for inclusion in a subsequent
report; the latter practice appears to be functioning very
efficiency.
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Memorandum from Mr, Malone to Mr• Mohr dated 7/29/60 analyzed
above suggestion and recommended (1) that the suggestion not be adopted
and (2) that the Domestic Intelligence Division take necessary action
to assure that the practice of using^dupljcate copies of the same
intervi_ewL.fo.rm (FD. 902) in different.,reports when having a bearing on
more~than_ one investiaat ive .matter be discontinued by those field offices
who are now using this practice

,

By way of background, it had come to SA
*

attention
that at least one field office in reporting information m security
matters furnished by an individual which concerned an organization and
its members, reported this type information by placing duplicate copies

of the interview form in the investigative report on the
organization and in the investigative reports on the individual members
thereof , In view of this, it was suggested that where such practice
is umd the reporting office should cross-reference or flag this
duplication by making a statement in the cover pages to the report.
Above-mentioned memorandum analyzed the over-all procedure involved and
concluded that this practice of duplicating information should be
discontinued. It was the opinion of the Training and Inspection Division
that this procedure tends to includevnnecessary information in these if

individual files and might better be handled by extracting pertinent ^
information where appropriate,

,

{

Since the extent of this practice throughout the field cannot
be fully determined, it appears desirable to call the field's attention
to this matter by SAC Letter, Enclosed SAC Letter accomplishes this and
instructs the field that the practice should be avoided in the future, >

EECOMMENDATION:



July 20, 1000

mmomL

l have been advised of your suggestion proposing
a cross-referencing procedure to be followed to those instances
v^iero the same interview report form is used to different

investigative reports. A careful study of your idea is being
made and to the event it would be to toe Bureau’s advantage to

adopt it you will bo advised.

I certainly appreciate the interest which prompted
you to make this suggestion.

Sincerely yours,

1 Mr, Belmont ^ Hoovor

RWB :melT(Suggestion #13-61)

(4)
I 1

NOTE: Based on memc|
|

to Mr. Donahoe,
k dated 7/15/60, Re: Suggestion re Cross-Referencing

(^Duplicate Copies of Inserts in Separate Investigative Reports.
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„ dftjONAl FOR/^NO. 10 -

VNIT&D STATES GO^j^lEI

' Memorandum
Mr• Donahoe 7/10/60

FROM : B. L. HuelskampYfV~ f - £T—
~~r~ -i—

—

subtect: SUGGESTION EESCROSS-REFEEENCING
J

OF DUPLICATE COPIES dF^INSERTS^TN
sefarAte investigative reports
SUGGESTION #13-61

Recently it has been noted that duplicate inserts have

appeared in reports covering separate investigations • Specifically,
these instances can occur vjhen an interview form (Form FDJ02J is

executed having a direct bearing on more than one investigative
matter. Thereafter, duplicate copies are placed in reports re

different investigative matters• This appears to be an^efficient

,

t ime-conserving method of reporting this type of information •

b6

At present, however, there is no requirement that this bic

exact duplication of information be cross-referenced or flagged for
the reader 1s attention • It appears that cross-referencing in such
instances would be beneficial for the following reasons : (1) Dup-
lication of effort in the review of this portion of the report could
be eliminated which would be of assistance to the field supervisor
prior to sending the reports to the Bureau and to the Bureau super-
visor reviewing the report at S0G» (2) If an error were detected in

one copy of the insert, it would insure that such error would not
go undetected and uncorrected in the other reports, thereby avoiding
possible embarrassment to the Bureau• (J) It would call the Bureau
supervisor’s attention to the parallel or other investigations cf*~~\

which he may not be aware • /
jJ

In view of the above, it is suggested that the FBI Hand-L.

book. Fart 1, pages 48-00,
y
and the Manual of Rules and. Regulations,

Fart 2, Section 4, pages 12-1J, which concern information to be added
to - the cover pages of a report, be revised to require the* cross-
referencing of such duplication • The following wording is suggested

:

tt(l6),,,the page or pages in the report containing information which
is exactly duplicated in another investigative report as well as
the identity of the report • For example, the use of FDJ02 insert

in more than one report . " This would appear also as item "(p) w in
Section 4(1) , (m) , (1) in Part II, Manual of Rules and Regulations.
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(ADDENDUM BY TRAINING AND INSPECTIO'N^rVISION, PAGE 2)



Memo to Mr . Donahoe
Me: SUGGESTION ME CMOSS MEFEMENCING

OF DUPLICATE COPIES OF INSEMTS IN
SEPAMATE INVESTIGATIVE MEPOMTS

RECOMMENDATION:

The above suggestion was considered favorably by the

Nationalities Intelligence Section Streamlining Committee , It
^

is recommended that the suggestion be considered^ by the^ Domestic
Intelligence Division Streamlining Committee prior to its referral

to the Training and Inspection Division for consideration, —

-

ADDENDUM BY DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION STREAMLINING COMMITTEE
(JMF: jas, 7/18/60)

The Committee has considered above suggestion, looks
on it favorably as meriting further study, and concurs in
recommendation that it be referred to Training and Inspection
lYivta-inn for consideration. Following this, Supervisor!

| should receive appropriate recognition for his
suggestion. rX/

ADDENDUM BY TRAINING AND INSPECTION DIVISION, RWB:meh 7/19/60. bic

\

Discussion was had with SA| (oy Suggestion Desk to clarify

instances wherein same FD-3Q2 would appear m cuxiCrent reports. He advised when

information furnished by see^^M^aants,concerning subversive organization and

individual members., FD—302 was channelized to individual files and .reproduced

exactly as inserts in the individual reports.* It is opinion of the Training and Inspection

Division that this tends to include unnecessary information in these individual files

and might better be handled by extracting certain information for each individual and

reporting it to his. file on plain paper or separate FD-302 with proper identification of

source on cover pages. The original informant report or FD-302 on the organization

would be the proper document to produce in court if needed for trial. However, since

suggestor indicates that this appears to be an efficient time -conserving method of

reporting this type of information the views of the Investigative Division are being

obtained before a final recommendation is made on this suggestion. Attached is an

interim acknowledgment letter for approval to SA
\ J /y '

1 op'sr¥/



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES

Memorc.

Mr. Mohr

Mr. Mas

7/29/60

subject:

SUGGESTION: That Bureau manuals be revised to require the cross-referencing of
duplicate inserts in reports covering separate investigations. SA

[noted that instances can occur when an interview form (FD-302) is executed
having a direct bearing on more than one investigative matter. Thereafter duplicate

copies are placed in reports on different investigative matters.

fvr-^/v
.

ft

SUGGESTION #13-61

SUBMITTED BY
DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

Mr
Callahan

D^Iioach Aj
Malone

McGuire

Rosen
Tamm
Trotter

W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room _

Ingram

Gandy

from the Director.

uggestion has previously been acknowledged by letter

CURRENT PROCEDURE: Si pointed out that at the present time there is

no requirement that this exact duplication of information be
cross-referenced or flagged for the reader's attention.

44

ADVANTAGES: The suggestor feels that cross-referencing in such instances would be
beneficial for the following reasons: (1) Duplication of 'effort in the

review of this portion of the report could be eliminated which would-be of assistance to

the field supervisor prior to sending the reports to the Bureau and to the Bureau
supervisor reviewing the report. (2) If an error were detected in one copy of the insert
it would insure that such error would not go undetected and uncorrected in the othmr /J
reports, thereby avoiding possible embarrassment to the Bureau. (3) It would cad the

Bureati
;
supervisor attention to the parallel or other investigations of which hermay not

be aware. " V —

CONCLUSIONS: Mr. Sizoo
,
DenB^ MdlTgaice Hv., is in favor of adopting this idea.

Mr. Malley, Investigative Division, advised that this suggestion would
be applicable to the work of that division in only rare instances and that they have no
objection to its adoption if it would be of assistance in the supervision of security cases.

* t

Discussion was. had with SA >y the Suggestion Desk to clarijfy

instances wherein same FD-302 would appear in different reports. He advised when
information furnished by individuals concerning subversive organization and individual

members FD-302 was channelized to individual files and reproduced exactly as inserts

in the individual reports. *

I
:

* REC- 25
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Memp'JVEalone to Mohr
Suggestion #13-61

It is the opinion of the Training and Inspection Division that this

procedure tends to include unnecessary information in these individual files and

might better be handled by extracting pertinent information for each, individual and

reporting it to his file on plain paper or separate FD-302 with proper identification

of source on cover pages. The original report or FD-302 on the organization would be

the proper document to produce in court if needed for trial. Also to adopt this idea

would provide an exception to the existing report writing rule ”if information received

pertains to different subject matters, separate FD-302s shall be prepared on each

‘and filed in pertinent files.” This rule applied under Jencks Law to eliminate where

possible necessity of court excising now-pertinent material from FD--302s.

RECOMMENDATIONS: 1. That this suggestion not be adopted for reasons indicated

above.
v 1

2. Upon approval of Recommendation #1, that this memorandum be

referred to the Ito&estlc might take corrective

action to assure that practice of using same FD-302 in different reports when having

a bearing on more than one investigative matter is discontinued by those field offices

who are now using this practice. j,

- 2 -
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X will advise you.



fvElmplo^e Suggestion^
Ft)-252 (Rev. 2-4-57)

Date

8/3/60

#1
4f

A
SUGGESTION Tllct

V

r%
j

Icy*!

To:

Director, FBI

From: (Suaaester's name)

s.

Division of Assignment

SAN JUAN be
.b7C

the,,references on the
_

FD-263 cotfdr page. For example, instead of "Report of SA~JOHN D0E~~
Ha^ed“7/6/60^at^an Juan" the reference could be abbreviated to
"Rep SA JOHN DOE 7/6/60 SJ" without losing any of its significance.
Similarly "NY let to SJ 7/6/60" and "Bualrtel to NY 7/6/60" convey
all the necessary information, but require substantially less effort
to type than the present system. It is also believed that the word
"interoffice" could be eliminated from references, since if a copy of b

.

/c

^bramuhication goes to the Bureau it^is^ormal^ly directed to the Buresju a
and therefore evident from the reference. If the Bureau is not noted
in the reference it can be assumed that the communication is inter-
office.

be

'^torrent practice or rule (Include manual citation as well as facts) _

Rules and Regulations, Part II, Section 4, page 10. Specific
form of reference is not set out, "interoffice" is required. Q

CO
CD

N

Advantages of suggestion and annual savings (include basis for estimate)

Although in individual instances the amount of time saved in typing^
would not be great, the cumulative effect would be a substantial
saving in time of preparation of reports. (No monetary savings)

OO

CD

<jt

—

p Disadvantages of suggestion . _

There might be a little initial difficulty in the identification of

previous communications by clerks.

(The use by the United States of my suggestion shall not form

assigns upon the United States)

X. Mr. I L-

Recommendations and comments of Division Head 3 5# ^ 1

Suggestion is recommended on belief that it wiiar result in tinie

saving once stenographers become accustomed to method.
q

'X! 104 ^ ^ v 'AUE-*rr" In -0

(Do not write in this space - for Bureau use only)
fpjW N.
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DIRECTOR, FBI 8/12/60

SAC* PORTLAND (100-2Q6-Sub 1)

COUIvTSR INTELLIGENCE CORPS
B3KJJ23ST TOR COPIES OF REPORTS

Special Agent
,

llialson Agent,
Portland Field OfTice, 115 CIC Group, Building 630, Vancouver
Barracks, Vancouver, Washington, lias contacted this office
bo request two copies of any reports prepared by the Portland
Office inivoltfing military personnel, Ee said his request
was based upon a request received from the Provost Ilarshal
in San Francisco, and it was his understanding a similar
request would be made in San Francisco and Seattle.

While this office has enjoyed excellent relations
with the local CIC, the request in iii is instance appears to
be unusual and will not be complied with in the absence of
Eureau authority.

San Francisco Office is requested to contact
appropriate authorities to l -hm* nag-; ^ vv>t> above
request wiiich basis was unknown to

Bureaa, upon receipt of details from San Francisco,
will advise Portland, San Francisco, and Seattle whether
the CIC request should be honored.

2 Bureau
2 San Francisco
1 Seattle ( i/ix'o j
1 Portland

RJM:jdt
( 6 )

6-6 - 9

NOT BKCOTtlVEh
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opSnai foil# NO. 10
*

UNITED STATES GC

Memora?
TO MR. A. H. date: August 12, I960

FROM : DIVISION STREAMLINING COMMITTEE

Trotter

W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room _
Ingram

Gandy

subject: SUGGESTION # 41-61

Training and Inspection Division has requested co
of this Division on above suggestion by SA

mments
San

V)

Juan, copy enclosed, that abbreviations- be us ed in recording
preferences onJrbrm FD 263 (cover page of investTgatTv^repTTFts) and
tnaT“the word#i"Interoffice” be eliminated from references to prior
communications

be
b7C

&

j
iggestion

Tex to SJ
on same page. First portion of

|

calls for use of abbreviated terminology, such as "NY
7/6/60", "Buairtel to NY 7/6/60” and "REP SA JOHN DOE 7/6/60 SJ",
rather than terminology such as "Report of SA John Doe dated 7/6/60
at San Juan".

points out no specific form of reference is set out
in Manual of Rules and Regulations, Part II, Section 4» Page 10, and
claims abbreviations would convey all necessary information and
require substantially less effort to type than the present system.^ « •

• Jsays use of "Interoffice”A.s to the second portion of suggestion,!
could be eliminated since if communication goes to Bureau, it is
normallydire (fed to Bureau and therefore evident from reference, so b6
that if the Bureau is not noted in reference, it ban be assumed that
communication is interoffice. Use of word "Interoffice " where
appropriate, is required.

suggestion claims no monetary savings but states
that while m individual instances typing time saved would not be
great, cumulative effect would be substantial saving in time of prep-
aration of reports. He cites as disadvantage a little initial diffi-
culty by clerks in identifying previous communications.

The Committee concurs with first portion of.
suggestion as to use of abbreviations because ED' 263 is administrative
and not disseminated outside Bureau and it is felt shnntannd language

currentwould be clear to Bureau personnel. As indicated by
rules do not preclude abbreviating references; in faCT, IT l’s already
being done in some instances. Making use of abbreviations a requirement
would bring about uniformity and save typing throughout the Bureau

JJIF:^ap^7)
1-Parsons
1-Belmont
1-Sizoo
1-Training and Inspection Division

^Mir Enclosure

jy
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
Re: Suggestion #41-61

|

The Committee does not concur with second portion of
(suggestion as to elimination of word "Interoffice.” While

from one point of view this word is superfluous, it is felt it is
of value at Bureau as notice that Bureau did not receive copy of
communication referenced, and present requirement serves as
of insuring field gives proper attention to fact of whether or not
Bureau has referenced communication.

Whether or not adopted in full or in part,
suggestion poses no specific problem for Domestic Intelligence
Division as distinguished from other SOG divisions.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. That portion of
abbreviations in references be adopted.

Suggestion as to use of

2. That portion of suggestion calling for elimination
of word "Interoffice" not be adopted.



SA
| |

San Juan, suggests that
abbreviations be used in recording references on cover
pages of reports. He also suggests discontinuing word
"interoffice" where reference is to a communication not
sent to the Bureau.

be
b7C

While the potential savings in typing time
through use of abbreviations would appear to be negligible,
the Investigative Division has no objection. It is felt
desirable to continue use of "interoffice" or possibly
abbreviation thereof in order to prevent unnecessary search
for a reference at the Bureau. It is recommended that the
suggestion to use abbreviations be adopted but that the use
of "interoffice" be continued.

c
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UNITED STATES GO^

Memoran

subject:

Mr. Mohr

(V
J. F. MalonA-f

.

.* r / »

*

SUGGESTIOlH41
-Qf-

SUBMITTED BY SA|_

BAN JUAN DIVISION

date: 9/6/60
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Callahan
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Rosen
Tamm
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W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room _
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^ SUGGESTION: That abbreviations be used in recording the references on the

\ FD-263 which is the covey page to reports. For example, instead
g

t* of "report of SA John Doe dated 7/6/60 at San Juan" the reference could be b7c
abbreviated to "Rep SA John Doe 7/6/60 SJh without losing any of its significance.

^ Similarly "NY let to SJ 7/6/60" and "Buairtel to NY 7/6/60" convey all the necessary

information but require substantially less effort to type than the present system,

q/ SA| believes that the word "Interoffice" could be eliminated from references,

^ since 11 a copy of a communication goes tq the Bureau it is normally directed to the

— Bureau and therefore evident from the reference. If the Bureau is not noted in the

^ reference it can be assumed that the communication is interoffice.

n—

.

- CURRENT PRACTICE: The Manual of Rules and Regulations, Part 2, Section 4,

Page 10, requires the use of interoffice. There is no

specific form of reference to be used on the cover page of reports.

^ ADVANTAGES: SA [pointed ouj; that although in individual instances the

t amount of time saved in typing would not be great, the

|
cumulative effect would be a substantial saving in time of preparation of reports.

CONCLUSIONS: * SAC Speakes is in favor of adopting this suggestion. Mr. Moore,

I 1

Domestic Intelligence Division, feels that the first portion of

suggestion as to the use of abbreviations should be adopted because FD-2S&
is administrative and it is not disseminated outside the Bureau and . : the shortened

language wiiild_he_clear to. Bureau personnel. He does not agree with the second be

portion of suggestion as to elimination of the word "interoffice. " While b7c

from one Joint Ol view this word is superfluous, it is felt it is of value at Bureau

as notice that Bureau did not receive copy of communication referenced and present

requirement serves as means of insuring field gives proper attention to fact of

whether or not Bureau has referenced communication. Mr. McAndrews, Investigative

Division, agrees that only the first portion of SA
[

suggestion should be adopted.

The Training and Inspection Division does not see any need for

establishing a rule that will permit the use of abbreviating references since there is

no current rule which precludes this practice. In fact many field offices are already

$ J.
1

5 SEP 13 1960 y - MW/s SEP 13 1960
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Memorandum for Mr

using the abbreviated references as suggested. The Manual of Rules and Regulations

indicates that a reference should be utilized to describes a communication in order
to insure identification of the references. As indicated there is nothing to preclude

the use of abbreviations and a survey by the Records Branch indicated that a number
of communications coming into the Bureau disclosed that many offices do in fact

utilize authorized Bureau abbreviations.

With respect to the word "interoffice” being eliminated from references
this procedure was initiated after the adoption of the report writing system which
permits an auxiliary office to send an investigative report to the office of origin.

In these instances there is no requirement that the Bureau be furnished a copy of the

report. Accordingly, in future communications sent to the Bureau it is necessary that

ths)4nteroffice designation be set forth to avoid unnecessary work at the Seat of

Gowermnenf. *—-—
Vw r il

' IWII. )
"**:Tjg- C

RECOMMENDATION:
b6

That SA suggestions not be adopted. Upon approval no furth<b 7 c

action is necessary since these suggestions have previously been acknowledged by
letter from the Director.

^ ^

i
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office M
O 0

Uffl • UNITED
A- ' '

ERNM^NT

TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

DATE:

*, FBI

sac+ mt* umtB

i —

i

0a August 30, I960, BA JOHN a. BUSH obtained trm
the Cleric, U. 3. Court of Appeals, Eighth droudt, St, I*pi$s,

iftsseurl, Socket #16436, on© copy of appellee ‘ s brief la this
ease which brief Is being transmitted herewith to the Little
Hook Office.

It Is st*gge#t6«i the Little Hoel-c Office s^uEiwriie this
brief after which the sumi^ together with the brief be
forwarded to the Bureau,

St, Louis Will foilOir developments of tM© case la
0, 3, Court

bo
b7C

»
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PERSONAL ATTENTION
SAC LETTER NO. bO-40

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

August 16 , i960 WASHINGTON 25, D. G.

(A) REPORT WRITING PROCEDURES — Recently It has come to the
Bureau's attention that In reporting information in security
matters which was furnished by an individual concerning an
organization and its members, duplicate copies of the interview
form (FD-302) recording the interview were inserted not only in
the investigative report on the organization but also in the
investigative reports on the individual members of the organi-
zation. This procedure tends to include extraneous information
in the individual reports which detracts from the continuity and
clarity. In the future, this practice should be avoided.

°Y\Ve& 4 * "I <\,4 \ / £ f\ e^ r4
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Office Memofondum • united staIIs government

TO

FRO&

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, WFO (66-2970)

DATE:
9/9/60

Suggestion Concerning The
Use^jfotonifold Carbon Paper
Sets (ECO-SETTE)- *

o
p'\ IS

he
hie

tion submitted byl

Attached herewith are three copies of a sugges-
Stenographic

Unit Supervisor, 'iid.suxiig iuju jawiu umce, concerning the
use of Manifold Carbon Paper Sets (ECO-SETTE)

.

It is believed that this suggestion has merit
and should be considered favorably by the Bureau.

It is to be noted that considerable savings
would be accomplished by this suggestion based on compu-
tations as set out in the suggestion.

be
b7C

If the Bureau is in agreement with this computation,
j—i§

—

recommended that consideration be given to a cash award
t<

1 __ I
the amount consistent with the table establishes

by xne Civil Service Commission in connection with suggestions T
J

resulting in a savings.

^Bureau (Enc.3) -
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•Employ^ GuggeJ^ion
FD-*2‘5.2^(;i-* 1*4-5^)

#137-61^

I Date

9/9/60
To:

Director, FBI

Fror

1

Employee assigned to (Division) b7C
Washington Field Office i

SUGGESTION

. That Manifold Carbon Paper Sets (ECO-SETTE) be furnished to

K the Field for use wherever manifold copies are used in

y
report writing and other correspondence*

(ECO-SETTE is a piece of carbon and a piece of white manifold
assembled* Sample attached*)

Current practice or rule (Include manual citation as well as facts)

Manifold paper and carbon is assembled by stenographer or
typist.

Advantages of suggestion

Saving in time used to assemble paper and carbon*
M

_ vj A
Disadvantages of suggestion (j LEE,

^

None known, except there would be some waste of carbon paper | ™

|

sets due to error* This waste would be more than offset wUL
by savings in time with resultant savings in salary*

j

ry^J

Annual Savings (Show basis for estimate)

Estimated savings of $94,964*
See attached compilation*

(The use by ](he United States of my suggestion shall not form th

1 „

V1

mrmm
pe, rn^^irs, or

assigns upprrthe United States)
| j

Mr. Ex] Mrs. Miss Stenographic Unit* supervisor
r*' Signature and Title of Suggester— — - — "

RecommeixddtiojYS and comments of Division Head

iffC'- It is believed that this suggestion has merit an<
j(fy'

^ I should be favorably considered by, the Bureau*
^Bureau One. 10) ,

(1-Personnel File) Signature and THle

(1-Suggestion File)



TIME

Using as an average an original and six copies:

To pick up paper and carbon, assemble and place
in machine* .45 seconds
To pick up assembled paper and carbon and place
in machine. • * * * ... . ••.••••••.••••••••••••••••••-••* 15 seconds
Savings in time per set of six copies* ....... *...30 seconds
Total savings for 25 pages per day 750 seconds or

12f minutes
12^ minutes per day, using an average work year
of 250 days, is 52 hours per employee per year.
52 hours at an average salary of $1^95 per hour. .$101.40 saved

per year
($1*95 is the average hourly wage of GS 3, 4
and 5.)

MATERIALS

25 pages per day for 250 days.

•

6,250 pages

To type 25 pages per day for 250 days, with an
average of six copies per page, requires 37,500
sheets of manifold paper and 7,500 carbon at the
following cost:

37.500 sheets of white manifold. *•• .$43*07 ($1.15 per 1,000)

7.500 sheets of carbon to make
37.500 copies (5 times usage) 39.00 ($ .52 per 100)

Total cost of unassembled paper
and carbon . $82.07

Carbon and manifold paper sets for

37,500

pages-,

Additional cost for carbon paper
sets

The additional cost of $13.93 for carbon sets is offset
by savings of $101.40 in clerical salary, leaving a net
savings of $87.47 per employee based upon an eight-hour
day, 250 days per year.

It is realized that this savings of $87.47 would be reduced
to some extent (cannot be estimated) due to inability to
reuse carbon where pages must be retyped because of error,
but it is believed the over-all savings would far outweigh
the additional cost of materials.

$96.00 ($1.28 per 500)

$13.93



.

Using an estimated figure of 1200 stenographers and typists
in the Field, doing general stenographic and typing work,
would mean an approximate savings of $94,964 per year in
salaries. This could mean a reduction in need for personnel
or that time saved could be devoted to more productive work*
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, UNITED STATES

Memoru,

• *

J Me

tXJl/Wl / (/

: Mr. Mohr

A
,

A
from : J* F. MaloneQ> J

date: 9/13/60

o
tin* -• h

Belmont y y
Gallon _JL
DeLoach
Malone’

McGuire

Rosen
Tamm
Trotter

W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room _
Ingram

Gandy i e.

subject: SUGGESTION #30-61
SUBMITTED BY j CLERK
DOMESTIC INTELLIGE

Ml

SUGGESTION: That the presenMprocedure ofMeletin
_ « _ _• ' .. * L • I - l \ . t •

character, from inv^tigative/r^orts being
disseminated in the 67 (Bureau applicant) and~.77_ (Depart-
mental

-
applicant) classifications be discontinued*

This suggestion has previously been acknowledged
by letter from the Director.

CURRENT PROCEDURE : The Manual of Rules and Regulations,
' Part II, Section 5, D5A, Page 8, requires

that the characters be deleted in 67 and 77 (except Coast Guard
Screening Appeal Board) classifications*

ADVANTAGES : pointed out that reports being dis-
seminated in response to name check requests in

the 67 and 77 classifications must be processed in accordance
with the afore-mentioned rule and the characters either clipped
from the report or if Photostats are being prepared, the
character must be blocked out* As a result, the reports being
disseminated present a poor appearance and the procedure of
removing these characters is time consuming*

CONCLUSIONS: Investigative Division, advised thatCONCLUSIONS : | |
Investigative Division, advised that

the Bureau by virtue of Executive Order and De-
partmental instructions is required to disseminate information
to employing or interested Government agencies* The current
procedure of deleting the character from reports disseminated
in many instances serves no purpose as it is usually apparent
from the investigation reported in the details of reports that
the applicant is a departmental applicant as his close friends
and associates are aware , applicant is seeking employment in
the Department* He feels that by discontinuing this practice, -

it will save time and result in better appearance of reports]
disseminated* It is to be noted that a stamp is placed on »

all reports disseminated that the reports are confidential and
are not to be construed as a clearance or non-clearance.

n IS ^j^fuishre (buy'

(Continued on page 2)

'f-

'

- ?_ /j\r:

M REG- 56
v-' 1© SEP 20 1960
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Memo for Mr. Mohr'1

Re: SUGGESTION # 30-61

has no objection to the adoption of this idea.
be
b7C

Mr. Callahan agrees with the suggestion as it
pertains to Reports in Bureau applicant cases. Many
times interviews conducted in connection with a Bureau
applicant as set forth in the details of the report state
that the parson interviewed either does or does not
recommend the applicant for a position with the FBI. In
some instances such as Special Agent applicant investigations)
comments will be set forth that the individual being inter-
viewed believes applicant has a strong desire to be a Special
Agent, that he feels applicant would be an asset to the
Bureau, or similar comments. If the applicant was hired by
the Bureau, an outside agency which receives our applicant
report can very easily determine the employee's entry on
duty date and the like by contacting the Bureau. If there
is derogatory information in the reports which we disseminate
on an applicant we did not hire, the reason for not hiring
would be readily apparent in the reports. The reports on
the applicant who is not hired which dp not contain
derogatory information would raise a question in the mind of
the outside agency as to why the particular person was not
hired; however, there could be any number of reasons such as
the applicant obtained other employment, we were not hiring
at that particular time, or because of disqualifying infor-
mation in a physical or memorandum which is not disseminated.
Mr. Callahan advised that

be
b7C

be
b7C

^1 Man in the Name
Check Unit, which handles dissemination Of Bureau reports,
is in agreement with the suggestion.

Since no valid reason can be seen as to why the
character of the report should be deleted prior to dissemi-
nation, the Training and Inspection Division agrees that this
idear should be adopted.

RECOMMENDATIONS : 1. That Suggestion be adopted
and that the attached letter of appreci-

ation be sent to him.

& *

.„$j 2. Upon approval of recommendation #1, that this
f /memorandum be routed to the Domestic Intelligence Division K
Of for appropriate action. N%
U 3. That this memorandum serve as the necessary basis

for making appropriate manual changes.
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ryglcrf-gnt Attorney General September 14, IS80

Director, FBI

JENCSCSACT •

nSPQRTTSRllV.Q
hwry{-

1

la the event vcn have £Oi already been advised of the matter, 1 thi&£

you will bo interested ia £ raccst vision c€ the Ci^^^Coort ^^^^Mar.
fee £ecc,r.d Circuit which ofeiqucIj raises a potential proolem la Go^uime-it

report writes procedures so? compliance with the requirements os Tate •

0. S. Code, Section 35CO, -the so-called Jencks Act.

On August 20, I960, m fee care c2 United f-totos v.
I J «* **•

»

the Circuit Court c£ Appeals tor to. second Csrouit cniaiu^siy u^la Ak .

lower court convictions of the dAcnCuits on churls srowiro out of atawk.

from interstate shipment. In upholding toe co^icu©^,

ruled fee defease contention fe.-t it was error so* fee Geve,^e^tO produce

only an FBI Agent's of a pretrial uiiervi^/ w^ta

'witness and not to also produce the F31 /.gsr^s ndt£S»

interview, ca which ILx msmorsm^ woo oasea, toe m
destroyed after urepr.. -atioa c£ few memor^um. */e now, fe^aae

court then analyse me Jsncko Lei and made toe ioJLiowmg

n ^Bofe fee words of the statute and fee intent behind feam combine tG
.

^nd support to fee view that ’state-meat* means afaMy compraheasr/e
10

sX'.rj^o *(ictiO'! O'- tv -Wife 033’ words and does sot include iragmeniary notes,

2 llki, SCMS3 or OTianas wMc>! ara r,c* -EabstentMEy
r
/£!®TOr’

used, there will be a need tor some juage «« ^ ~:Z ~<Za
In this case he mlgfcfc v/eil have held feat these notes aid

State :e. K so, production would not have been required.
state .a* & sjo, pyouuuuwu wuwu uW ~

hO might have found enough thereto to warrant production.

^:pr fee bette, practice to proservo fea^itten notes

•
-. ' takan on Sato-vlows wife persons acc'dsecl dr ^iispqgfec of a mae.

-fez ^ . -. r, 3 :,
p0r,O n:; _-^__Mr. iJarco:i3 \- fe rixA' -. ' not RECORD^ _ „

%^ZF£ZMxi^lmGn& (
^OTE:"-’B^gd^ ^dS^rqjn.to f.

z6

DeLcwjh
£?03Gft ’) /

• Mr. Mohr dated 9/13/60, re sarr^S3c?fep^©'r9go «

Malone • T-^— **
* k -..„ // // . i,

^ryr-a-JB:hcv, x DJDnicv
_ / / .;

Tamm
Trotter/Zi-i-

W.C^ Sulliwi

Tele. Room^_
IngrafaiL
GandftJLJfc-S^p TELETELETYPE UNIT

Cnv/ '%
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We do not know whether the quoted statement was intended to

be advisory only or to be taken score as a directive that henceforth the

Government should expect to produce the notes when called upon to do so.

What the court intended is farther obscured by the fact that although it

spoke of preserving "the written, notes taken on interviews with persons
accused or suspected of crime, n the notes under Consideration in this

case were those taken by an FBI Agent during an interview with a person
who eventually became a Government witness, although it is true that he
had boar i subject in the cose whan originally interviewed.- To keep our
notes on interviews with all persons, including potential witnesses would
bo a problem of dimensions quite different from those of keeping notes on
interviews with suspects and subjects only.

Thu practice which v/o have followed juecumfuBy since the
tSenefco Act was [m-vJ and which was instituted titer eoastiliation with
tine Departmeat is that in all usual cases of interview with a potential
Governs-ant witness we destroy the rough notes of interview after the
agent has prepared his final and complete memorandum on that interview.
Cur position is that the memorandum is the one arid only complete record
of the interview and that it is producible upon proper demand. By
destroying thu notes we ore aUo to avoid the extra work and expense of

continuing to file and otherwise maintain what is la tho aggregate a great
deal of useless paper. Wo prefer to continue this system.

An expression d year views on tho significance of the opinion

quoted above and tho action which this Bureau should taka on this basis, if

any, would bs appreciated.

7



Employee Suggestion
ED^ese-^tR#. 2-4-57)

July 29, 1960
Division of Assignment

Director, FBI

SUGGESTION
tE¥l»aHiTcV visor. GS-4 Domestic Intelligence

•That the present procedure o f,/de& eting. the character from, -investigative
reppjrts being disseminated in the 67 (3ureau applicant) and
7̂ (Departmental applicant) classifications be discontinued.

Referral/ Consult

Current practice or rule (Include manual citation as well as facts) Manual of Rules and Regulations,
Part II, Section 5, D5a (page 8), requires that the characters be delete
in 67, 77 (except Coast Guard Screening Anneal Rnarril and IIS classi-fi-.
cations . The latter invol

1

Advantages of suggestion and annual savings (include basis for estimate)!

At the present time, reports being disseminated in response to name checlr'j
requests "in the 67 and 77 classifications must be processed in accord- /
ance with the afore-mentioned rule and the characters either clipped froiiiV
the reports or if Photostats are being prepared the characters must be 1

blocked out. As a result, the reports being disseminated present a poor 0
appearanc e- and the procedure of removing these characters is time ,

consuming. '

(The use by the United States of my suggestion shall not form the basis of a further claim of any nature by me, my heirs, or

assigns .upon the United States)

JE5- Mr. I I Mrs. f J mi
1
<l~

( ^ ^
&ignatury end Title of Suggester Q

Recommendations and comments of Division Head It is recommended that this suggestion be
considered by the Investigative Division relative to 77 classification p"

reports and by the Administrative Division with^^egard to the 67 classif:i£i

igi|gltY«s
acIc^?eilSS3r-- 18'

d Tnsn ^ ^^^^.S^cr^ature and Titl<



t

# •
The Investigative Division has no objection th this

suggestion. The Bureau by virture of Executive Order and

Departmental instnuctions is required to disseminate infor-

mation to empbying or interested goverment agencies. The

current prodedure of deleting the character from reports

disseminated in many instances serves no purpose as it is

usually aoparant from the investigation reported in the details

of reports that the applicant is a departmental applicant

as his close friends and associates are aware applicant is

seeking employment in the Department. Discont inuring this

practice will KEEX&xi save time and result in better appearance
a stamp is placed on

of reports disseminated* It is to be noted that/all reports

disseminated S8f£ that the reports are confidential and are not fe

to be constusd as a clearance or nonclearance*
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^ /RECOMMENDATION OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION 8/5/60 /JPD:vle

r

Administrative Division agrees with the suggestion as it pertains

to reports in Bureau applicant cases (67 classification). Many times interviews

conducted in connection with Bureau applicants as set forth in the details of the

report state that the person interviewed either does or does not recommend the

applicant for a position with the FBI. In some instances such as Special Agent
applicant investigations comments will be set forth that the individual being

interviewed believes applicant has a strong desire to be a Special Agent, that he
feels applicant would be an asset to the Bureau, or similar comments. If the

applicant was hired by the Bureau, an outside agency which receives our
applicant reports can very easily determine the employee’s entry on duty date and
the like by contacting the Bureau. If there is derogatory information in the

reports which we disseminate on an applicant we did not hire, the reason for

not hiring would be readily apparent in the reports . The reports on an applicant

who is not hired and which reports do not contain derogatory information would
raise a question in the mind of the outside agency as to why the particular person
was not hired; however, there could be any number of reasons such as the

applicant obtained other employment, we were not hiring at that particular time,

or because of disqualifying information in a physical or memorandum which is

not disseminated.] f 1 Man in the Name Check Unit, which
handles dissemination ot Bureau reports, advises he is in agreement with the

suggestion. Thus, no valid reason can be seen as to why the character of the

report should be deleted prior to dissemination and the Administrative Division
agrees with the suggestion of]

-2-



Federal Bureau of Investigation

Washington, £>. C.
be
b7C

Dear

1 tern* received your uiggosaon that %;

careful study of your idea ia being made and in the event it"

t.ouM be feasible to adopt it you will be advised.

I fee interest which prompted you to saaTiQ your
observations availablo to me is very much appreciated.

I

Sincerely yours,

/
/

/ ,

/

l~Mr. Belmont 0.- S6 s
?ar Hoovofi

<n

*n im
CD s

'3C

OT

POo

oo
2S

i )rtWB:meK (Suggestion (#30-61) dated 7/29/60)
'(4)

NOTE: Referred to the Administrative and Investigative

Divisions for views and recommen^tions^ / ( ~

y<y
Tolson

Mohr

irjt

” I

12 SEP 21m
j

Parsons .

Belmont .

i Callahan
fj DeLoach

r
Malone _
McGuire .

Rosen —
Tamm ,

—

Trotter —

.

1 1

j

1

1
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;

f /
I /

sep g? 19
Ingram
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,ri
«r
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eoptc./c-s? 1*3* IOC9

pr,n/'0 ror

i/CiiCrsl Cu3?C’tiU Of Investigation
\faBMti%’COiXi, D, €»

In briber rci'cronco -to your sensestion

emmraewr iron cercaia ravcGWiaiSiVO^-rororua.^Aca
aro uiC'SeainatGd, I etia indeed pltaccd to inform
you that approval bao been granted to place yoor
Idea into effect,

*- -

Ym bavo dcaoao*tratc4 a been iatcrcot in
-atroaolitiia^ tills pbaco oil tbo Daroaa’o f/orb by
' cabins this \/artkvbile cucccstioa, 2 vsscfc you to
cftao>/ of oy appreciation £or bavins called tlaics
-natter to ny attention.

sincerely yoaro,
3^ Edga§ Hooves

- 1 * Ur, Bclnont
7, **7 '1^- Personnel File of

/ *

Ms% T^V/on. 1

rtf, Mvlu* —p-j
«r; iV.i'^'K-v^r
Mr, IJ'.tr.Vvnt L

rtr. *
.—

|

rt % % t,ju— I

Mr- ** - '

...

RWBnagj (Suggestion #30-61)
(5)

1IOTE: Based on nemo Malone to Mohr, dated 9/13/60,
RE: SUGGESTION #30-61, submitted by 1 I

Domestic Iifclligencc Division, RWBmgj

.
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fCESSrJX^..

U <3-

, . i5§

October XX, 1960

iff'ender-srl Bareau ol lavestl^tlon
Washington, S>. G-

I have received your
E the stenographer or typist being

the FD-204 portion oi et report. It is indeed a pleare n*-«3 forme to advise you that your idea has been adopted. Necessa:
action Ae? beir»t5 taUteen to revise the &Ianual for yield Stenog-
rapher to require such initials when a. ciii'4'«ex-er»t

the cover pages to a report.
ive clearly demonstrated your interest

improving Bureau procedures fc»y making this worthwhile
"suggestion, and X want you to know of my appreciation for
an

j
rScAng your observations s».v£rAXEtk*Xe to me.

Sincereiy yours,
2s Edgas aaovtji

SAC, WashingtonJii
X -personnel file

v/^uggestion #174-61, datedl0-3-60)
Suggests that the InitialSiOf tlie r or typist toe curried
on the FD-2'64 (details ofQf^pdrt)'wlieii (lie mum e person does

n tSi type the cover- pages (FD-263) to the report. The Manual for- Field^^pgraph^r-num. iridi cates tjiat -the initia^s^Jre not necessary on the



NOTE: (Con't)

FD-204 portion of the report. There is no reason for not

carrying the initials when one stenographer types the cover
pages and another stenographer types the details of the report.

Accordingly, it is felt that the Manual for Field Stenographer
should be changed to require the initials of the stenographer on
the FD-204 if a different stenographer prepares the FD-263 of

the same report. Upon approval of this letter, appropriate

manual changes will be made.



Employee Suggestion
FD=252^^1-14-55)

Director, FBI

SUGGESTION

lQ/.at>/60

Employee assigned to (Division)

Washington Field

i xv
That the/ initials of the^tenographer/typist be carried on the FD-204*
They could be typed immediStel'y’^rf ^tg^TKe agent rs~ri^eTbrr~the~"reporir
of** line* This would only begone when person typing details (FD-204)
has not prepared cover pages CFD-263)

.

Current practice or rule (Include manual citation as well as facts)

"Initials are not necessary*” (Section 3, page 6, C 7b
Manual for Field Stenographer)

Advantages of suggestion

When reports are long and involved, in order to get out the work mor^FO
expeditiously, it is the policy to divide the work, one employee gj s

handling the cover pages (FD-263) and another employee handling the fxJ
details (FD-204)* Under the present system the initials of the
stenographer appear in the initial block on the FD-263, thus identifyini
the employee typing that section of the report, but there is no-
provision made for initials to appear on the FD-204; therefore, when
a different stenographer types the FD-204 and subsequent pages, there
is no way to identify the employee* From an administrative standpoint,
it would be helpful to have the stenographer/typist initials on the
FD-204 to identify the employee typing that section of the report*

Disadvantages of suggestion Ojt V*

None known. no

Annual Savings (Show basis fc

None /^
(The use by the United States of my sugge^tl^^^J-rfio Wfoftrf^n^ba
assign® upqj/ the United States)

'
i l. nrL.. I L..Mr. E Mrs. a

.^c^mendations and comments of Division H'

ca-102

(qQ>. i —

-

3

9 OCT jJ"i960

t

Signature and Title of Suggester

It is recommended that favorable consideration be given
' o ™eau this suggestion. . ..... . _2-WFO °°

(1-Personnel file)
(1-Suggestion file

Special Agent in Charge
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Copy to:

Report of: Office;

Date:
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Title:

Character:

Synopsis:
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This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and is loaned
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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UNITED STATES GOVErWeNT tad.

Mr. Mohr

from : J. F. Malone

subject: JENCKS ACT
REPORT WRITING

date: .
9/l3 /60

,

f Kotsyns-

pinion
Callahan
DeLoach

mp*
frnfnm^

Troke* JX.

iV.xivSdUiyon

^Tele^{^JOtn _
Ingram

Gan^y -

t £jct i‘w» jimy'J
Ok~Vt

An August 26, 1960 decision of the United States Circuit Court of
*

Appeals loirtbee Second Circuit (Now York, Connecticut, V^rinout) _

obliquely a report writing question of great potential importance to che Bureau.

Shortly after the passage of the Jencks Act, Assistant Attorney

Generali \
Criminal Division, agreed to the^Bureau’s

^

position that in the usual case of an interview with a potential Government

witness the agent’s notes might be destroyed after the agent had prepared a.

full account of ihe interview in memorandum form. From the standpoint ox

complying with the Jencks Act, the Government is in a position to produce
• £,

the memorandum as a full and complete record of the interview and to advise

the court that the notes on which the memorandum was based have been
^

destroyed. The practical advantage of this to the Bureau is in the izctm&L

we avoid the continued handling, filing, etc.
,

of all these notes and .urther,

there is less chance of unfortunate discrepancy in testimony .wnen we submit

to the defense for cross-examination purposes only one complete record ox

interview (the memorandum) rather than both the complete record ana che

sketchy record represented by the notes.

The system of destroying the notes after the complete memorandum

has been prepared has been working without a flaw until August 26, 1960, when

the Second Circuit decided the as yet unreported case of United States v.—
1
et al. - Tnis is' a Bureau case - Theft From Interstate Shipment -

^

in whicn the subjects were convicted and then appealed their conviction. The

. three judge bench of the Second Circuit upheld the convictions unanimously

I
and thus rejected the defense contention that a mistrial should have been

1 - Mr. Parsons (Enc.

)

1 - Mr. Belmont (Enc.

)

V- Mr. Rosen (Enc.

)

^>JD:hcv

V5
) ,

^ V
• ^

A2 StP 29^

ft;

f& SEP/&6 1S33

NOT BECr'"

128 i£P 27. iao&
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Memorandum to Mr. Mohr
Re: Jencks Act

Report Writing

declared when the FBI produced only the memorandum of a pre-trial

interview with a Government witness rather than both the memorandum and

the notes, the latter having been destroyed. On this point, however, the

court analyzed the Jencks Act and made the following statement:

"Both the words of the statute and the intent behind them combine

to lend support to the view that 'statement’ means a fairly comprehensive

reproduction of the witness' words and does not include fragmentary notes,

jottings, scraps or writings which are not 'substantially verbatim. ' However,

as a practical matter such- a construction does not mean that notes of the

. type here made should be destroyed. Wherever the word 'substantially' is

used, there will be a need for some judge to determine what is substantial.

In this case he might well have held that these notes did not come within the

statute. E so, production would not have been required. On the other hand,

he might have found enough therein to warrant production. Borderline

f
situations should be resolved by the trial judges and not by government

I agents. 'Hence, it would be the better practice to preserve the written notes

' taken on interviews with persons accused or suspected of crime.

"

The significance of the court's decision is that while the judges

held unanimously for the Government in this case, they may now be expecting

j
the Government to change its procedures and come up with the investigator's

I notes in the future. For this reason, we believe thejiecision should be

- called to the Department's attention immediately and^memorandum written

for that purpose is attached.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the attached memorandum be sent to Assistant Attorney

b6
blC

-2-





In the majority of cases, ID- 302* a are prepared in the

maximum numbor of copies (10). TJhder tho present practice, tho

stenographer must count nino (9) shoots of carbon paper, ton (10)

PD-302*s, and then insert tho carbon between tho FD-302*s. In

cases where tho PD-302 is only a half page long, or less, the

ontire body of tho interview could bo typed in the time required

to count and insert the carbon paper.

It is believed that if the stenographers could be

furnished ouch pro-inserted carbon shoots, this ^^o^ld cave

considerable stenographic time which would in turn increaso

production figures.

It Is further believed that tho expense of furnishing,

these pro-inserted carbon sheets would be off-set by the amount

of stenographic time saved.
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Bureau has noted ™tlmirtrr~several recent reports

submitted by your office in the Cuban field, these reports
have been classified "Confidential ” since the investigations
involved originated on the basis of information furnished by
a confidential source of continuing value and the disclosure
of this sourca 1s identity would jeopardise the source's
future effectiveness.

It is to be noted that the reports involved did
not contain data received from the confidential source
involved*

Ihe above reason is not , in itself,

a

ifying a report . Reports should be <

valid one
for classifying a report . Reports should be classified
based on the data set forth therein and should not be
classified because the investigation teas initiated baaed
upon information received from a confidential source whose
information was protected by classifying the report setting
forth his information

,

natter should he called to the attention
of all agent personnel, I

JJBsafs \i

(5) \
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Parsons .

Belmont .

Callahan
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Malone _
McGuire
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Tamm
Trotte:
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Tele. Room
Ingram

Gandy
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SAC, springi^cld ^H-1379) 11/2/60

Director, FBI

SERIALIZING MAIL

Reurlet 10/K^;n.

The ! ''jrre .t vjj not feel that ar.-ŷ ^co .vtion shoild

be made to exiotin
>
^.qolationa concet^ng

1

' theadministrative
handling by the -‘ding^^j(^tSS^S^€?Spies of correSTpondcnce
sent as enci f - «'

«

-j tG^nother office. The proposal you thJVb
submitted J^fLyenccd letter is not approved and you should
continue toJfandlo this type correspondence according to
existing policy.

(l. Bufilo 66-2435 (Report Ifriting)
j

hFVC:sinr ! 4
(5) NOTE: SAC Springfield proposed by relot tTACB would

file copies of inserts (other than FD302 fs) serf: to
another office as page(s) at the end of the
correspondence transmitting the inserts* Existing
regulations require that all enclosures be serialized

by the sending office to maintain control. CCO Trashington Field
Office advises exceptions to the enclosures rule would cause undue
confusUon and suggested not giving favorable consideration since
this- J.s a very minor phase of operations which does not occur often
enoug|i to bo of any great difficulty. FvCport writing desk, Training
& inspection Division agrees*

5?<* t

srfS ?!>0 2a. £



DIRECTOR, FBI 10/25/60

SAC, SPRINGFIELD (66-1379)

SERIALIZING HAIL

tZeJsuLJCS^.
As the Bureau is awarVpthe Field Offices utilize

considerably moreCanvestigative inserts under the present
report writing rules “than were previously utilized. When an
auxiliary office conducts investigation and incorporates the
results of its investigation into an insert (not an FD-302 or
0F-10) adequate copies of the insert are furnished the office
of origin for inclusion in subsequent reports. A copy of the
insert is then retained by the auxiliary office submitting
the insert.

UACB the Springfield Office proposes in the future
when forwarding investigative inserts (not FD~302s or OF-10s)
to file the Springfield copy as a page(s) on the end of the
communication forwarding if to the office of origin. This
procedure will measurably reduce the clerical handling involved
and eliminate having to serialize additional pieces of mail in
each instance. Where two copies of the communication forwarding
the insert to the office of origin are retained by Springfield,
then one insert will be retained with each copy in order for the
two copies of the serial to be identical.

2 - Bureau
1 - Springfield
FVH/es
(3)

NOT RECORDED
174 NOV 4 I960

NOT RECORDED
174 19£0 .

1

ORIGIN.!
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Gctcbar 2$, HO

mozcMO chakgi;m i^slwal oi- jDu&ai-tuc^Gifi

Volume i, faction aii, w, a should be changed to road a# ibUowa:

Vaiort a person baa been advised of hta rights
ns provided in c and ct above, that fact should bo
recorded in the document reporting results of that
interview.

i!?o?
:

^?
ased on memorandum to Mr. Mohr from Mr. Malone dated

10-28-60 captioned "Interviews - Report Writing,rJVC:mbk,w^

Bufile 66-2435 '

JVCrmbk
(!)

6 &-?</ 3J'



(T^ Bufile 66-2435
r

NOTE: Based on memorandum from Mr. Malone to Mr. Mohr dated
10-28-60 captioned "Interviews - Report Writing," JYCrmbk^w^'



October 27, 1960

PERSONAL

REC- 58

Federal Bureau of Investigation
b€

Charlotte, North Carolina b 7

Bear

Thank you very much for your suggestion

relative to preparing form FB-302 on paper having pre-

inserted carbon. You will be interested to know that the

same suggestion has been considered on several prior

occasions and was not adopted because the expense involved

7 in making the purchase would not be justified. ff

Although your idea is not being adopted

in this instance, I want you to know that your interest in

. this matter is very much appreciated.

MAILED 31

00 f -3 71960

COMM-FSI

»'
; /

Tolson
Mohr

Parsons .

Belmont

.

Callahan

DeLoach
Malone _
McGuire .

Rosen
Tamm
Trotter

Sincerely yours,
J* Eclvnr Hoover

1 - SAC, Charlotte - This suggestion is not being adopted for the

following reaeons: 1 - I/kmifold paper with

preinsertod carbon paoer costs $2. 90 per thousand. Regular paper is
- - -

* The use of

superior results as compared to the paper having preinserted carbons

attached. Regular carbon paper may be used on an average of ten

times for a good legible copy.

A1 - Personnel file of

RWB:blaw^Suggestion #214-61, dated 10-20-60)

(5)

~

.b6

b7C

NOTE suggests that form FD-302 be prepared with
preinserted carbon. Same suggestion was previously consid-

ered and not adopted for reasons indicated in the note to the SAC. This
matter was last considered in January, 1960.

'i /t l>

W.C. Sullivan

TelevRaam
Ingram Ol
Gandy ....ll

i ./
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES

Memor
to : Mr. A.

FROM :Mr.

subject: SUGGESTION REGARDING REPORT
WRITING PROCEDURES

t

/ •

Tolson _
Mohr

Parsons .

Belmont .

Callahan

DeLoach
Malone _

date: October 3> I960
Trotter

IqIo

f?epoY'f3
Neff York by letter 9-23-60 cautioned w

* National Guardian *

;

Weekly Guardian Associates, Inc., Internal Security - C, Internal
Security Act of 1950" referred to the present Bureau policy of
utilizing Bureau Form FD-302 in recording information received from
bank records. New York pointed out it was considered more feasible
to abstract pertinent information from the FD-302s and placing such
information in reports rather than incorporating the entire FB-302s
which contained much extraneous material. New York observed that
there should be more leniency permitted the field in exercising its
discretion in the manner of reporting information extracted from
FD-302s and requested Bureau advice in this regard,

t ^ pQ
Present Policy - Part I, Section 48 B3, paragraph 2, page 36a,

Handbook and Part II, Section 4 C 2c, paragraph 2, page 4>
Manual of Rules and Regulations (MRR) provide that when it a ^
becomes necessary to report information confidentially obtained, &
such as bank or telephone records, which can be brought into ^
court only by a subpoena duces tecum, the reporting of the ^
information is accomplished by placing it on an FD-302. V*

& i
Current Practice - In security cases, principally organizational cases'^

bank accounts are monitored on a regular monthly basis. 'Some of -~s‘ •

the information obtained is of a possible future evidentiary
nature while most of the information is strictly of an intelli-#
gence nature. Much of the information obtained in monitoring (j
one bank account is pertinent to several other investigations J
pending in the field office. Under present policy the agent

**

has to prepare an FD-302 for the file of the’ subject bank
account and a separate FD-302 for each case file on which pertinent
information was noted. In most instances the FD-302s prepared for£
the other case files will contain data concerning only one or two
checks issued.

v\

\\

S
Q
LU

8

In reportinaJthis information in report form, the

d Infection
58

Training and Inspection
Mr. Belmont '

1 j
.

.

Mr. Baumgardner
Section Streamlinincu^ommi

NOV 9 1

4

Front Organizations
- 100-357044 ("National Guardian")
J&L t j _ h i 1 w

^
1 rj
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Memorandum for Mr. Belmont
Re: Suggestion Regarding Report

Writing Procedures

agent inserts the FD-302s in his report. Some security cases
are prepared on an annual basis,* some on a 60-or 90-day basis:
and organizational cases are prepared, for the most part, on a
six-month basis. Therefore the agent may have numerous. FD-302s
to insert, each with only one or two lines on a page. There may
be as many as 20 pages of FD-302s to a report where if the data
was extracted from channelizing memoranda and consolidated on
consecutive pages of the report, as the practice used to be,
only six pages would be needed to handle the reporting of the
information. The result would be a saving of 14 pages to the
report. In an organizational case, a minimum of 10 copies of a
report are prepared (5 for the Bureau, 2 for the office of origin,
ana 3 for the local intelligence agt'^ies)* Therefore, in one
report in one case there would be a of 140 pages*

In addition there appears to be no need for an FB-302
regarding bank information as bank records are confidential:
the information contained therein can be produced only by a
bank official upon the issuance of a subpoena duces tecum: and
an agent could not testify to the information for if he did
the bank could be open to a court suit and the Bureau to criticism
for the bank's furnishing the information without the consent of
the depositor.

Observation - It is believed Mew York's observation has merit and to
make for a more practical and economical operation it is believed
consideration should be given to changing the present report
writing rules in this regard to exclude the use of FD-302s in
recording bank information in security cases, or at least in
security organizational cases.

Recommendation - It is recommended this memorandum be referred to the
Training and Inspection Division for further study and appropriate
action in connection with Rew York's request. New York's letter
9-23-60 has been acknowledged by Bulet of 9-30-60 under the
"Rational Guardian" caption and Rew York was advised that the
problem posed was under consideration and Rew York would be
advised of the results.
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November 9, 1989

PERSONAL

be
b7C

b6
b7C

)M vi'

1 ederal Bureau of Investigation

Cliicago, Illinois

Dear

Your Special Agent in Charge has forwarded

to me your suggestion that the instructions concerning the

preparation of Form F.D-204 be revised. It is indeed a pleasure

for me to inform you that your idea his been adopted and that

necessary action is being taken to place your idea into effect.

You luve clearly indicated your interest in

streamlining our report writing procedures. I very much
appreciate the thoughtfulness which prompted you to call this

matter to my attention.

20mo

m

MAILED 9

MOV - 9 I960

. CO-W-PP4 .

Sincerely yours,

X, Mmv

~71

CD

Ho
TOOo
3C

CD

CO
w
<6

31 - SAC ?
Chicago

1 - Personnel file of SAI
(V > )V

'X/

-Jl»h'

be
b7C

Tolson _
Mohr

Parsons .

Belmont >

Callahan

DeLoach
Malone _
McGuire .

Rosen
Tamm

FtWBrbmw (Suggestion #241-61, dated 10-27-60)

$ I 1

NOTE: SA suggested that the instructions concerning the

preparation of Form FD-204 be modified so that only the file

number will appear in the space captioned, "Field Office File#". He
pointed out that the sample of the form in the Manual for Field Stenographer

also provides for indicating the name of the office. Since the name of the

submitting office is indicated in the space captioned "Office", SA
feels that the sample in the manual should be corrected to eliminate re

Trotter

W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room _
Ingram

Gandy

?:

> peating the name of the office after the caption "Field Office File #".

/A?- "2 ".'
‘

''/'A'jl
1
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NOTE: (con’t)

The Manual of Rules and Regulations requires that

the submitting office : ul J indicate its file number in the space

’’Field Office File #. ” The sample in the manual implies that the

name of the office should also be indicated with the filb number.
This is unnecessary since the form also called for the name of the

office as a separate item. Adoption of this idea will eliminate

typing the name of the office in front of the file number each time

FD-204 is prepared. For your information, Form FD-204 is

used as the first page in our reports. A copy of this form is attached

to the suggestion. Upon approval of this letter the sample in the

Manual for Field Stenographer will be revised to delete the name
of the office in the caption, "Field Office File #.

’’



Employee' Suggestion
FD-252 (Re^*^-4-S2)

#241-61

From: (Suggester's name)

Director, FBI

SUGGESTION
SA(A)

October 27, 1960
Division of Assignment

Chicago

/ ^2
jvEP.JEloriju^Oik, in reports from various offices checked, usually

reflects full or abbrevTat’ed^identity of submitting office as well as
file number of case in space captioned "Field Office File Number"
even though identity of submitting office also is shown on FD 204 in
space captioned "Office*/. It is suggested that FD 204 instructions
be modified so just the /(file number will appear in the space
cgpt^oaed—.'iField_,Ctf.fi ce.ljFi1e Number"^ Sample FD 204 in Manual for
Field Stenographers should "be corrected in this regard.

Current practice or rule (Include manual citation as well as facts)

Sample FD 204 in Manual for Field Stenographers (Section 3) reflects
following: Field Office File Number-Seattle 91-9000 Office-Seattle,

Advantages of suggestion and annual savings (Include basis for estimate)

Reduction in typing time of FD 204. Annual savings estimate not
readily obtainable.

CD

I
-

1
;

* "
1

Disadvantages of suggestion

None apparent. m.

(The use by the United States of my suggestion shall not form the basis of a further claim of any na
assigns upon the United States) /O j*m M, n Mrs .

- S/.

Recommendations and comments of Division Head

SiaMture dnj¥

Appears this suggestion would further streamline FD-204 without
jeopardizing clarity of its contents. Rec<^nmgnd consideration
at time of next printing additional forms/ J jty? /

specmr Amm*m ts



FB-204 (Rev. 3-3-59)

ITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF^USTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to:

Report of: Office:

Date:

Field Office File Bureau File

Title:

Character:

Synopsis:

4

6 - 2
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

^JSlCjUOSUiiSj



Mr. Malone

H. L. Edwards

10/17/60

SUGGESTION REGARDING
REPORT WRITING PROCEDURES

G\W
/)•: *

'' •

Memorandum of Mr. F, 0. Baumgardner to Mr. Belmont, dated

October 0 , 1960, set forth the recommendation that the Training and Inspection

Divition study a problem in report writing as it pertains to security-type reports

and to institute appropriate action based on a request of the New York Office by

their letter dated 9/23/60 captioned ” ‘National Guardian*; Weekly Guardian

Associates, hie. , Internal Security - C, Internal Security Act of I960. ”

The New York Office requested that the field bo allowed more
leniency in exercising its discretion in the manner of reporting information s

which was confidentially obtained from bank records in security-type cases.

New York Office pointed out that by preparing original ID-302s (the lorms v
utilized for reporting information which may become testimony and inserted

in our investigative reports), as is now required and subsequently inserting i

copies of these FD~£02s in investigative reports was resulting in reports con-

taining many pages which might better have been condensed into a few. New A
York pointed out that in one report 80 pages of material contained in SO FjD-302s

was extracted and reported on 6 pages in regular fashion. They received an

error form (Euiorm 0-17) for reporting this information contrary to existing

instructions.

Current procedure, as set forth in FBI Handbook, Part I,

Section 48 B3, page 36a, states that when reporting confidentially obtained

information of record such as bank or telephone records which can be brought

into court only by subpoena duces tecum, it is accomplished by putting it on an

i D-802 which should contain (a) type of information available; (b) the fact that

it can be obtained only by subpoena; and (c) the name of the person to be subpoenaed.

Cover pages to the Bureau contain the name of the person who gave the information

to the Bureau Agent. (, ..j / ? A

The Baumgardner to Belmont memo sets forth further justification

for allov/ing extraction of material from FD-302s in instances ’of this type and addi-

tionally points out the fact that the original bank records VvOuJ^be^roduced upon

issuance of a subpoena duces tecum. The likelihood of production of an I D-302

would bo negligible. This memo recommended exclusion of the uso of ID-S02s in

security-type cases in recording information of this type.

i - Mr. Baumgardner
if: VC: 11:

SEE ADDENDUM PAGE 3

ORIGINAL

COPY

FILED

IN



Memo to Mr. Malone
Be: suggestion Re Report Writing Procedures

The Legal Research Desk of the Training and Inspection Division

observes that if an original ID-302 is prepared concerning confidentially obtained

information of record and copies of this ID-302 are channelized to the various

individual files, there appears to be no reason why information from this FD-302
could not be extracted and reported in regular fashion. Inasmuch as security

matter type cases seldom go to prosecution, and in the event any would go to

prosecution, the original ID-302 could be appropriately blanked out after judicial

review,, where it pertains to an individual or individuals not on trial. This would
still be within the provisions of Title 18, Section 3100, U. S. Code (the so-called

deneks Law).

The draining and Inspection Division has no objection to allowing

the field, in security matter cases, to extract from FD-302s reporting con-
fidentially obtained information of record that portion of the information on the

TD-302 which is pertnant to the case being reported.

The initial information, however, should be recorded on an
I D-302 and the original maintained in such a fashion that it could be produced
if necessary, hi the reporting procedure, the cover page should indicate the

location of the original ID-302 as well as the source of information.

RECOIlldENDATXO^S:

1. That this memorandum be referred to the Domestic Intelligence

Division to determine if there is any objection on the part of that Division to

making this allowance to the field.

2. After review by Domestic Intelligence Division, that they

return this memo and referenced communications with their recommendations
to the Training and Inspection Division for appropriate action.



1

*
*•

I

ADDEKDHTlt DOMESTIC II<mtIGEfX2 DIVISION October 20, 1960
» * ’ V # <J

This natter has been reviewed and there is no objection
on the part of the Domestic Intelligence Division.

k



OPTIONAL FORM NO.

UNITED ST

Mem
TO

FROM

v\jr / ULlLLLUffl

Mr. Mohr

J. F. Ma^^^

D

I

fayUO.

ffi.
COMT

HERON 13 UNSLASSlflEO
W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room

subject: ^^^RTJKRTTINa---SECURITY MATTERCA3ES
^ANHDim^LL^OBTAiNEIlfflFDIlMATION
OF^RUCOED j*

/Ufa/its

IS Ingram

PRESENT POLICY: Part I, Section 48B3, paragraph 2, page 36a, FBI
Handbook, and Part H, Section 4C2c, paragraph 2,i-utiiuLuuuje^ cuiu jtcutl jul

3
DtJcuuu (±\^£i\z

> paragrapn »

page 4, Manual of Rules and Regulations, provide that when it becomes necessary \k I

to report information confidentially obtained, such as bank or telephone records,
which can be brought into court only by a subpoena duces tecum, the reporting of o
the information is accomplished by placing it on Form FD-302.- N ^
CURRENT PRACTICE; In security matter cases, bank accounts are monitored ^ ,

.
on a regular basis. Some of the information obtained is ' ?

of a possible future evidentiary nature, while most of the information is of an ^ r
intelligence nature. When the information may become testimony, it is recorded^

^

on Form FD-302 in accordance with existing instructions. Separate FD-302s are*
X N

prepared for the file of the subject bank account and separate FD-302s for each §case file on which pertinent information is noted. When a report is prepared, E
many one or two sentence FD-302s are incorporated therein.as a result.

OBSERVATIONS:

>-
u.

8
The field has. pointed out, and Domestic Intelligence cj

Division has concurred, that since security matter a
cases seldom go to criminal prosecution, the likelihood of need of the individualo
FD-302s would be. remote. It has been suggested that the field be allowed to 8
extract from the original FD-302 prepared on subject bank account, copies of §
which would be channelized to pertinent individual case files, and report the

3
information in regular pages of a report. An analysis of the problem by
Domestic Intelligence and Training and Inspection Divisions reveals that this
allowance could be granted in the interest of brevity, clarity and economy.

The Legal Research Desk of the Training and Inspection Division
observes that if an original FD-302 is prepared concerning confidentially obtained
information of record, and copies of this FD-302 are channelized to the various
individual files, there appears to be no reason why information from this FD-302
could not be extracted and reported in regular fashid^; Inasmuch as security
matter type cases seldom go to prosecution and in 'the/ eyent any would go to

„ ^ fiEG-H
I Enclosure fy/

o

- fS*W5IB*

j
1 - Mr. Belmont 1 - (100-35.7044 ) (’.National Guardian^ NOV 15 1960

1 " (100-7254 (Communist Front Organizations)

(p\
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Memo to Mr. Mohr
Re: Report Writing - Security Matter Cases

Confidentially Obtained Information of Record

prosecution, the original FD-302 could be appropriately blanked out after judicial

review where it pertains, to an individual or individuals not on trial. This would
still be within the provisions of Title 18, Section 3500, U. S. Code (the so-called
Jencks law)..

RECOMMENDATION:

That the attached SAC Letter be approved. Manual changes will
be handled separately. p.
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1 Director,

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Roger G. Connor, Executive Assistant

Criminal Division

|et al. v. United States, (Supreme Court,

1960, No. 53).

RGCjbac

29-100*1648

Pursuant to our conversation of October 27, 1960, please

find enclosed two copies of the brief for the government in the

above captioned case. i

As you know, I have been assigned to argue this case in

the Supreme Court a few weeks hence.

Reduced to its essentials the case concents 18 U. S. C.

where the notes taken by the FBI agents at the time of the

interviewing of a witness were no : longer in existence at the

time of the trial. At trial the defense counsel contended that he

was entitled to see the agent's report of interview, even though

that report is not a "statement" within the terms of Sec. 3500.

In the brief filed for the petitioners in the Supreme Court

an attack is made on the practice of destroying the notes of an

interview, the brief claiming that this can lead to evasion of the

statute by the government. It is anticipated that in the course of

argument the Supreme Court will inquire about FBI investigative

practices and procedures, particularly the destroying of notes

made by agentsiin interviewing witnesses. Although this might

call for information outside the record in this case, it would

be most helpful to be able to state authoritatively, in answer

to such questions, the procedures that do in fact obtain. I

believe that an important part of the argument will turn upon

the reasons for destroying or retaining such notes.

On this issue I plan to present a practical argument based

on the realities of criminal investigation, pointing out the

circumstances under which the notes of agents are kept, as well

\i
ria. •

$OT RICflR'flW

128 NOV if !i§

9

b6
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as those where they need not toe kept. It will also toe necessary
to rebut any notion that the? FBI and the Department of Justiceare in airy way trying to evade tires statute toy calculated

In order to satisfy thb court that every effort is made
toy the FBI and the Department of : Justice to comply with Sec:. 3500
it would toe indeed appreciated if the Bureau could furnish answers
to the following questions:

1. What criteria are used toy agents in determining whether
to seek a full written statement fx-om a witness, ormerely to take notes of an interview?

2. What are the standard practices employed in writing
and filing reports of interviews ?

3. Under whet conditions are the notes of agents destroyed?
Who makes such a determination ?

4. Under what conditions are notes of agents retained ?

5. Are there situations where it is mandatory for an agent
to retain his notes ?

to. 'What measures has the FBI taken to insure compliance
with Sec. 3500 sine® its enactment?

7. Are there standing instructions and orders to agents in
connection with any of the above questions ?

8. A r® agents instructed in those matters as jiaart of their
original training program and their later in-service
training?

9. Is there any other- information that would to® helpful in
preparing for- argument?

Although I am awajre of the usual methods employed toy the
FBI, and many of the Treasons underlying them, the above questions
air® opounded to insure that I have not overlooked any important
considerations .

Enclosur-®
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November 16, 1960

Pj2E£ONAL

MAILED 31

vuV 1 01980

COMM-FBI

I'uJcral Bureau of Investigation

iwciiiphis, Tomieseee

Dear

Your Special Agent in Charge has

forwarded to me your suggestion be

prepared with preinsorted carbons and distributed to all

field divisions. I am sure you will be interested to know
that similar ideas have been considered in the past and

Were not adopted because of the cost factors involved

in having the form prepared as suggested.

Although favorable action ia not being

taken on your idea in this instance, I want you to know
that your interest in this matter i~* very much appreciated.

1 - SAC, Memphis
1 - Personnel file of

Sincerely yours,

J. Mgar Hoover

H ®

4 RWB:bmw(Suggestion #249-61, dated 11-9-60) /, A' \/

\

j.'\'

(5)
* {]'

NOTE: Suggests that Form FD-302 be prepared with preinserted
carbon paper to be distributed to all field divisions. A

number of identical suggestions have been- considered in the recent past
and were not adopted because of the expense involved^, ?r.i of the primary
factors being that individual sheets of carbon paper may be used a
number of times whereas it would only be possible to use Form FD-302

1
1
with preinserted carbons once.In view of the prior consideration given to
this matter, i| is not felt that any further action is necessary at this time,

l , if f
:

p

1 O' i

'"
r V\i
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impl^ee Sumestion
’D-2S^ (R«v/#-l 1-S9)

l -< >

t
#249-61

From: (Suggested name)

Director, FBI

SUGGESTION

11-9-60
Division of Assignment

Memphis

It is suggested that FD-302 forms be distributed to FBI Field
Offices with carbon paper assembled between the copies. It is
further suggested that the packets of FD-302* s be assembled in
different numbers of copies, It is suggested that this assembling
be similar to daily work sheets of stenographers (FD-76)at present

Current practice or rule (Include manual citation as well as facts)

Insert a sheet of carbon paper between each of maximum number of
loose sheets of FD-302.

Advantages of suggestion and annual savings (include basis for estimate)

A tremendous amount of time could be saved each day by this suggestion.
The cost of carbon paper is not known to this employee, therefore, it
is not possible to estimate the annual savings of this suggestion.
However, it is believed that a cheaper grade of carbon paper could
be used, thereby saving a great deal of more expensive carbon.

^ Disadvantages of suggestion

The carbon paper in the packet form would be disposed of after one
use. However, at present a sheet of carbon paper is seldom used
more than twice.

(The use by the United States of my suggestion shall not form the basis of a further claim of any nature by me, my heirs, or

assigns upon the United States. I understand -that I will be considered fnr gnv 111 stifled award QnlY if mY suggestion is adopted
within two years after submission.) ___

Mr. ClMrs. [xJmiss fcenograph.e_K_
j/jujuuiuie unu mu ui Cuggester

Recommendations and comments of Divis- Kf> I I QW1 Ug IS reCOMMendaTlOn OI Bnt H
and Inspector! phere is no question but that
ggestion has merit from a time-saving standpoint. Howeve

.

mmendation is made as it is believed the cost of the material an
the limited use of the carbon paper would

' Signature and Title



(Recommendations and comments of Division Head - Cont rd.)

make this prohibitive.

oy
Iwas

mspeCtor

Since this suggestion was received when
.ilable, she has not been personally thanked
but was personally thanked by SAC JOHNSON.

It is recommended that a letter of appreciation
be directed by the Bureau to this employee.

Inspector



W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room

Ingram

Gandy

v. 'tm imsmnyvmmM
givenm Mtrfiew telse
mu.

it MWiiliigssgs si itwA^
;b7c

v & & IS*'5*"'
,j

hcKfmj(T) Based

\7 11/1

Mr. Rosen {Sent separately)

MAIL ROOM CZI TELETYPE UNIT CD JVCAwmJ

to Mr. Maicne to Mr. Mohr

Bank Bobbery,
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I 1 b6

Bettp* to Aaoi^tant Attorney Generali
I

b 7

c

L lot aL v. United Ltates (Supreme Court,
ioeo* m. m

. £aeh interview is recorded ca a separate form.

b» M informaticn pertains to different subject matters, separate
FO~302e are prepared oa each and filed in pertinent files*

b6
©. The name and address of the person being interviewed are b7c

set forth in the first paragraph of the original FD-392. Date
of interview, place and name of interviewing Agent are shown
on the bottom of the first page of Form FO-302.

3. Question * Under wind conditions are tho notes of Agents destroyed?
Who makes such a determination? Answer - Agent’s notes on interviews with
potential witnesses are destroyed after the full and complete report of interview
or memorandum has been dictated, transcribed and returned to toe Agent for
comparison as to the accuracy of trnnnr.rtnttcm. This procedure was approved
by Assistant Attorney General m June 2d, 1057, shortly after
too Supreme Court decision on Jencics v. united Utafces.

4. Question * Under what conditions are notes of Agents retainedv b 7 c
Answer - Based also upon the approval cf

|
|on June 20, 1907, Agents

have been instructed that under special circumstances, and then only with tho
approval of the special Agent in Charge, may they retain their notes. Uich
circumstances would exist for example whena subject confesses orally but
refuses to put toe confession in writing.

5. Question - Are there situations where it is mandatory for an Agent
to retain his notes? Answer - Yes. Agent’s notes cf a precise character made to
record his own findings must be retained. These are accountants* work papers and
notes covering such matters as crime scene searches, laboratory examinations and
fingerprint examinations, where the Agent, not a third party, is toe witness.

. Question - What measures has the FBI taken to insure compliance
with Section 8590 since its enactment / Answer - dince enactment of w'ecticn 3030,
the FBI has held conferences with Department personnel for the purpose of
learning the meaning of key phraseology in the act and judicial dedutena construing
the act. The information thus obtained is brought constantly to tho attention of
new special Agents of the FBI during their original training, experienced Agents
during In-Service training, and to tho attention cf Agonte in the field.

~3 **
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Attorney Gene
etalo v. Unified States (Supreme Court,

lag of notes
and
position relative to the
the Bureau’s position should he in aeeo;

Umt the Agents destroy each notes after
fin writing ta report form end sech report

|

reiterated that the exception
aotes were of precise character, such as
seardies, laboratory examinations nod
Agent fie testify ns In hie findings, they

a subject confesses era&y but rinses to

may be retained with tbs specific approval

tatated thfe

be
b7C

lor tbs sole purpose of

to writing in report form; that this report
and the investigative notes serve no parpen
Sw*

reaffirmed the Department’

s

an interview. He said that

with the Department’s instructions

results of interview have been reduced
a transcribed end approved,
in effect; namely, where film

’ work papers, crime scene
examinations, to permit the

etalned. In Game instances

a of the bates, such as when
the confession in writing, they

Agent in Charge.

made during an Interview were
tbs results of the interview

record d the interview
have bees need to assist

titutes

0860

b6 .

b7C

St there is any further information which this Bureau might be aide

fie famish to assist you la this matter, please do net hesitate to notify as. There
Is enclosed the copy of petitioners* brief which you requested be returned to you.

v

l
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SAC LETTER NO., 6o~52 I t

(C) REPORT WRITING - SECURITY MATTER OflRE<3 rn,
confidentially obtained informationo-p^f?

8^’' u^n recordlnS
testimony. Form FD-302 should be used^n

which may become
existing instructions * f£

in ®cc°rdance with
the monitoredrecordt “oples of ?h^U

Sl°\°a5s flle of
to 'the pertinent Individual or o/an?-f?7

32
n
3ho,Jld b® channelized

Jill no longer be requSed tSt iSSvidual^i Tnpl ?19

s

’ 14
fd3? each separate file involved.

ldual FD-302s be prepared

to extraot
W
?St

a
i3StionP?rS

r
?S'

14 "1U Permissible
pertinent to the suSt Stte^of fbf

Klna
i
™'302 "“<* ls

on regular pages ' of the rwort L! a
?? Bet lt f01>th

a statement that information r^nnr.t-
J sh°dld continue to include

only upon the issuance of J snhnooJ
ed/an b

f
made available

identity of the peSoS to L S daces tecum > and th

e

n cne person to be subpoenaed should be set forth.

original Eh°Rno ?!
SeS

-,

ahould s
£ow the location of the

vi
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SAC, Dallas (03- 1 'VX>
gFP- 33

Director, FBI bk ' 2 yG'v

SUGGESTIONS

11-29-60

Reurlet 11-16-60 req
previously submitted by Chief Clerk

two suggestions

CD u
CD
cn T

CO

Q CD
m
a1

me**

1 &
1 >o

oo
z

With regard to the suggestion that a change be made in the rules
for assembling reports, this idea was not adopted lor the following reasons:
(1) The present system insures receipt at supervisory desk of .*11 related matter
in one package and this is completely workable. (2) The current system presents
no problems and to change it would require one type of assembly for the Seat
of Government and another type for field offices, which would complicate pro-
cedures. Inquiry made in the past has failed to reveal any real advantage to be
gained by adopting the suggested procedure of assembling reports. For these
reasons, the Bureau disapproves of this idea.

:

' »*-, Concerning bseestion that manifold carbon nanori.\ Concerning bggestion that manifold carbon paper
sets be used for all copies ot reports, letters, airtels and for file copies, the
Bureau objects to the exclusive use of carbon paper sets because of the expense
involved. "Carbon paper sets are 32. 90 per thousand and regular paper is $. 80
per thousand and regular carbon paper is $. 52 per hundred sheets. Another
importanfcfactor is that regular carbon paper can be used on an average of ten
times for.-a good legible copy, whereas carbon paper sets can be used only once.

e use of individual sheets of carbon paper.

e;-plained to

asoning for not adopting these suggestions should

F.WB:bmw;pls;bm^w ' r C
,

b6

\4) ,
b7c

NOTE: The suggestion concerning the assembling of reports was disapproved
based on a memorandum from Mr. Tamm to Mr. Tolson dated

= 4'6"59 -

— The suggestion concerning carbon paper sets has been considered— a number of times in the past and the sets are only being made available in
limited quantities because of the expense involved in using them exclusively.

H [Administrative Division, advised that they recently started the— Tupjted quantities of this material available to field offices

The suggestion concerning the assemblju^of reports was disapproved

\JJLCtVtl Wl* AUO,iS.XJLJ

upoiFi4quest.

MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
5010-104-01

OVI

morandum
NITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, DALLAS (66-1466)

date: 11/16/60

SUGGESTIONS

b6
b7C

® Fv 'lijRT 6
The foilowiTia'^memoran^m^rom i

Chief Clerk of the Dallas office, is b4mg brought to theBureau s attention for possible favorable consideration.

"Continuing observation during the past year leads
SS 1 to ®u

^
eau ’s attention two suggestions fromthis office which I feel merit favorable consideration at -mhc

tijagj—The suggestions were submitted by Chief Clerk F
land were dated 2/10/59 and 3/5/59. 1

"One has to do with the assembling of reports asprovided by MRR II, 8, la. The suggestion was that theunusual assembling and stapling be limited to Bureau copies
the normal left corner stapling be per-

oi^ono^?
17 fie

iu °5f\ce c°Pies. During the interim, the- handlingof reports on the desk and observation of clerical employeesandlirg such reports in blockstamping, charging out serials,etc., lead me to the definite conclusion that extra time isbeing expended. Always it has been possible to handle mailfrom the upper left corner, and all mail except reports maystill be so handled. Under the present system of report ” /assembling
, however

, when handling a report from the upper left f< \ Kcorner only the cover page is affected, then the report itselfthen p,e informant page. I feel that it is definitely to the
^nr^^ereS\°^ *5? Bur<

r
au to limit the special assembly to

y. 9° copies, where dissemination, etc., may make it desirable.
•

’fcL
8

!!

1!®8 9° "sef"1 PurP°se in the field so far as this office
ha,s qgjermmed and complicates normal handling of the mail.

-
''^ls office has been utilizing pre-inserted-carbon

, whit^and blue manifold paper since the submission of thesecond suggestion. It has been found to be an invaluable
time«saver. Stenographers who use such carbon feel that itsaves no less than 30% of their time. They are enthusiasticabout it, and I feel that it may be a definite factor in theunusual production record of the pool. I am of the opinionthat it is something of which the field generally should beapprized, and that the suggestion itself is one which wouldresult in such material saving that the employee is entitled j ,

- Bureau
"1 - Dallas
(C0L:mfr)
(3)

k^ 1

wh
IS NOV 1^)960

ft'

UOV

17



DL #66-1466

Bureau comments are respectfully requested. It is
to be noted the Steno Pool of the Dallas Office has been
averaging approximately 4 pages per hour per day. Durin g the
recent Inspection, the average v/as 4.2 pages per hour per day.
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October 28, I960)

Letter to Ml Special

EEj Wti&fflBfflk EEBORT WHITING

©ear Sirs

A recent incident occurred wherein a Special Agent,

court, ms S&le to recall whether or m* h/had ^iae^UiTdefea

^^^^^
iaterylew two years before ol bis right: not.to mane a stat

court.
' ^ against him i

Th# Manual elInstructions, Volume 1, Section SB,
Art $, Chapter.% 2A,(2), (3),

the fact thata suspect or subject ha ji been appr^iateljr^lvise^ should
^toclged

^

jn the^cum©at reported the results of the interview with

I
^ ~u</&

NOT RtECOSBE©
141JJ0V 2'i, 1960

Bulile 66-2435

NOTE: Based on memorandum from Mr. Malone to Mr. Mohr dated
10-26-60 captioned "Interviews - Report Writh^/,f4VO:mhk, t^'»>J
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J. F, luaione

it/23/CO
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BAfcK ROBBEffi?
01-10242

ETAB
b6
b7C

BACKGROUND: Reference is made to attacked memorandum from :.'fr, Malone febe
’ ~ ~ "*

Mr. i5okr dated Kovember 17, 10CO, concerning a memorandum’
of Bojar C. Connor, Executive Assistant, Criminal Division, Department of Justice,

to Mr. Eo^en received in the Bureau lu/31/6u. Mr. Connor requested the answers
to specific questions concerning Bureau policies with regard tofr^ation ot tovestigativo

notea and other related matters. These answers were to help tir. Connor prepare
Himself for possible iapnlrlea \r.r il je supreme Court relating to FBI procedures in till,

regard when ha nr.nig
^

future. Tm
}

e supr-

d al v. United states before that Court in the near
case concerns tho so-called Jeneks law and the question of / .

produciMlity ot on FBI report whererjnotes taken by the FBI /.gent at the time of the - •

interview with a Government witness were no lon-ier in existence at tne time of trial.

Mr. Connor was advised that the Bureau's position was based on
Departmental Instructions to the effect that notes of interview are destroyed after :

>v
approval of transcribed report of interview; notes are specifically retained when '"A

taken to record the Agent’s own findings and where he may be colled to testify; and^
under special circumstances notes may be retained with authority of SAC. ^v-

Xn approving the transmittal of the memorandum answering Mr. Connor’!
specific questions, the Director noted with regard to this position taken by tne Departs
merit, which is the same position taken in the Bureau Manuals: ”O.K. - 1 still don't £
like tho generality of the exceptions when notes may be retained. H. ” 8

OBSERVATIONW* Oar manual provisions implementing the Department's instructions ~

place the responsibility for the retention of notes in special y &
circumstances in the hands of oar sACs> thus removing it from the individual dis-Y* ,>e

oration of our Agents. Assistant Attorney General" ff the Criminal Division
commended tills fact in the conference 11/lO/bO, which Messrs. Balmont and Rosea
had with Mm because he felt tills made for greater pd&orraifcy than would bo the case

Llcioiiros
“

^OJ/C,
$*' ^

~ .

1 - Air. Toreons <' 1

f :

~
2&

1 - mr. Belmont 0 Fc"ffi
1 - Mr. Rosen '(with enclosure)

M. ****** «**»

sVCilh
/m

.%'/ ..

* i

> /



U thousands of isgents were permitted to decide when notes should or should not 0©

retained. 01 necessity, however, as the Director realizes, oar instructions cannot

give the s:ACs the ”abc‘ r type of guidance we would Who as to when this discretion should

be exercised. £ we were to attempt to make our instructions more elicit in tae

absence of more specific guidelines from the Department, we would be running the b6

rials of prejudging instances which some future specific ease might prove unsound. b i c

Accordingly, it is felt that oar only alternative at this time Is to await the court's

opinion in thepending] l
ease and immediately thereafter try to get the

Department to give us more explicit guidelines so that we can In turn make our i

instructions to the tiACti more specific*

EECOZiLiSKDATION:

ruling kj

That iha Training and Inspection Division follow the supreme Court

et at v. If. J. and make further recommendations concerning

fids matter after that ruling*

*8 -
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Memo for My. Mohr
Ho;

be
b7C

Mr. Connor points out that to the-Brief filed by toe iJetitimers to the
Supreme Court an attack is made on toe practice et^sjrcying the notes of an
interviewg_the brief claiming that this can lead to evasion of the statute by the
Government. Mr. Connor anticipates that to the course tf toe argument the
supreme Court will inquire about i£I investigative practices and procedures,
particularly to^estroying ofjudos madaby Agents in interviewing witnesses.
He advises that although this might call for information outside the record in
this case, it would be most helpful to him to be able to state authoritatively, to
answer to such questions the procedures that are to effect. He advises further
that he believed that an important part d? toe argument will turn upca toe reasons
for destroying or retaining such notes.

M?AimiMTfAL iK^EEDN

On 5 different occasions, as early as June 20, 1057, and as recently as
October 4, 1060, Departmental instructions have been received with regard to
retention crldestruction of notes of interview. The Departmental position has
been that there weald be no need to retain investigative notes under our proposed
interview report form method of recording results of interview with a potential

Government witness (FD-302), and they should be destroyed!iment witness (FD-302), and they should be destroyed!
jAssistant Attorney General, Cffice cf Legal Counsel, Department d
l fm»nf A fhi nnlnlnrt of .

,T
*. 1*4 if*. ttt* i'

a

1. 04

b6
b7C

Justice, furnished this initial opinion at which time he further advised that precise I

notes taken during investigation whereto the Agent might be called to testify J

should be retained. By letter October 4, 1960, the Department advised this IA
Bureau that it has taken the pcsitiaLJ^dcnre the Cupreine Court in toe brief*
which the C^artment filed in thd
investigative notes to all cases.

1

case that it is not feasible to keep the

| [
reiterated that too exceptions remain in effect; namely,

where toe notes were of precise character, such as accountants' work papers, crime

- 2 -*



scene searches, laboratory seminations and fingerprint examinations to permit b7 c

the Agent to testify as to Ms findings, they should he retained, hi those instances
where special circumstances suggest the retention of the notes, such as, for
example, when a subject confesses orally but refuses to put the confession in
writing, they may be retained with the specific approval of the special Agcn t in
Charge.

,

stated that the notes made during an interview were
for the sole purpose oi assisting the Agent in reducing the results of the interview
to writing in report form; that this report constitutes the record of the interview -

and die investigative notes serve no purpose once they had been used to assist /
in preparing the report.

BUXEAll POsmOM' o
I OT

“Cased on the Departmental opinions as stated above, this la the
Bureau’s position, instructions have been issued to the field ay set out to toe
I BI Nandbeefe,, Part I, tocticn 4E

?C, page 23b, to the effect that "there is no
need to retatoinveatigattve notes on interviews with persons alter their contents
have been incorporated into the usual records, such as signed statements, Fl>
302s, and/or memoranda. One exception is that such notes may be retained
with the specific approval of the SAC where special circumstances suggest the
desirability of such action. Cuch circumstances could exist, for example, when
a subject confesses orally but refuses to put the confession in writing. Agent’s
notes c£ a precise character made to record his own findings must be retained.
These* are accountants' wor& papers and notes covering such matters as
crime scene searches, laboratory examinations, and fingerprint examinations.

u

All of this is to accordance with Departmental instructions.

OBSCNVATIONd b6
b7C

It will be noted from the above that (1) it to not within the
accretion of a Special Agent to retain or destroy his notes, hie must destroy
thorn unless they come within the specific exceptions passed on by the Department
or unless the CAC personally approved retention under special circumstances.
(3) we are operating under noaitivo instructions from the Department an
clearly enunciated bj

to our reply to }\Ga

position in writing.

the meeting with Mm on November 10, 1000*
Connor we aro further committing the Department to this

r>m
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Yfiat the attached memoranuum directed to the attention of fur* Connor

setting forth 9 specific questions and our proposed answers to these questions

bo approved.
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’% — - isavcsasti^sattacMnus, Including but not Xijriiitcici to any or al, war-itt«sn op otber
corsaaxatuEd®ss.ticHa. taf iaveetlgatioa conducted by ai^ civilian our mti it-mry investi-
kgsafcifcTLg; agency erf tJtsci Utaitesca States €3<pv<©ir **r*»orat . ” Tiais «s»s$»atnd®d dt.affwould clearly allow da® la® sat-ing offffidcs*- to toes® FBI reports strad use tfasans in bisdeliberations.

’X’fa.® second toJtKa«2*adjEKs.®-Kit to tfa® original bill westdd appear uiidtis*Section 4 (a) sat the end og lira® to®-v®si cart page tbree, suad would to® identicalwith tfa® second tosaatotodrcMEssat propo»oci above ±'or S. 2SV4 <Si«2’Viffi3eca.> dated
jntssa.es S20, 1900, JEfftototo again, tfasa ot'fftacit -wo*d.d toe; to ®as*3aaajg>* sail artsgscsartto caffinvestigation received toy tbe administrative eb£j'cijnciy , car any hearing cx£ffi«s®sr 4sa
it,, from diastole*®car® as to. jgyublle rscord.
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\ SAC, New Orleans (66-1) (. -93-1016)

Director, Fiif /

EX-108

t £y

ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS
POSTING OF BUREAU COMMUNICATIONS

12-13-60

Reurlet 12/5/60, regarding posting of communications.

Except for memoranda for the SAC showing contacts
with Informants or Potentials under the Informant Program and
communications closing cases administratively, the communication
must be sent to the Bureau or to another field office in order to be
able to post it. Also, the communication must be one furnishing
results of investigative activity in report form or in some other form
in lieu of an investigative report, or request investigation based on
investigative activity.

From the information set forth in the first paragraph
of referenced letter, it is assumed that the report in question was not
sent out of your division, in which case it should not be posted.

f *

Tolson _
Mohr

Parsons ,

Belmont

Callahan

DeLoach
Malone _
McGuire

Rosen „
Tamm
Trotter -

W.C. Sullivan

Tele
Ingram

Gandy
»ifcDEC i
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OPTIONAL FORM .^O. 10

UNITED STATES GO^PInMEI

Memorandum
TO Director, FBI DATE: December 5, 1960

Attention: Training and Inspection Division

SAC, New Orleans (66-1)

subject: ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS
POSTINGOF BUREAU COMMUNICATIONS _^JWl/erS7'// /̂f'7y^ ^

It has been the practice in the New Orleans Division
of posting the original report in those cases which, under
Bureau rules and regulations, may be prepared but not sub-
mitted to the Bureau during the ninety-day period immediately
following the opening of the case in the office.

In analyzing Manual of Rules and Regulations,
Part II, Section 3, page^fcV, paragraph 7, we are not clear as
to whether or not our above procedure is correct. The Bureau
is requested to advise if such procedure as presently prac-
ticed in the New Orleans Division is the correct interpretation
of the Bureau's rules regarding posting of communications. •

2 - Bureau
2 - New Orleans (1 - 93-1016)

WWBsez
(4)

s*-'' -A*4.
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OPTIONAL FOfUA NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOVt

Memorandum
TO

FROM

subject:

MR. MOHR

MR. J. F. M

date;

FBLREPORTS..
qhfid^j^ljjaxurejox

Atiheir request, Departmental AttorneysJin

bf the Office of Legal Counsel, met in my office at
Monday, 12/5/60, to present, a nrohlpm nf 1 pin slative drafting which they
felt material to the FBI. SA|

was also present.^ //
SLti a U-SrV j vf*

hf the Legal Research

£{

urthe fferi^e^ the Judiciarsz Subcanupit
Administrative Practice and Procedure, Chairman pi
ex parte or priVate communications on a subject at issue irom any person to
another who is sk "deciding officer" in an administrative agency of the Government.^
Also, if anyone does send an ex parte or private communication to such
"deciding officer that communication shall be made public. All this would
apply to all Federal agencies under the Administrative Procedure Act whose
terms cover suchlagencies as the Subversive Activities Control Board, the
Interstate Commerce Commission^ the Federal Trade Commission, the National
Labor Relations Board, etc. hi short, all Federal agencies which have hearing
and decision functions. > t y , ,/ _/ , , ^ , f ? /, , s

' r ?*•/-’
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/&'/<*>'/ .ft.'./*
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_ l The_problem ufJtikDepartment is to ydraffc an amendment to S. 2374
making it clear that an FBI investigative report or communication sent to one
of the administrative agencies for a proper official purpose is not an ex parte
or private communication and hence is not to he madp rmhlir. Tn mnnpNinn

^iwith preparing such an amendment,
f—

)

were
be
b7C

Cq interested in knowing the position oi the Bureau on how far its investigativea reports should be used and exposed in any proceedings before any agency
J ^J^ct to the Administrative Procedure Act. More specifically, while it

Tj&puld be understood that the Government attorneys in that agency could
^se the Bureau report in preparing their case, much as the United States
^Attorney would use a Bureau report in preparing a criminal case, does the
Bureaufeel that its report should be allowed to go to the "hearing officer" or
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"deciding office^’ and thus expose that report to the possibility of being called
an ex parie/communication which must be made public? A knotty^litt^pro^lepo, here

1 - Mr. Parsons^ 1 - Mr. Rosen (enc.
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- Mr. Belmont£nc)l - Mr. DeLoach
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Memo for Mr. Mohr
Re: FBI Reports, Confidential Nature of

is that the head of the administrative agency is sometimes a "hearing officer"
or "deciding officer" and if it is the Bureau's position that our reports should
not go to this class cf officers then the head cf the agency is in the anomalous
position of being entitled to the FBI report as the head of an agency but
simultaneously not entitled to it inasmuch as. he is the "deciding officer.

"

We have two versions of the Bill, S. 2374 (Revised), which the
Department finds unsatisfactory and is now working on, and S. 2374 the
original. Since the final version is uncertain, we are proposing for each
Bill two separate amendments. The effect of the first is to provide that
any report of investigations conducted by any civilian or military investigating
agency cf the United States Government is not an ex parte or private
communication of the type forbidden by the Bill, with the result that such
report may be seen by any agency officer who needs to see it, no matter
whether he is a "hearing officer" or not. The effect of the second amend-
ment is to provide that nothing in this Act shall either authorize or require
disclosure of the contents of any report of investigation made by any
cialian or military investigating agency cf the United States Government.
The purpose here is to completely seal off such reports from the public -

record.

The attached suggested letter to Assistant
Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel, sets out the exact wording of
our proposed amendment in each case and states where it could be located
in the Bill*

RECOMMENDATION:
be
b7C
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86th CONGRESS Q €\Q A
1st Session

jjf $ Ht

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

July 13,1959

Mr. Carholl (by request) introduced the following bill; which was read twice

and referred to the Committee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To establish standards of conduct for agency hearing proceedings

. . of record.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Bepresenta-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled
,

3 That this Act may be cited as the “Agency Hearing Stand-

4 ards of Conduct Act.”

5 Sec. 2. Hearings of Record.— (a) In agency hear-

6 ing proceedings which are subject to notice and opportunity

7 for hearing and required by law to be based upon a hearing

8 record, the agency’s determination and decision shall be

9 based solely and exclusively upon the issues, pleadings,

10 evidence, and contentions of record in the proceedings.

11 Such proceedings shall' include (1) adjudications; (2)
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1 hearings of record which by law are made subject to the

2 procedure governing adjudications; and (3) those hear-

3 ing proceedings which by the agency’s notice of hearing

4 are made subject to the

'

standards of conduct of this
/s

5 Act.

6 (b) The requirements of section 2(a) shall not ap-

7 ply to (1) agency actions which are administrative or

8 executive in character; (2) administrative rulings or in-

9 terpretations not subject to notice and hearing; (3) in-

10 vestigations^ rib rulemaking proceedings, except those

11 governed by section 2(a) above.

12 (c) The notice of hearing in each agency proceeding

13 shall state whether it is or is not subject to section 24ft) of

this Act.

15 Sec. 3. Ex Parte Influence, Responsibilities of

16 Agency. Members and Hearing Officers.—It shall be

1^ unlawful for any agency member or hearing officer who pre-

sides over or participates in the decision or conduct of a hear-

19 ing proceeding subject to section 2 (a) of this Act to permit,

20 receive, entertain', or consider any ex parte private interview)

21 argument, or communication pertaining to his consideration

22 or decision of such proceeding, except in circumstances au-

22 thorized by law or upon reasonable notice to all parties of

21 record,

25
4 ., Hli-CLOSURE.— (ft) After r proceedin''
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1 ject to section 2 (a) of this Act has been noticed for hearing,

2 if any such interview, argument, or communication contrary

3 to section 3 is received by an agency member or hearing

4 officer he shall promptly' make the communication, if writ-

5 ten, or a true summary, if oral, together with a statement of

6 the circumstances, a matter of record in the public file of

7 the agency with notice thereof to all parties. ^
8 (b) Failure to make disclosures required in section 4 (a)

9' above may be cause for disqualification, censure, suspension,

10 or removal from office.

11 (c) A willful violation of this section shall be subject

12 to a fine of not more than $10,000 or imprisonment for not

13 more than one vear, or both.

14 Sec. 5. Ex Parte Influence, Responsibilities of

15 Litigants and Others.— (a) It shall be unlawful after

16 a proceeding subject to section 2 (a) of this Act has been

17 noticed for hearing for any person, with intent to influence

18 the consideration or decision of a proceeding, to communicate

19 ex parte, directly or indirectly, with any agency member or

20 hearing officer concerning a proceeding which is pending

21 before the agency, except in circumstances authorized by

22 law or upon reasonable notice to all parties of record.

23 (b) A willful violation of section 5 (a) shall be subject

24 to a fine oi n-

1

mor? *hm P t or imprisonment of not

K# fK;r fy
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1 (c) Violation of section 5 (a )by any party to the pro-

2 ceeding or by anyine acting for or in his behalf, shall be

3 good cause, in the agency’s discretion, for disqualification

4 of such party.



June 20, 1960

S. 2374

(Revised)

A BILL TO ESTABLISH STANDARDS OF CONDUCT
FOR AGENCY PROCEEDINGS OF RECORD

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of

the United States of America in Congress assembled, That

This Act may be cited as the "Agency Standards of Conduct

Act."

Section 2.--As used in this Act, except where the context

clearly indicates otherwise

—

(a) "Agency proceeding" means any departmental or

agency proceeding, formal or informal, which results in, or is

intended to result in, any decision, determination, or order as

a pre-requisite to which notice and opportunity for hearing are

required by the Constitution of the United States or by any

statute, or by any applicable rule, regulation, or drder of any

department or independent agency of the United States Govern-

ment, and "agency" means the department or agency conduct-

ing such proceeding.

(b) "Deciding officer" means any member of any agency,

or any officer or employee of any executive department or

independent agency, who is designated to preside over an

agency proceeding, or who makes any preliminary or final

determination in such proceeding, or who participates in any

such preliminary or final determination, or who is authorized

by the agency to participate in any review, re-examination, or

revision of any such determination.

(c) "Private communication" means any oral or written

communication with reference to any agency proceeding if it

is made without giving, at or prior to the time of the making

of such communication, notice to all parties of record in such

proceeding, if such communication is made after notice by the

agency pursuant to section 6(a) of this Act and while the pro-

ceeding is pending before the Agency.

Nothing oonta^e^ ir. this /;?-<, Khali be ne.rt u )d io yr«
' "

v

renniro di ci, c ov.. taunice.b.ow wa i»> <r on). < »•
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I

I ing an agency proceeding among those persons who are, at the

2 time thereof, listed in accordance with seption 6(b) of this Act as

3 deciding officers for such proceeding. This Act shall not

4 authorize communications by any person if otherwise prohibited.

5 Section 3.—It shall be unlawful—

6 (a) for any deciding officer to receive or permit any private

7 communication respecting an agency proceeding as to which he is

8 listed as a deciding officer in accordance with section 6(b) of this

9

Act without disclosing the communication in accordance with the

10 requirements of section 4 of this Act.

11 (b) for a party or for any other person, for compensation and

12 in behalf of any party to an agency proceeding, to make, or

13

attempt to make, with respect thereto any private communication

14 to any person listed as a deciding officer for such proceeding.

15 Section 4.— If any person shall make, or attempt to make, any

16 private communication respecting any agency proceeding to any

17 deciding officer, such communication, if written, shall forthwith

*8 be placed in the public file of the agency. If such communication

19 be made or attempted orally, the deciding officer shall, within

20 three days thereafter, make a written summary in which he shall

21 state, to the best of his information, recollection and belief, the

22 circumstances thereof and the content of such communication.

23 Such summary shall forthwith be placed in the public file of the

24 agency. The agency shall cause a true and correct copy of such

25 summary to be delivered to the person who made, or attempted to

26 make, such communication, and to any other person named in the

27 officer's summary as being present at the time such communica-

28 tion was made or attempted. Any such person may, at his option,

29 make a written summary in which he shall state to the best of his

30

information, recollection and belief, the circumstances thereof

31 and the content of such communication, and shall have the right to

32 have such summary placed in the public file of the agency.

33 Section 5.--When any private communication has been dis-

34 closed in compliance with section 4 of this Act, any party to the

35 agency proceeding shall be afforded a reasonable opportunity to

36 place in the record of such proceeding material relevant to the

37 subject matter of the communication, and, if necessary, the

38 proceeding shall be re-opened for the purposo of receiving

39

evidence thereon.
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Section 6. --(a) Each agency shall, in the first public notice,

rule, or order issued in connection with a proceeding state whe-
ther it is an agency proceeding subject to the provisions of this

Act.

(b) Each agency shall, by notice published in the Federal
Register, designate an officer or employee as its “docket clerk/ 7

It shall be the duty of the docket clerk to maintain the public

files relating to all agency proceedings subject to the provisions
of this Act. Such docket clerk shall maintain a continuous and
current list of each agency proceeding subject to this Act, and a
docket showing the status thereof, and in addition, a list of every
person who currently is a deciding officer in connection therewith.

Section 7- - (a) If any party to an agency proceeding shall make,
or cause to be made, ar^private communication which shall not

have been disclosed as required by Section 4 of this Act, and if

the determination of the proceeding shall be, in whole or in part,

favorable to such party, the determination shall be presumed to

have been influenced by the communication, and it, insofar as it

is favorable to such party, shall be annulled and set aside upon
request of any other party aggrieved thereby, or upon the agency's
own motion, and the issue shall be reconsidered by the agency.

(b) The willful or negligent failure of any deciding officer to

make a disclosure requiredby section 4 of this Act shall disqualify

such deciding officer from further participation in the agency
proceeding. Willful failure to make any disclosure required by
section 4 of this Act shall constitute misconduct and shall be
grounds for the censure, suspension, or removal of such deciding
officer, at the discretion of the authority by whom such officer

was appointed.

(c) A willful violation of section 3(b) of this Act, if committed
by a person authorized to practice or represent others before the

agency, shall be grounds, in the discretion of the agency, for the

suspension or revocation of the right of such person to practice
or represent others before the agency.

(d) Any person who willfully and knowingly fails to make any
dirciosure required by this Act, or who willfully attempts to cause
ap >ther person to fail to make .ouch disc! . re, shall be punished

i^/n-nc £ To? vol more than r„ -* ? ftoo of not

4L

i*
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1 (e) Any person who, for compensation and inbehalf of a party

2 to any agency proceeding, willfully and with intent to influence the

3 decision on the merits of such proceeding, makes or attempts to

4 make a private communication to any deciding officer, shall be

5 punished by imprisonment for not more than one year, or a fine of

6 not more than $10,000, or both.

7 Section 8.—There is hereby authorized to be appropriated to

8 each agency such sum as may be required to carry into effect the

9 provisions of this Act.

10 Section 9. --This Act shall take effect on the first day of the

11 third month beginning after the date of enactment of this Act.



December 2?7 > 1900

PERSONAL

re&erai Bureau of Invest!gation

Little Rock, Arkansas

Dear
| |

Your suggestion thai^eports pf,coneidorable__

length_be_prepuuclie<3( by the stenographer or typist typing the

report has boon received, filter careful consideration of your

idea, it was decided that it should not bo adopted. It is the

opinion of the Bureau that this function is properly the rospon-,

sibility of the Chief Clerk's Office, and a separate supply of !

prepunched paper could be maintained by the supply clerk foroD

use on those occasions to which you make reference.
j j

Although your idea is not being adopted in this

instance, I want you to know that your interest in this matter

is appreciated.
MAllkO J.y

DEC 2 7 15

n - SAC,
^ - Personnel file of

Sincerely yours,

J. Edgar Hoover

/ V
4

I 'RWB:bmy (Suggestion #315-61, dated 12-15-60)

(5)
I 1NOTE: suseests that reoortTOTE:
|

Suggests that reports of considerable length
- be prepunched by the steno or typist typing the report.

She stated that the problem is such reports must now be disassembled
to punch holeg for filing. The referenced reports are now punched
by the Chief Clerk's Office filing the report. M.j

H’>/
///~\ (j

\
J

'
—

' The matter of having holes punched in all white bond paper
arisen in the past on several occasions. While it may be desirable for

ws&l purposes to have our paper supplies furnished with prepunched holes,

MAIL ROOM I I TELETYPE UNIT



NOTE: (con't)

the fact remains the General Services Administration will not do so

because most Government agencies prefer not having their paper

prepunched. Since such supplies are furnished to regional offices

of GSA throughout the country, it would not be practical to have all

the paper prepunched at the Bureau and shipped to field offices because

of the mailing expense involved. Therefore, Bureau employees must
;

punch the holes necessary for filing purposes.

It is not felt that we should require stenos and typists to handle

this simple clerical function since such duties are theseof a GS-2

clerk. Also there are means for punching holes in the paper without

disassembling. To establish a rule for handling simple matters such

as this would be preposterous and accordingly it is not felt that this idea

should be approved.



Employee Suggest Fon
FD-25 2: (Rev. 9-11-59)

-T -%315-61
To:

Director, FBI

SUGGESTION

Frgm; ($uqqester‘s name)

Da te

12/15/60

Division of Assignment

LITTLE ROCK —.b7C

When reports of^considerable length are typed, holes should be
punched in the^repaEt.s-by the stenographer or typist at the time
they are assembled, preparatory to filing. ] f

>.)/w
I u

——— — 7 *y
Current practice or rule (Include manual citation as well as facts) _ _ _ , T/i

Reports are assembled by originating office and forwarded to necessary
offices without holes punched, necessitating receiving offices to dis-
assemble and punch same before filing.

Advantages of suggestion and annual savings (include basis for estimate) Some reports are Of SUCh S1Z0
jthat holes cannot be punched in reports without taking them apart and
punching holes through several pages at a time. By having stenographer or
•;ypist punch holes in reports before they are assembled, this will
eliminate time-consuming process of clerical employees in various field
offices taking reports apart, punching holes for filing, and reassembling
reports. Reports will look neater if they are not taken apart and re-

assembled. This will eliminate possibility of torn corners of reports

when staples are removed, pages lost, or placed out of order. Stenographerj

or typist scan eliminate work of possibly 10 or more clerical employees in

this regard, depending upon number of offices receiving copies of report,

ay initiating and putting into effect this program throughout the Bureau.

Oyer a period of time this should amount to a considerable savings^
Disadvantages oi suggestion

The only apparent disadvantage is a few minutes more time spent by the

stenographer or typist in assembling the report, which disadvantage is b6

offset ’by the? time saved by other clerical employees. b7c

(The use by. the Unl*$d States of my suggestion shall not form the basis of a further claim of any nature by me,

assigns upon the United States. I understand -that I will be consid

within two years after' submission.)

l_lMr. ^Mrs. j

r heirs, or f j

on is adopted *

Lerk-Typisi

Hem°^H
n
t
atifnaima

,

cS
eniV f onlyp£ause extra

L
ti^e“bf

B
the

A
o^fxcL^asse^b|ing

report to punch holes, and eliminate numerous offices . report T
from disassembling and punching holes before filing. I feel this

i 1 t — J 4.^ 4* nmd ^suggestion has definite merit and
recommend favorable consideration*

(Do not write in this space - for Bureau use only)
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Training & Inspection
PAROLE REPORTS Division

Rourlot 12/27/60.

In answer to your inquiry concerning the
first situation set forth in referenced letter, a
parole report need not be submitted by the Bureau
where, after the original sentencing, there is a
subsequent change in this sentence by the court
due to a revocation of probation or other disposition.
It is also not necessary that a disposition sheet be
submitted to show a subsequent change in the original
sentencing.

In answer to your second question, once
a parole report has been submitted, it is not
necessary to submit additional parole reports or
additional disposition sheets on the occasion of
subsequent modifications or changes in the original
sentence

.

The above is submitted for your information
and guidance in the preparation and submission of
parole reports and disposition sheets in Bureau
cases

.

Tolson

Mohr

Parsons

Belmont

Gallahan

DeLoach
Malone

McGuire

losen

Trotter

W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Rooiw

—

Ingram —
Sandy J



STAND^Jjt FORM NO. 64

Office, Memorandum • united states government
jji *.

DIRECTOR, FBI DATE: 12/27/60
Attn: Training & Inspection Division

FROM

0.

SAC, NEW ORLEANS (66-1226)

SUBJECT: "^parole REPORTS

In order to properly comply with the Bureau's
wishes concerning the submission of Parole Reports, the
Bureau is requested to advise whether or not Parole Re-
ports,, Investigative Reports and Disposition Sheets should
be submitted in the following instances:

(1) A subject is convicted in U. S; District
Court of a violation within the p’rimary jurisdiction of
the FBI and receives a probationary sentence. During the
probationary period he violates the terms of his probation,
is returned to the Court of original jurisdiction and sen-
tenced to the custody of the Attorney General for a period

0/ in excess of 180 days on the original violation.

(2) Subject is similarly convicted as in example
#1 above, but receives a period of confinement followed by
probation. A Parole Report is submitted on the original
sentence. The subject violates the terms of his probation
and is returned to the Court of original jurisdiction where

Z^0,

_ , the probationary sentence is revoked and he is committed for

an additional term.
0~ .

6s- Bureau
2 - New Orleans (66-1226) (26-26203)

SEC-5T

T -5

I
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Callahan

DeLoach
Malone _
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October 26, 1360

PBESOHAL

hedem Bured.il oi investigation

Little Eock, Arkansas

Bear!

I have received your suggestion to change

our report writing procedures in. certain Bureau cases.

Careful consideration is being given to your idea, and in

the event a favorable determination is reached, I will

advise you.

You have clearly indicated your interest in

improving current procedures by maiding your observations

available to me. I want you to know that your interest in

this matter is very much appreciated.

1 - SAC, Little Rock

Sincerely your;:,

'V BagBg Boots’1"

(
l ,, ,' RWB:bmw (Suggestion #205-61, dated 10-17-60)
/> ' (4)

-V b

O

. \ . /
NOTE: Referred to the Investigative Division- for .v,j.ei/s and"

recommendations. ^ *X

mum io.

Tolsnn OCT l 61960Mohr

Parsons . . COfAt-FH
Belmont

McGuire

Hosen ^ ^
Tamm
Trotter

W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Roam
Ingram

Gandy

1

* \ .1
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STATES GC^P^^MENT

Memorandum
f to

FROM

Mr . Mohr

J. F. Malo

date: 1/11/61

Tolson .

Mohr

Parsons

Belmont

Callalia

DeLoaq,

Malo;

McG&
Roserf

Tamm _

Trotter

W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room _
Ingram

Gandy

subject: SUGGESTION #205-61-
SUBMITTED BY ASAC|_
LITTLE ROCK OFFICE

SUGGESTION:

b6
b7C

That when office of origin has submitted a
previous report reflecting completion of all

of its investigation in Selective Service Act of 1948;
Conscientious Objector cases, and all auxiliary offices have
svibmitted referred upon completion (RUC) reports, that the
ff iCLe_of._prigin. advise the , Bur.eaju.^Jid^Um.ted States Attorney

b^ letter that all, investigation has been completed and" case
closed

.

^
ADVANTAGES STATED:

Qc

'0

That closing report by office of origin
appears to be unnecessary and elimination

would save stenographic and Agent time in dictation and trane
scription.

t

'n
—i!

.d

CURRENT PROCEDURE: Volume, 3, Section 90F, Page 7, Manual of
Instructions instructs that closing report

Showing results of inquiry must be submitted within 30 days of
request for investigation. J. Middleton, Supervisor, Selective
Service Desk of the Investigative Division advises that these
cbsing reports go to the Department and that their files are „~

"N not closed until a closing FBI report is received.

b
^ OBSERVATIONS

:

It is pointed out that these^elpsing reports
usually consist of a one or two irine synopsT

s'

\
vs

s-i

Uh

8

N

K»

O

and one or two lines of details by which we advise the United
States Attorney and the Department of Justice and any interested
Bureau field office that the case is closed. It is the opinion
of the Training and Inspection Division that this is the most
economical and simplest way of handling. Further, since the
Department prefers closing reports, it is recommended that this b6

suggestion not be adopted.
fi £ - £ <-/3

\

RECOMMENDATION:
ftEG- 63

That this suggestion not be adopted,
no further action is necessary since

has been thanked by letter from the Director •‘for- ters—ya^g'es non.

b7C

If approved

06,

& '42-' /d/dm i

<J

mgj
ltd

4, 16,301

5t~
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FD-252 (Rev. ^1-59)'
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a.

i ffe05~b/

ft
To:

Director, FBI

From: (

ASAC

SUGGESTION /
It is suggested that when# office of origin has submitted a pending
report reflecting completion of all investigation by office of origin

in Selective Service Act of 1948 ; Conscientious Objector cases and

only remaining investigation is to report results of investigation by

auxiliary offices, that upon completion of investigation by auxiliary

offices and results submitted by RUC report, the office of origin

, advise Bureau and USA by letter that all investigation completed and

1/ case closed.

Da te

Division of Assignment

LITTLE ROCK

(V

Current practice or rule (Include manual citation as well as facts)

VOLUME III, Sec. 90F, page 7, Manual of Instructions, instructs that

closing report showing results of inquiry must be submitted within 30

days of request for investigation. (Continued next_pagej
Advantages of suggestion and annual savings (include basis for estimate)

This suggestion would enable the office of origin to close cases of

this type by letter and save considerable dictation time of the agent

and typing time of the stenographers, inasmuch as the closing reporta
only refers to reports furnished by auxiliary offices and states,

"All investigation completed and matter is being considered closed. JV

O
;)

( t s, *

.-V?

'J?-0 V
if

rz .»

t •

.

IV
Disadvantages of suggestion

None known. be
b7C

(The use by the United States of my suggestion shall not form the basi^

assigns upon the United States. I understand -that I will be considered

within two years after submission.) E Mr. Mrs. I Llss

Recommendations and comments of Division Head InaSmUCU US 4. C-LUS^lg IWUf U

after office of origin has submitted results of itp^invest1gat 1on ^
appears to be unnecessary and since it would save/considerable typing

time of the stenographers and dictation /

time of the agents, I recommend
favorable consideration .

£re and Title

(Do not write in this space - for Bureau use only)

V Vi A (.' (*
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CURRENT PRACTICE OR RULE (Continued)

:

In almost every case in this division our investigation is completed
within 30 days and a pending report submitted. A closing report is
not submitted since leads are in most instances outstanding for other
offices. According to the above instructions, it is then necessary
for a status report to be submitted after investigations in auxiliary
offices are completed and results submitted in report form.



11/1/60

V r v

ADDENDUM to

Employee Suggestion.

FD-252, dated 10/17/60

4

JJMrjlz
'

i

RECOMMENDATION OF INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION:

RUC and pending reports concerning Conscientious
Objector investigations are retained at the SOG until the investigation

is completed and the closing report is submitted. The results of the

entire investigation is then transmitted to the Department (at their

request) in one complete package. This closing report shows the

Department that the investigation by this Bureau is completed.

It is noted that the suggestion submitted would make two
letters necessary, one to the USA and one to the Bureau. This would
still not definitely show the Department that we have closed our
investigation. The one sentence closing report referred to in the

suggestion would not involve any more dictation or typing than the

two letters suggested.

In addition, the situation set forth in the suggestion does
not occur in every instance. In a good many cases the first report

submitted bythe office of origin will be the closing report containing

the complete investigation.

In view of the above, the Investigative Division recommends
against the adoption of the suggestion.

- 3 -



'UNITED STATES GOVEMHENT

Memorandummm
MR. A. H. BELMONT date: 12-16-60

Jit******!*:**. f

FROM : DIVISION STREAMLINING COMMITTEE

Tolson

Mohr 1

Parsons

Belmont
Callahan

DeLoach
Malone

McGuire

Rosen
Tamm
Trotter

W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room _
Ingram

Gandy

y? ^ ^-sassai*

subject: SUGGESTION NUMBER 291-61

| \ Savannah Office, has submitted (K

suagesti°n (.enclosed) ‘‘that Bureau adopt, as a time-saving measure, \
a-^^scriptipiLj^gem” (Sample enclosed) for inclu^ be'*

aM^T wnere necessary, in air_t.eJLs._ SAC, Savannah, recommends b7 ^

adoption. Committee opposes. A
I 1

\
claims typing time will be saved as subhead-

|

ings will already be printed on form; and that Agent time will be ^
saved and more complete descriptions will be obtained by Agent v 5

utilizing form during interviews and in preparing rough drafts and ^
dictating. Suggested form is intended to be placed in report sb

wherever required, and used as an insert to airtels where descrip- &
tions are long and involved. She points out supplied of form would y
have to be available in white, yellow and blue colors, to corresponds:
to other stationery now being used in field. She does not mention £
that we would probably have to stock White in both bond and onionskin.
Thus there would be an additional cost involved in preparing stocks
of suggested form. . iu

a:

While there might be some saving in time and typing 8
achieved by use of suggested form, it is, felt benefits would be more®
apparent than real. It appears suggested form was based on "Usual z
or minimum description included in police arid FBI reports,” set out
in Section 5, Manual of Instructions. Subsequently, however.
Section 5 goes on to instruct our Agents along very specific lines
in obtaining descriptive data much more detailed than the "usual
or minimum description," and thus not readily adaptable to the form
suggested. Use of form on one hand might be beneficial in ensuring
uniformity of order of description and, if it is conceivable that
such should be necessary, in reminding Agents of points of descrip- ^
tion they should note. However, in long run it is felt use of a \fj
form would result in tendency to fill form out routinely, with /
accompanying decline in use of powers of observation an Agent is J—
expected to use to obtain best possible physical descriptions. &
Result could be that the quality of our descriptions would level off

/ ^at the "usual or minimum," which would not be desirable. ^ _

Q p. . BEC-43 ^^7
§ ^ .7 JAN 18 1961

Lraole*

,

£ 5*^7

1 - Training and Inspection Division (Suggestion Desk)
1 Liaison Section

_ XEROS h6

JAN ly 1SS>
b7c

S'Z



Streamlining Committee to Belmont
RE: SUGGESTION NUMBER 291-61

It is not felt the monetary saving suggested form
might bring about is important. The important thing is that we
get and record the best possible descriptions in our cases.
A detailed description, going beyond and expanding on items
covered by the suggested form could conceivably save untold amounts
of money in investigative time in locating and/or identifying
a person.

If, as suggested byj there is room for
improvement regarding completeness of. descriptions, it is not
felt any form is the answer, but rather a closer adherence to
present instructions.

b 6

b7C

BECOUMENDATION

:

That this memorandum, recording Domestic Intelligence
Division as opposed to the adoption of this suggestion, be forwarded
to Training and Inspectbn Division, Suggestion Desk.



ADDENDUM ABE: rap 12/19/60

The suggestion is that the Bureau adopt a
description form.

The Investigative Division is opposed to this
suggestion.

The description of individuals varies and in
some instances it may he necessary to expand a particular
item such as scars and marks beyond the space provided on
a form. Under the existing system it is possible to set
forth other data on the same page as the description and
thus we have a conserving of space and paper.

The suggester overlooks the fact that descriptions
are obtained from many sources. Descriptions are obtained
from witnesses, employment records, associates, relatives
and many other persons who have • occasion to view the subject.

Frequently descriptions are meager because complete informa-
tion is lacking, and thus descriptions from several sources
can be set forth on a single page which would not be
possible if a form were used.

In view of the above reasons the Investigative

Division does not feel this suggestion has merit.





•D-

DESCRIPTION FORM

The following descriptive data was obtained from

Name and aliases

Race Sex Nationality

Date of Place of
Age Birth Birth

Height Weight Build

Hair Eyes Complexion

Scars and Marks

Teeth

Peculiarities or
Characteristics

Occupations

)

Marital Status

Residence

Identifying Number (s)

Fingerprint
Classification

Immediate Relatives
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February i7* 1961

PERSONAL

Mr. Fletcher D. Thompson
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Savannah, Georgia

Dear Mr. Thompson!

I have received your suggestion that an auxiliary
offics_set forth a synopsis of the results of investigation on
communications forwarding detailed comprehensive interviews
or multipage inserts to an office of origin. Your idea is being
given careful consideration and you will be advised if it is

adopted.
r.—
"4

< 1; The interest which prompted your proposal is
greatly appreciated.

r Sincerely yours,

1 -VSAC, Savannah
1 -““Personnel file of SA Fletcher D, Thompson

f
‘ V /

JER:bmw (Suggestion #409-61, dated 2-8-61) :

(5) .

' - ' - }

NOTE: Referred to the Training and Inspection
*

Division for views and recommendations.

FEB B4 iO

TELETYPE UNIT

45

p;.|

'$1



filR

Director, FBI

SUGGESTION

From: (Suggester's name)

SA FLETCHER L. THOMPSON

2/8/61
Division of Assignment

Savannah

,

£

Vl I respectfully recommend that in detailed, comprehensive
interviews or whore several pages are forwarded to the office of origin
in insert form, that a synopsized version of the investigation he set
forth on the forwarding communication by the auxiliary office.

CURRENT PRACTICE: F£B AO ijQi

In certain instances inserts are prepared in final form
and forwarded to 00 for inclusion in investigative reports. FD-302's
are utilized in our reporting system "in the same manner^EHat inserts

nuai or Kures ana
1) . There is no
-302' s forwarded

Advantages of suggestion and annual savings (include basis for estimate)

Agent conducting the investigation is in the best
position to clearly and concisely furnish a brief synopsis of the
investigation conducted. The synopsis would be prepared and forwarded
to 00 along with results of investigation and would require less time
and effort than would be required if the synopsis were prepared at a
later time by another Agent unfamiliar with the investigation conducted
The synopsis would be set forth on the communication used to forward
the inserts or ED-302 's, thus requiring a minimum of steno time and
no extra paper. The synopsis would be of invaluable assistance to
the Supervisor and the coordinating Agent handling the case in the 00.

Disadvantagei/of suggestion

There are no apparent disadvantages to this suggestion

(The use by the UnitedJStates of my suggestion shall not form the basis of a further claim of any nature by me, my heirs, or

assigns upon the United States. 1 understand that I will be considered for any Justified award only if my suggestion is adopted

within two years after '"submission.) \

l^Mr. IZLrs. IZlMlss «
Signature and Title^of Suggester

Recommendations and comments of Division Head _ _ , .

This xs a defxnxte txme saver 9 therefore, I recommend adoptxon. The
originating agent can handle a synopsis with but little effort, however,
the entire data must be reviewed by the*.receiving ^ffi-Ci* much of which

(cont’d. on next page) —

—

CHARLES W.wgBMflfrdJ*



may be of little or no assistance yet full examination is
necessary to so determine. Thus 10 interviews completely
negative might he synopsized "all interviews at Richmond,
Va. , negative as to whereabouts of fugitive"

.

\

C



’OPTIONAL fORM NO. 10

STAGES GOV^R^MENT

Memorandmn
TO : »&.JIOte&da._ DATE

from : J. F. Malon

subject: TITLE 18, U. S. CODE, SECTION 3500
THE JENCKS ACT
REPORT WRITING £>_

Ai

V O'
Ttflson

s'j
/ (BMafonte.

vijruu

t&Loach
!alone jT\*S

* M/r e^oacn<~~&'
^^Malone -

: February 3, 1961 ,,
^.7^*

i /
' i Trotter—

^

V a Evens
Mv. C. Sullivan

Tele. Room

t
Ingram

' Gandy

With the consent of the Department we adopted a post-Jencks procedure
of permitting destruction of an Agent's investigative notes of interview with a
potential Government witness after the Agent has prepared his FD-302, other-
wise known as the Interview Report Form. We have recurrently checked the
Criminal Division of the Department on this procedure and they have continued
to tell us that they see no reason to change.

The latest pertinent development is that in Campbell v. U. S. , decided
January 23, 1961, the Supreme Court sent the case back to the trial court for a
second look at the defense contention that it should have been given certain
documents. In taking this action, however, the Court split five to four on the

on whether the defense would be entitled only to documents presently in
Jssion of the Government or documents which have ever at any time been

§pj IpS Government’ s possession. The minority of four made it plain they
^P^l^^e that the defense is not entitled to any document except that presently in
€
?2sf^sion

.

of &e Government; whereas, the majority of five did not decide but

f||?%^that if the Government has ever had a pertinent document in its posses-
ggi§jg&d does not deliver that document up to the defense on demand at the^ testimony of the witness must be stricken. This could conceivably

— -
c
i^£

ied so
.

£ar as to require the Government to retain and produce, under
S^IPIF^te circumstances, every scrap of paper they ever used to record a
s&v?st_a witness’, including the investigative notes of the Agent made during

rview.

pn
C3We suggest that the question of destroying notes should again be taken

up with the Department at this time.

Also, it is suggested that we raise to the Department the question
whether the elapsed time of an Agent's interview with a potential Government
witness should be made a matter of record. We warned the field nearly a year
ago in SAC Letter 60-13(C) that trial judges, in determining whether a

Enclosurev<i«_-^c2; /
1 - Mr. Courtney Evans (Enel.

)

1 -
fc
Mr. Parsons (Enel.

)

Dfffft/atrcdfi J/SVhpiI. T1 -feir.flc

<T-
WJ-UtftCV (

d
" ‘

- y.^

w~p^ry
](Encl.

)

I

not recorded ^—
• v

V
**

i

bo
b7C

v

V

o<

a

u
s
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Memo to Mr. Mohr
Re: Title 18, U. S. Code, Section 3500

memorandum of an interview is a "statement" of the witness within the terms
of the act, would be asking Agents hnw lnnp- they interviewed the witness. The b6
views expressed by the Court in the| lease make it clear that this b7c

question is going to be asked constantly of the Agents from now on. For example,
to determine whether a report of interview with a witness is a "statement" within

the meaning of the Jencks Act, the trial judge must have "the help of extrinsic

evidence" to be obtained by questioning the Government Agent who interviewed the

witness, and in discussing the key question whether the paper involved here was a
"statement" it was observed that "In Palermo, the document was a 600-word
summary of a 3-1/2 hour conference, which we held was clearly not a virtually

verbatim transcript. 360 U. S.
,
at 355, n. 12. The Interview Report here comes b6

to slightly over 500 words. But the record is silent as to the duration of the b 7 c

I

interview. " That makes the question sufficiently important to warrant asking the

Department whether the elapsed time of interview should be recorded .and, if so,

whether that record should appear on the face of FD-302 (Interview Report Form)
which the defense asks to see under the terms of the Jencks Act.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the attached letter be sent to Acting Assistant Attorney General,

-2-



1/30/61SAC, Biitte

Director, FBI

CRIMINAL INFQE&SAHT3

*- ^ 7 * v *

'

Reurletvli/eiL

rL js^i- ^ C

Recording information which may become testimony

Aether received from a symbol number criminal informant (Cl) or a

potential criminal informant (PCI) should be handled in the same manner
for complete uniformity. This procedure was instituted to protect the

identity of our informants to the greatest degree possible, standardization

eliminates a decision by the stenographer as to the method of recording this

type of information by providing one basic role whether the wource be a
Cl or PCI. A- you have pointed out, the PCI's name is set forth on the

cart an copy of the FD-293 that is attached as a cover sheet to the carbon

copy of die F.D-3Q2 which is filed in the substantive case file. It is felt that

tiie uniform procedure of not typing any informant's name on copies of the

PD-302 better serves to eliminate the* possibility that a CPs name will be
associated with his symbol number in other than hij glassification file.

Bufile 66-2542
(T)- Bufile 66-2435

1 - Mr. Rosen (Attention;

JVC:dlh

(6)

NOTE:

V* ,t*,0vy
DUHUCa*

©8 FEB

SAC recommends changing manual to have current instructions re
(

recording information received from Cl's and PCI's which may become'
testimony be made to apply to Cl's only. Insofar as not typing name i

of informant on copies of FD-302 filed in substantive case files/
Memo Mr. Tamm to Mr. Tolson dated 10/3/58 captioned "Criminal /
Informants" set up existing procedures to protect identity of informant

to greatest degree possible. There have been no inquiries from the

field which indicated this to be any problem in the past. Suggested
procedure by SAC would cause an exception to existing instructions

that serves no useful purpose and saves little, if any, stenographic

time. ~ —
not

x

138 FEU 2 1961
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b6

b7C

fl jnahoe

tore

SAD, Mimt (105-2629) 2/6/61

\

motor, m

u • mmmmmis
mismmu act • mmmicmsame

Bmrlet 1/23/61 and re report of

Jr,, dated 12/20/60 it Mimt, Florida*

Lem L* Stafford,
\

Referenced resatUmJtmL
only references mde to.

miemd and the

herein are eon*

'imLBmah,

during

tained in the interview idtH
Florida, a long-time acquaintance of
the interview, furnished infomtian concerning hie knowledge

of the subject's contacts wi tty \
Nothing is contained

in the interview witty muM rmatmnhhj lead am to

conclude that we have m investigative interest in

The fact of Me mtter <® that wehm no current

2nd we are neither investigating him directlypending on

or coiMemny*

You mst rember that the purpose of the inwitlgatfon

In this particular case is to determine if the subject is engageO,

a

in activities on behalf of the Dominican Republic or a principal

representing that Movement whereby he my have incurred the \
obligation to register pursuant to the provisions of the Foreign \
Agents Registration Act of 10, as anamforf . . Determining the

nature of the subject’s contact with is, of course, a T
pertinent irmsttgptlm stm

^

to amnam 1/ the subject my be
4

acting as agent cA

is wider investigation m rM
Mgmtser. thf subject is the one vho |

GQtibjs S
(6) |
§- 66-2435 (Report Writing)

0

« Subject is the operator of a supper club in Hollywood,

/omia, and a former headwater in a Miami hotel , ae is

currently being investigated to determine if he has incurred the

obligation to register. Basis of investigation is primrily based

on information that he fits been in close and frequent contact with

Dominican Republic, Reference

report msMesBifj^d-^qiijMent uiT by Miami and reason given on

63 FEB8 MDUPLICATE

6- 19

mailed:

NOTE CONTIMED PAGE Tl

bo

b7C

b6

b7C



cover pages me that uIt reflects the BuzuuluLg tmmsdLiaat ive
interest in a Dontnican official, namely r

By 0-1f form dated 1/18/61 wc instructed Ifiami to declassify
referenced report as it contained no information indicating
the FBI has an investigative interest in an official of a
foreign government*

Ificmi9 by incoming letter of 1/23/61, has advised
that we have been endeavoring to determine the reasons for
subject*s contacts with \and, therefore, it would appear
£3ua±-juia must collaterally have an investigative interest in

\ Miami calls this a debatable point 1

^««*«***» or not
zne report shows an investigative interest

|
and

would appreciate any observations the Bureau might desire to
make*

— 2 -



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

5010-104-01

UNITED STATES C jERNMENT

Memorandum

r\
\J

TO date:

from :

m$ Httt& (IOS-2829)

subject:

18 • HU M « M

1»

taed 12/30/60 at mmi, seer*

error asd tetetetisg this report .be

declassified iaasaagjh m there i§
5

no fofoy&atioa

report iadieatiag that 181 tea an iwestlgatleft Interest in
m official of a foreign

for classifying report.*’

\

reasons for subject’® contacts

it is

mi trying to determine bit' seasons for ceotaei

s© oust collaterally tew s&

a# this debatable peiat my arise in other

reports end in order Hwt m my ten dear
to this point in the future, say

£d»t desire to stake «oald be

K

V‘
\
,'v -

3

66®
^ U-Msi

icr ' ' n®

1 * 66*lSti (Ssport
Jw« ZQ 1961

©&a
m

be

b7C
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Vj February 24, 1961

PERSONALRFC- 35

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Albany, New York

Dear

I have received your suggestion regarding a revision of
Form FJD-263. Careful consideration is being given to your idea and
1 will let you know if it is adopted.

observations.
X want to thank you for giving me the benefit of your

H'lV,,.!, 'HI

rr o m ,,

i t *j , ! i ;j o i Sincerely yours,

Ju L.0, ^ ; rl 'j k ^

1 - SAC, Albany i

1 - Personnel file of
rr7‘

JER:bmw (Suggestion #432-61* dated 2-16-61)

(5)
-

NOTE: Referred to the Files and Communications and
Training and Inspection Division for views and
recommendations.

b6
b7C

I

rr*
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O
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Tolson _
Parsons

.

Mohr

Belmont .

Callahan

Conrad _
DeLoach,
Evans
Malone _
Rosen
Tavel

Trotter

W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room _
i\Ingram

i
1 Gandy TELETYPE UNIT
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e Suggestion
Rev. 9-11-59) i/Q-U-

2/16/61
Division of Assignment

Director, FBI

SUGGESTION
Albany

'Revision' "or Ft>-263 . In lieu of stamp now employed on file
copies of ’reports and other communications, it is suggested that the
bureau may wish to have this stamp inprinted on the next supply of
F.U-PCS's that are printed as well as on all other report cover forms.
It is quite confusing at present to decipher all the initials on a
report unless the person is familiar with the writing. By this stamp
being imprinted, it would make for uniformity in the Field as well
as giving a neater appearing serial as all the initials would be In
one place except the place for the desk to sign the report. It
is suggested that the stamp bo imprinted as set out below:

(See attached)

Current practice or rule (Include manual citation as well as facts) Communications mus t be
indiv Ldualby otanned

,

Advantages of suggestion and annual savings (include basis for estimate)

V:ould save clerical time, make for unifo:: for uniformity and neatna

Disadvantages of sdgg^stion

None

(The use by the United States of my suggestion shall not form the basis of a further claim of any nature by me, my heirs, or
assigns upon the^nited States. I understand that 1 will be consid -s adopted
within two years after submission.)

E"1 Mr. Mrs. ljJ
1

t LCOJIv unjiiumiti uuu i iutu yi uuyyu. jiuJ

Recommendations and comments of Division Head

It is recommended favorable consideration be given this
suggestion.

(Do not write in this, space - for Bureau use only)

r r <r\.

SPECIAL Signatu;e and Title JJJ CHARGES.

REG- 35

, • /





NTIAL(E STREAMLINING PROCEDURES - CHANNELIZING MEMORANDA — * *

channelizing memoranda, particularly in large offices operating a
large number of live informants, are presenting an increasingly^
critical, space .problem and demands for extra file cabinets. (L \

fJ j/£sZuiin2£
N

“ In June, l'9b0, the Chicago and San Francisco Offices
were authorized to destroy channelizing memoranda following
submission of reports in security cases on an experimental basis
to determine the feasibility of adopting this practice throughout
the field.

Based upon the favorable results obtained ip. these offices,
particularly in savings in file space and streamlining of case files,
the Bureau is authorizing the destruction' of these channelizing a
memoranda following submission of reports in both individual and ^
organizational security cases.

In devising procedures for the handling of this matter
you should be guided by the following:

(1) The current procedure with regard to filing the
original informant report, the filing of the master channelizing
memoranda in. the informant file and the serializing of channelizing
memoranda in the substantive case files will be continued as at
present

.

(2) The Agent, at the time he dictates the report, will
prepare a memorandum listing the channelizing memoranda to be
destroyed by serial or serial scope and requesting the Chief Clerk's
Office to destroy. The memorandum should indicate that pertinent
information contained in the serials to be destroyed was incorporated
in the report. It will not be necessary to set forth in this
destruction memorandum the file and serial number of original
Informant reports or master channelizing memoranda as this information
will be listed in the cover pages to the report. In the case of
multiple volumes, the destruction memorandum should be prepared by
the Agent in sufficient numbers so that one copy will appear in
each volume of the multiple volume file being stripped.

(3) Prior to destruction, the Agent's recommendations
with respect thereto are to be reviewed and approved by the
Supervisor at the time he reviews and approves the report.

(4)

' Following destruction, of the channelizing memoranda
the Chief Clerk will so note on the memorandum. Thereafter, the
memorandum will be filed in the case file as a permanent record
of the serials destroyed.

2/21/61 $
SAC LETTER ^ 6l-8

n SL<L e/
- 4 -

ft EXT. BY c
1 - 9

. 175
'“

DATE OS REVIEW

!p^dA±
NCXT RECORDED

20 '"’
i1

£ s

lUiCtfM i IAL



(5) Technical and microphone surveillance chkr^Jti^
memoranda may be destroyed without the necessity of identifying
in the cover pages of the report the exact location in the office
files of the original information. The use of an asterisk
identifies the source and the original information can be readily
located

The channelizing memorandum should not be destroyed in
the following instances:

(1) When the original information is not contained
elsewhere in your office.

(2) Do not destroy serial one of a file regardless
of its nature,.

(3)

Do not destroy any serial containing indexing.
It would appear that if indexing was necessary to channelizing
memoranda, such indexing would only be done in the main case
file as set forth in the title of the communication.

(4)

Do not destroy serial showing "action” information
For example, opening, closing, posting, or instructions given
by a Supervisor to an Agent concerning the case.

The destruction of these channelizing memoranda should
be subject to close supervisory control by you to insure that all
pertinent information contained in these memoranda is reported
in the investigative report.

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

Enclosure for (C)

- 5 -
2/21/61
SAC LETTER NO. 61-8



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

J

UNITED STATES GOVESSHWENT

-Memorandum
TO : Mr. Mohr

from : J. F. Malon

date: 3/9/61

subject: SUGGESTION #432
( clerk|

ALBANY OFFICE

d by

Tolson
Parsons

Mohr
Belmon^
Caliuffan__

Conrad

DeLoach

SUGGESTION: That Form FD-263 (Cover page for Investigative Report)^
. be reviSed to have a stamp imprinted on it (copy attached)

as well as other report cover forms.

PRESENT
PRACTICE: Communications are individually stamped.

ADVANTAGES: Save clerical time and make for uniformity and neatness.

OBSERVATIONS: SAC Fitzgibbon of the Albany Office recommended favorable

consideration__Eil£S_and Communications Division

considered the suggestion anq of Records Branch recommended
that it not be adopted. If the field block were preprinted on the forn^would

logically occup .y the space where the Bureau block must appear . Thus,

the system would be unworkable unless separate forms were used by the

field and Bureau at considerable cost and confusion. The imprinted block

as suggested could not provide the receipt date which must be stamped on

each incoming piece of mail which would involve an additional operation.

At the present time blocking and dating are done by one stamp so, little time,

if any, would be saved by adopting the suggestion.

of the Training and Inspection Division thought

the idea had merit but agreed with the Files and Communications Division

that the block, if preprinted in the logical place would interfere with the

Bureau block.

RECOMMENDATION:
That the suggestion not be adopted. On approval no further

action is necessary as previous acknowledgment was made by letter to

tester

Enclosure
: ' J '

JER:smr W* w**

51%$ 2 2 1361
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o

(d) REPORT WRITING - SECURITY CASES It has been noted that
on occasions some field offices fail to include in security
reports information previously submitted for dissemination by
letterhead memoranda. Apparently this omission is made on the
theory that to include it in a subsequent report would be
repetitious and an unnecessary expenditure of time. Page 33,Part I, FBI Handbook, indicates the results of investigationsm security cases should generally be submitted in reports,
and page 31, Part I, FBI Handbook, defines a report as a
written document containing the results of an investigation
as of a certain date. According to this definition, a report
should be

^

complete in itself and should contain all pertinent
and material information obtained since the submission of a
previous report or since the inception of an investigation.

being called to your attention so that in
*!L

futur<
:
there will be no misunderstanding and all field

offices will, when submitting reports in security cases, include
succinctly all pertinent and material information previously
submitted for dissemination in letterhead memoranda. You are
a "-®° cautioned that letterhead memoranda containing information
which will later be placed in reports should only be submitted
when it is believed expeditious dissemination of the particular
information must be made and time is of the essence.

These instructions are intended to amplify and not to
change in any way present rules relating to report writing.

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director
SAC LETTER NO. 6l-12 _ 3 _

t
* i—«-

t/a^YxX^--

NO® RECORDED
!7MAR 36 1961



tolson „
t Ramona

• *
Mohr
Melmont
Callohdn

' Conrad _

. ^ .
DeLoachMfc

, date: February 27, 1961 Tavel
Trotter _

OPUOtW ?o kt^ wb, lo

UNITED STATES GOVER^ENT

Memorandum .

Mr. A. H. Belmont

from : Mr. J. F. B

subject: STREAMLINING PROCEDURES - CHANNELIZING MEMORANDA

i

The instructions contained in SAC Letter

61-8 (E) dated February 21, 1961, dealing with the

destruction of channelizing memoranda in security

cases following submission of reports necessitate

Manual changes. /T)

'

ACTION :

W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room _
Ihgram

Gandy —

There are attached proposed Manual changes.

If you approve, this memorandum and attachments

^

should be forwarded to the Training and Inspection

Division for appropriate attention.

1 M

NO’T*

Vi MAR 5 5 \m.

Enclosures

'• 1 - Training and Inspection Div. AJ
> . 1 - Mr. Belmont^ 1 - Mr. Bland n

t
. 1 - Mr. Rushing ^
rBR/fbm

r
r Uj&£?jr-
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proposed Manual Changes

following submission off reports, see
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Instruction..,

"

The present Items n 6 through t\ XI on page 17 of
107M* Manual of Instructions, should be renumbered as Itcu 7
through 12, respectively.
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' UNITED STATES GOAi^NMEMT

Memoranmml
DIRECTOR, FBI ( 100-00) date: l/ll/6l

from(^^^SAC, SAN' FRANCISCO ( 66-1696 )

subject: STREAMLINING PROCEDURES
CHANNELIZING MEMORANDA

ReBulet 6/22/60 and San Francisco let 7/7/60,

, i Qt authorized San Francisco to initiate a Program

"^[f^estruction of channelizing memoranda following the submission

of Reports, for a period of six months.

~
Statistics maintained for the six-month

to 1/6/61 show that 328" of such memoranda have been destroyed,

a rate that would save San Francisco more than 54 of file |P«

each year* San Francisco uses open shelf filing i

• The CCO in San Francisco estimates that the enclosure .

clerk who destroys the memoranda spends approximately two ours

per day on this project.

r it is believed that in addition to the space saved this

program facilitates file reviews and has to date shown no dis-

advantages. Mfj

It is recommended that San Franoiaoo

and that consideration he given •

pieid. . . tetri*

2 --Bureau (100-00) i

1 -*<?hioago (100-34283)

1 - '8£m Franoisoo r'

RSBthko
(*) j

)t,6

, ^

?&<***</

-06
,

fM
0-34283) RF/C0RDED

1 15 1961.
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V QtTtorMlt'oftM NO* 10
50lO^»04-01

UNITED STATES GO^^NMENT

Memorandum

x
TO/)| : DIRECTOR, FBI <100-00) date: january 4 f 1961

SAC> CHICAGO (100-34283)

Subject: STREAMLINING PROCEDURES
CHANNELIZING MEMORANDA
OA

&
CXI*

ReBulets 6/22/60 and 11/15/60.

In accordance with Bureau instructions, Chicago has
on a trial basis conducted an experimental project together with
San Francisco in connection with destruction of channelizing
memoranda and accordingly there is set forth the following results,
observations and suggestions:

i. to
•

• r*

f

^--Statistics were maintained for a period slightly in
excess of’four months, between August 18, 1960 and December 31, L^'

'/ 1960^ During this period a total of 583 inches or 21 file drawers
, and .-16 inches of space was saved. On an annual basis, Chicago - '

alone would save in excess of 60 drawers of space per year. *

;
Figured S>n a cubic feet basis this would amount to 168.8 cubic :

W, £g.e,t of*gpace. It might also be observed that Chicago is one of
K^tiSrg major offices along with San Francisco, Los Angeles and New
eS'Sfork which has a problem handling channelizing memoranda. ,77 /

-i *M- .

v tfiilitaiods Utilized in Experiment by - j Oj i

* ‘C^Cago Office ,

r
J * •

* 3

^ Agents in the initial stages of this program wel?e fUrnishMj<
memoranda instructing them that in preparing reports, they were|?
to...prepare a destruction memorandum request which in substance^ :

i\ 'J^ntifi'ed the case by name and file number, the date of .the report
theoidentity of the reporting agent, with the request that the g :

was.Tto pull and destroy certain serials, the pertinent infOrmans’ >

which had been incorporated into the report. Thereafter, tKp
‘‘

Wisent -in the same memorandum, identified the serial number in the g”
dpggi column and the location of the original information in the

j

jnfror'mant * s file in/the second column. The CCO utilized this '

;

memorandum to puU

NOT RFr*oyO-/Bureau NOT RFr*Q

1 - v Francisc467
1 - Chicago

se^tal ŷb^de^^yej^ y,,
%g,

bU &+ ilii.WUAE COHMJJH

CNF: JVK
(4*), ./ bill*

fee fij fct*

£. ^ tW [

¥i rj », if*i. J 4>
'

* ^

9 nr-i
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CG 100-34283

The destruction memorandum request thereafter followed

the report and all volumes of the file (if there were multiple

volumes) to the supervisor's desk. At the desk and following the

reading of the report the memorandum was blockstamped by the

supervisor who inserted the name of the agent making the request
.

in the blockstamp. The supervisor noted on the destruction

memorandum that the CCO should pull the requested serialfe.

After the report was signed and sent to the mail room

it was routed to posting and from posting to a clerk who pulled

the serials from the file. The serials and file were then

to the agent making the request to review the serials and ad i

the supervisor that all the work requested had been done. The

supervisor checked the serials and noted on the original destruction .

memorandum authority for the CCO .to destroy the serials. At this •

’ point the file and serials were again routed to the clerk responsible

for the destruction and the serials were accordingly destroyed.

The procedure calling for the returning of the serials

to the ag^Tnctrr~egecking--and for final authority of the supervisor*

to destroy was adopted as a check on the CCO and also as an
' educational device for the agent until both the agent

Jgj
‘

became thoroughly familiar with the procedure. After this trial

period. and if the destruction process is continued by the Bureau .

it is expected that this step can be. eliminated and the supervisor

'will, at the time the report is signed outvote on the memorandum

the authority for the CCO to pull and destroy the serials. Under

this procedure it would then be anticipated that the CCO will then
.

, return the file to the supervisor for a final notation on the •

destruction serial by the supervisor • .
*

" Additional Instructions to Agent ' w .

'
. In setting up the instructions for the experiment

' for the agent to follow in- reference to the serials that could be

; destroyed the following instructions were issued:-

,
.

'

. . i) Destruction only permitted on channelizing memoranda

Where the original information is retained in another file.

4



CG 100-34283

2) Serial one of a file, regardless of its nature, is
.

'

never destroyed. .

'

3) No serial containing indexing can be destroyed,
'i %

4) No - serial reflecting "action” information, for - *
•

.

example, the opening, closing, posting, or instructions given by a

supervisor to an agent concerning the case, may be destroyed. . , ,
4 i

J
I * . ^

*

5)

’ Tesur and misur ’ channelizing ’Memoranda are permitted • *

to be destroyed since the use of an asterisk identifies the source
;

and its original information, which can be readily located, is filed

elsewhere by date. -

4,1 'i f
» ,

ftime Spent; by CCO • '
.

’
. ;

* A "

. . . During the trial period of slightly in excess of four .

months, the CCO utilized approximately 124 hours and 54 minutes

or 15 days, 4 hours and 54 minutes. It is emphasized that this

was during a trial period and it is" believed that this time could ,

be cut down by the adoption of some additional suggestions which V

will be hereinafter mentioned.
'

,

n *
,

-* *,'»*

Benefits
.

• ^

-
H '

' *

;* l) Extensive present and future savings in file space

were accomplished. As indicated previously in excess of 21 drawers

And 16 inches (27 inches equal one drawer) were saved in slightly

ever four months which would mean an excess of 60 file drawers • .

.annually, could be saved. .

. , *
, ^

^

.2) Multiple volumes in security cases in the 100

classification were condensed enabling quicker file reviews in

the future. In one case in excess of four volumes of material was

destroyed on one individual security matter case. ;

3) The CCO during the trial period was able to utilize "

the file space saved in connection with all expansion requirements

in the Chicago office in the 100 classification category.
„ * i.

*

• This saving of space resulted in a corresponding

savings of time in the CCO which would have been utilized in connec*

tion with expansion requirements in the 100 category had this

„ progi’am •'hot have been in .effect. .
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No weaknesses in the system were noted during the
experimental period by this office* .

• ”

Observations and Recommendations Made .

in Connection with Chicago Inspection of
Inspector R. K. MOORE, 11/30/60

,

, * '
•

" ' •

Inspector R. K. MOORE in connection with his inspection '
*

in November, 1960 noted that a considerable amount of agent time

was needed in preparing the destruction memorandum in longhand
in its present' form especially where multiple volume files were
involved. In some' cases as many as 15 pages of longhand material in

two columns was prepared by the agents in a single case.

He noted that under the present system the agent (Chicago
‘ utilized the suggested form of the Bureau listing serials in column,- •

1. and the location of original information in column 2) was required
;

•

to advise in two columns in detail the serials to be destroyed as

> well as the Original location of each serial destroyed. The .
,

inspection report comments that the same purpose would be served
./ • insofar as' the information required in column one of the memorandum

read in effect "Destroy all serials in volume except

> „ . serials
- /

.

* * '
B* -

' Continuing, Inspector MOORE hoted that the information
required in Column 2, that is, the location of the original report

‘

. or document, is a duplication of information appearing in column •

• two of the Cover pages of the security roport which the agent had

.just prepared and he therefore recommended that column two of .this

memorandum should be eliminated. Ho noted that this step alonp will
•
*

reduce the paper work required of the agent preparing this memorandum

.

by at least 50 per cent.. •

"

v

%
f Continuing, Inspector MOORE noted that in preparing the

.
*. destruction memorandum in cases where there are multiple volumes,

'
' these memoranda in .the future should be prepared by the agent in v,

sufficient numbers so that one copy will appear in each volume of

the multiple volume file which has been stripped, thus accounting

for any serials in the particular volume which are missing. This,
1 ‘

- it was noted, would eliminate the present practice of the Chicago

office_JLa these cases of having the CCO prepare charge out slips
•

' for each volume where memoranda have been destroyed noting thereon

that the missing serials of the volume have been destroyed and

referring back to the original destruction memorandum appearing in

t

4
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another volume. The Inspector felt that

eliminate an estimated live to ten per cent of the clerical worts ,

required.
,

'

The inspector also suggested the desirability of preparing

these destruction Memoranda on distinctive colored
•

allow ready access to the memorandum by the agents in the future.

Chicago concurs in the observation of Inspector MOORE as '
;

.

noted above. The further observation is made that the suggested

duplicate^emorandum lor multiple volume files could be prepared -

bv the use of pencil and carbon paper and that it would be advisable .

particularly ii^mU11iple volume cases that One copy of the original
.

destruction memorandum be placed as a floater serial on
This •

of each multiple volume where destruction has taken place. This

will^llow easy accountability for destroyed serials hot* for the
.

office and during inspection.

In summary, insofar as Chicago is concerned, the experiment

Mir^ceTafbSZ saved^erpansio^problems ^e^S^ied
in tte Wo SSssiScatlon and to date no defects have been noted.

* '
* * *

*

Tf is respectfully suggested that serious consideration
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Re: STREAMLINING PROCEDURES -

CHANNELIZING MEMORANDA

»

X have checked with our 'security

supervisors here in New York who feel that

the attached proposed SAC Letter is excel-

lent, well conceived, and they can foresee

no reason why the instructions could not

be handled in the field. With reference

to the possible concern about the last

item on page two pertaining to serials

containing indexing, this should not

create a problem since we index only on

the principal serial in the main case

file as set forth in the title of the

communication. Therefore, there will be

only one copy of the channelizing memoran-

dum which will be retained, thus not pre-

senting any problem from a destruction or

space standpoint*

it is our feelings that the in-

structions should be issued as prepared

Kvi in the attached proposed SAC Letter.
*

zJdJ $
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1 (E) REPORT WRITING t

—

It has come to my attention that some
auxiliary offices are forwarding the results of their investigations
to offices of origin by insert form when an investigative report
should be prepared . The Manual of Rules and" Regulations and the
FBI Handbook for Special Agents, clearly state that inserts should
be sent only in those instances where the results of investigation
by auxiliary office are "of no immediate benefit in the solution

,
of the case or location of the subject."

You have further been instructed that good judgment
should prevail and economy and efficiency should be considered
when, transmitting results of investigation to office of origin.
Office of origin should closely supervise this phase of its.

responsibility and in the future return to the auxiliary office
inserts where an investigative report should have been written,
instructing that same be done. Any questions which might arise
should be resolved by following the instructions of the office of
origin immediately and if you feel these instructions are unwarranted,
the matter should be brought to the attention of the Training and
Inspection Division.

N.

*

2/28/61
sac 61-9

67MAR 8- 1961

- 3 -

I kk
NOT RECORDED
46 MAR 7 1961
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OPVfONAL- FORM-- NO. 10

'WOTTED STATES GOYfiSMtENT

i -Mi

(if

emoranaummm *
Tolson _

I^pjsons

Mohr

.

TO

FROM

subject: SUGGESTION NUMBER 438-61

date: 2-84-61

O
/> J-

Belmont .

Callahan

Conrad _
DeLjgir

Ro>

Tavel _
Trotter

W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room
Ingram

Gandy

Reference attached submission by,
clerk, Albany Field Division, dated 8-16-61

, wKTcK suggests
^l&fTield office routing and action block be included at the
timejyforn FB-863 is printed, He states his idea would, if
cid&pvedj add unifovviity and mctlve foT g neGtev Gppeuving
serial after all initialing is completed

,

The Records Branch of the Files and Communications
Division is opposed to this suggestion primarily for the
reason that the field blocks if preprinted on the form

,

would occupy the space where the Bureau block must appear

,

Thus the system would be unworkable for this reason unless
separate forms were used by the field and Bureau at
considerable extra co$t, It also must be noted that the
imprinted block could not provide the receipt date which
must be stamped on each incoming piece of mail. Thus in
order to complete the job properly, each item would require
date stamping. At the present time blocking and dating
are accomplished' by the use of one stamp. Consequently

,

U£I1L Htt .? ,e time, if any, would be saved by adopting
suggestion.

RECOmENDATIONS :

„
In view

.
°f the above, it is recommended that theGttGched suggestion not be given fGvovGble considevGtion.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C(s) That instant memorandum, together with\ p/

suggestion, be returned to the Training and Inspection ttvTsTZU \ Jfor their attention and appropriate action,
1 y

0GM:bnc
(S)
Enclosure

\ 1961

, j;

1$
r
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Emp ]o#t#(fSu ggest ion

FD^52^tRev. 9-11-59)
* v*

SUGGESTION

Revision of FD-263. In lieu of stamp now employed on file
copies of rtpotts/aad other communications, it is suggested that the
Bureau may rispSco have this stamp inprinted on the next supply of
FD-263's that/are printed as well as on all other report cover forms.
It is quite /confusing at present to decipher all the initials on a
report unions the person is familiar with the writing. By this stamp
being lor f it would make for uniformity in the Field as well
as r r

- ly. a: a ter appearing serial as all the initials would be in
on: py _ ::ccpt t'e plc.ee for the desk to sign the report. It
is ‘fjugge that the r.tmp bo imprinted as set out below:

(Bee attached)
C-arrunt practice or rule (Include manual citation as well as facts)

Communications must be
individually stamped.

Advantages of suggestion and annual savings (include basis for estimate)

Would cave clerical time, make for uniformity and noatn

(The use by the United States of my suggestion shall not form the ba;

assigns upon the United States, 1 understand that I will be consider*
within two years affeir submission,)

L-lMr. tZlMrs. CDmisi

Recommendations and comments of Division Head

It is recommended favorable con
suggestion.

(Do not write in this space - for Bureau use only)
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

*

UNITED STAT
^

Memo,
TO •’ Mr. Edward

U. S,

date: March 17, 1961

Tolson
Parsons

Mohr :

Belmont

Callahan

Conrad

DeLoach
Evans
Malone

Rosen
Tavel

Trotter

W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room
Ingram

Gandy

This is to advise you of the fact that I advised SAC Laughlin, Boston,
approximately 3:20 P. M. , on Tuesday, 3/14/61, concerning a matter which
came up in the captioned case and is within the province of this division.

SAC Laughlin had previously talked to someone in the General
Investigative Division and was referred to this division because of some state-
ment concerning research which I had done on the meaning of the Supreme
Court’s decision in the captioned case. Laughlin told me that he had been
subpoenaed to testify within a half hour in a rehearing of this case in the Federal
District Court in Boston. He wanted to know whether the Supreme Court's
decision in this case had made any change in the Bureau's rules - or required
any change - concerning the keeping or disposal of notes of interview with the
witness after a report of that interview had been prepared. I advised him thdt y.
there had been no change in the rule. {

'

RECOMMENDATION:

None. For information.

if

if
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED STA1

Memo
to : Mr. Mohr

FROM : J. F. MaU0^

subject:
\J

SUGGESTION #474-=

SUBMITTED BY SA
DETROIT OFFICE

date: 3/15/61

Tolson

Parsons

Mohr

Belmont

Callahan

Conigd-

Tavel

Trotter

W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room _
Ingram

Gandy

SUGGESTION: That th^eriod of investigation be set outjdtesjfre caption

otfier tha^^^ortsTro^omer offices

when there is a possibility that theincoming ^ihfbrmation will subsequently

be recorded in a report by the receiving offices.
*

PRESENT PROCEDURE: First and last dates of investigative period are required.

ADVANTAGES: Employees preparing reports could quickly ascertain the accurate

period of investigation without reviewing all incoming

correspondence in great detail.

OBSERVATIONS

:

SAC Hostetter of the Detroit Office recommended adoption.

The Training and Inspection Division is opposed to adoption of the

suggestion. In the first place incoming material must be read to determine what,

if anything, is to be reported and only the portion reported will be considered

with respect to the investigative period. This determination is made by the

office of origin and cannot be decided by auxiliary offices unless inserts in

their entirety are included on the report. Otherwise, no useful purpose would

be served by the auxiliary office adding the investigative period to correspondence.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the suggestion not be adopted. On approval no further action

is necessary as the suggester was thanked previously by letter.
,

JER:het
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES.

(yj
Memor
TO

FROM

Mr. Mohr

i

date: 3/20/61

Tolson _

Parsons

Mohr

Belmont

.

Callahan

Conrad

Deleft .jj g

J. F. Ma

subject: SUGGEST!'^^#419-

W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room _
Ingram

Gandy

SUBMITTED BY^
61

PARIS LEGAL ATTACHE’S OFFICE

SUGGESTION:

memoranda and reports.

That date and place of birth of subjects in* investigative cases be set

forth either in the caption or first paragrgpftT^
AIsorTfiaFt^e maiden name of a married woman be set forth

tip insure correct name sincerather than
family names are sometimes used as second names.

\

<
X

PRESENT PRACTICE: There is no set policy and it is difficult to find birth data in

letters and reports.

ADVANTAGES: Would save time in the searching of nances and paging through a

voluminous report to findjidentifving data. Would make communi-
\\ cations more meaningful i£ disseminated to outside agencies.

I 1

OBSERVATIONS: Legal Attach^ jecommended adoption. The Files and
Communications Division was contacted and Mr. Short recom-

fj mended against adoption of the suggestion on the grounds that it would serve no

^ worthwhile purpose and would add to the burden of the field. He stated that Bureau
l index cards need other pertinent data and birth dates are not always available. It is

X logical to assume that once the birth data was set forth in one communication : it

H would have to be set forth in all ensuing communications on the same subject to be
^consistent which would be superfluous. Descriptive data is important for indexing

purposes in the first report but after that becomes repetitious. The portion of the

suggestion relating to maiden names has posed no indexing problem to Files and
Communications Division. Maiden names have been received from the field set out

in both the ways set out in the suggestion, but sufficient background data exists to

index the name properly.
REC-85

The Training and Inspection Division concurs with the views of the
Files and Communications Division. It points out that the captions of cases are not

suited to setting out birth data inasmuch as there are frequently dual captions which
would lead;to confusion and become unwieldy.

RECOMMENDATION: That the suggestion not be adopted. ®rf»^p£6Vdr,v"no further
action is necessary as the suggester was thanked«fev*E)rior letter

hetJeJ'y Co,

®r:

\
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OPTIONAL 10

UNITED STATES

Memorc v"WWl / V

MR. TAVEL

from : L. E. SHO.

date: 3-14-61

Tolson

Parsons

Mohr
Belmont

Callahan

Conrad

DeLoagWL
Evans
MnlnnrJj

RosenfJL,

Tavel V.

Trotter

W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room _
Ingram

Gandy

subject: SUGGESTION 4428-61
^ Submitted By

Research Anaj^s-c
‘ General Investigative Division

REjJ^StfRRODUCTI.0N OF .

REPORTS FOR DISSEMINATION

SUGGESTION:

The Training and Inspection Division has requested
the views of th£& Pi vision con cerning the attached suggestion
submitted by I I Research Analyst , General
Investigative Division".

| fuggests that when reproducing
a report for dissemination purposes, if no "clean" copy of the
first page is in file, that an extra copy of the first page with
administrative data blocked out, be prepared and placed in file.
He also suggests that when disseminating the last "clean" copy
of a report, that a copy of the first page be reproduced .for file.
He points out that adoption of these suggestions will insure
that a copy of page one of any report to be disseminated , free of
administrative markings , will be in file for future reproduction
purposes thus saving time feu eliminating duplication of the
"blocking out" process. |/eels these suggestions (^,
should be limited to reports reproduced by the Name Check Section.

FILES AND GOMMUNICATIONS DIVISION'S OBSERVATIONS:

In handling the dissemination of information to other
agencies in connection with tjie name check program, it is the
procedure to disseminate copies of investigative reports and if
no copy is available in the file , it is necessary to reproduce
a copy from the original report. The first page of the original

( Continued on Rage 2)
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3-14-61Memorandum Short to Tavel
Bet Suggestion #428-61
Submitted By I

report contains many of the Bureau*s administrative markings (such
as file number , serial number , initials of supervisory officials
supervising investigation , dissemination , etc.) necessary for the
processing and handling of this material. Prior to reproduction
of a copy from the original report , these administrative markings
are nblocked outn to insure that they are not reproduced.

be
b7C

As you are aware , this Division, in connection with our
comprehensive records management program, has since 1958, had in
operation a copy destruction program wherein we are destroying
extra copies of material in file , resulting in a substantial
savings in space which is being utilised for filing of current
record material and at the same time making the files easier to
review, handle , and maintain. In connection with this program, it
is our procedure to retain ,fclean ,t (free of administrative markings)
copies of the first page of reports (if it is available) to be used
in future reproductions of the report, if necessary , thus eliminating
the ,rblocking outn process. This copy of the first page is affixed
to the original report in file.

I 1

b6

The suggestions submitted by are recommended b7c

unfavorably for adoption by this Division for tfte following reasons:
There is no question that time is saved when reproducing of a report
is necessary if a clean copy of the first page is available

.

However , it is our opinion that it would be an unsound economical
practice to go to the expense of reproducing an extra copy of a
page of a report for possible future use which may never be used
again, and it is felt that this situation would occur in the great
majority of cases . A survey was made of 100 files selected at
random in the 25 (Selective Service) , 77 (Departmental Applicants)

,

100 (internal Security) , and 116 (Atomic Energy Act Applicants)
classifications (active classifications from a name check stand-
point) to determine the number of times the information has been
disseminated from these files. In only 17 of these files did
dissemination occur after the initial dissemination when the report
was first received or the case closed and in only two of these
files did dissemination occur a third time.

(Continued on Page 3)



3-14-61Memorandum Short
Re: Suggestion #

Submitted By

In analysing the above survey it would appear that the
reproduction of an extra copy of the first page of a report would
not be justified on the basis of possible future use. While we
are saving the copies of the first pages of reports (if available)
in connection with the copy destruction program, these copies
involve no additional expense to the Bureau because they have
already been prepared 3 we do not feel that the expense of
preparing an extra copy solely on the basis that it might be used
in the future is justified.

RECOMMENDATION:

That this memorandum setting forth the views of the Files
and Communications Division in connection with the above suggestion
be referred to the Training and Inspection Division in accordance
with their request.

to Tavel



opm<5nal fcm NO. 10

%

UNITED STATES

Memorc
to : Mr. Mohr

J. F. Malon|

date:' 3/20/61

n'
f
r

Tolson _
Parsons .

Mohr

Belmont .

Callahan

Conrad _

EwnsysJC
Malone^y

Trotter

W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room _
Ingram

Gandy

subject: SUGGESTION #42&
SUBMITTED BY I

GENERAL INVEST]

SUGGESTION: That the Name Check Section, whgj^eproducing a report in file for

dissemination, prepare an extra copy of the first page of the report,

with administrative" dataTBlocked out, if no "clean” copy (having no notations on it) is

on hand. Also, when disseminating the last "clean” copy, to make an additional copy
of the "clean" first page for the file to insure there would be one available if needed
again. Name Check Section has a "Xerox 914 Office Copier" to do this.

PRESENT PRACTICE: As regards the first instance above, at present only one copy
is reproduced and in the second instance, the last file copy

is disseminated.

ADVANTAGES: Save time by eliminating duplication of the blocking out process each
time a clean copy is needed.

DISADVANTAGES: Cost of reproduction is five cents per page and takes seven 1

seconds to reproduce.

b6
OBSERVATIONS: The General Investigative Division recommended adoption . b 7

c

The Training and Inspection Division ramia atari Name Check Section to

give them an idea of the extent of the problem aij |of the Name Check
Section advised that during a one days survey they had to block out 99 pages. This
information was furnished to the Files and Communications Division together with a
request for their views. They advised that in their opinion it would be an unsound
economical practice to reproduce a "clean" copy in anticipation of possible future use
that might not occur. In arriving at this conclusion. Files and Communications Divisicn

conducted a survey of 100 files selected at random from four classifications of cases
which are active classifications from a name check standpoint and would generate the

type of problem in question. They found that only 17 of these files produced instances
where dissemination occurred beyond the initial dissemination when the report was
first received or the case closed and in only two of these did dissemination occur a
third time. Inasmuch as Files and Communications Division is at present saving a
"clean" copy of the first page of a report (if it is available) in connection with their 1

Ut ’qV nrn nn^ £
62
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MEMO MALONE TO MR. MOHR
RE: SUGGESTION #428-61

program of destruction of extra copies of reports to save filing space, it did not feel

the additional expense involved in preparing an extra copy, solely on the basis

that it might be used in the future, is justified. The Training and Inspection

Division agrees with the views of the Files and Communications Division expressed

above that the suggestion should not be adopted. The views of the Administrative

Division which were solicited with the factor of cost in mind, were held in abeyance

pending the views of the Files and Communications Division and as a result of the

recommendation of the latter, Administrative Division concurred and gave no further

consideration to the matter.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the suggestion not be adopted. On approval, no further action

is necessary as the suggester was thanked by prior letter.

3iy& </r
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dtflltM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GO' ai

Memoran
i/i.

FROM

Mr. A; H. Be^IWt

Mr. J. F. Blan

date: March 3, 1961

& //cy^/s

Tolsort
t

— -

Batsons
Mollt .fTj.li.f.

Ualmortt — -

Callahan

Conrad

DeL oach
Evans
Malone—;

Rosen —
Tavol
Trotter —
W.C. Sullivan -

—

Tele. Room —3S

—

Ingram S

—

subject: STREi\&iLINING PRQC£DURES - CHATmi£LIZIKG MFMORAhDA

SAC Letter Number 61-S dated February 21, 1961, n

authorized the field to destroy Channelizing memoranda in

s ec.itrity_cases following submission of reports.

My memorandum of February 10, 1961, recommending

that the field be allowed to destroy tnese channelizing

memoranda also contained a recommendation that the handling

of this matter be the subject .of thorough checks by the A •

training and Inspection Division m connection with all neld
jj

\

effiraumic ations to insure proper procedural handling ana Ax .

reporting prior to destruction of channelizing memoranda.

It is believed desirable to include this m the Field
p. \r y

Inspectors' Manual. . Wji

ACTION :
^

\

If you agree , the attached proposed Manual. change

should be forwarded to the Training and Inspection Division

for'^appropriate attention.

Jnclosur

1 - Mr. Mohr
1 - Training and Inspection Div.
1-- Mr. Belmont
1 - Mr. Bland A
1 - Mr. Rushing

,

S\ w!
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141JNAR . . 19Q1

TDR/fbm

t

i

h.

» • n
Qr

f

r l

3/ll
\
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REC-S
(//; •

March 23, 1961

PERSONAL

Federal Bureau o£ Investigation

El Paso, Texas

1 have received the samples of the

form you submitted for the preparation of Form
FD-3026. Tour proposal is being carefully

considered and, if it is adopted, you will be advised.

The interest you manifested in

submitting your idea to me is indeed appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

X EcY-d- Hoover

SAC, El Paso i 1

JL - Personnel file oi 4/
'JER:het >

!'

, - (5)

:
Suggestion #496-61, dated 3/9/61,

'

'

u -
~ NOTE: Referred to Training and Inspection Division for

- views and recommendations.G -4)
* ev1#

WCLO. BEHIND
K

' J '//

KPf *l> \
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Employee Suggestion

FD-252 (Rev. 9-11-59)

From: (Sugaester's name

Director, FBI

3/9/61
Division of Assignment

EL PASO
SUGGESTION

.
Vi

That only the original of FD-302^ be on the printed
|

T

form and that any additional such forms be~oh manifold carbon \

paper sets, GSA 7530-205-0512 (white). 11

%ryt

Current practice or rule (Include manual citation as well as facts)

The 1st page of the original 302 and the 1st page of each copy
of 302s shall be on the printed form. Manual of Rules and .

Regulations. Part II. Section 4. Page 5 (9). /

Advantages of suggestion and annual savings (include basis for estimate)

SEE ATTACHED

Disadvantages of suggestion

NONE

(The use by the United States of my suggestion shall not form the basis of a further claim of any nature by me, my heirs, or jSj
assigns upon the United States. I understand that I will be cor >prted

within two years after submission.) L

j
[3 Mr. IZLrs. C P-

Recommendations anji comments of Division Head a/

EXCE] SUGGESTION - SHOULD BE TRIED

(Do not write in«this space - for Bureau use only)

>5* ** B MAR ^1961



By using white manifold carbon paper sets (7530-

205-0512), available through GSA Stores Stock Catalog,

valuable time of stenographers and typists would be saved.

Carbon sets are a second sheet attached to one-time carbon.

Projecting edges permit removal of all carbons simultaneously.
They come 500 sets to a box. Through the use of such sets
with the original form FD-302, the time now used in insert-
ing carbons would be saved. This would be a considerable
savings throughout the Bureau. No problem would be en-

countered as the format would be readibly discernible as
an FD-302. The property statement would not appear on the
copies of FD-302s, but it is not felt that any information
would be compromised as such copies would be integral parts
of reports, security stapled as pages of reports, and the
first page of such reports (FD-204) would always contain
such property statement. The original of all FD-302s would
always be on an authorized FD-302 and in every instance
this would be the only such form that would be lifted from
a file for possible use in a court trial. Such original
would naturally contain the statement — "This document
contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the
FBI. It is the property..." and would fulfill the purpose
for which promulgated. These sets are cheaper than buying
manifold and carbon paper as separate items. The cost is
$1.28 per box of 500 sets as compared with $3.17 for manifold
and carbon paper. Not only would the time necessary for
inserting carbons be saved but the storing of used carbons
would be reduced to a minimum. This would also have the
salutary effect of eliminating the problem of fingers
becoming impregnated with carbon thereby reducing the
incident of smudging. Flexibility and elasticity as to
number of copies to be prepared, consistent with outstand-
ing instructions, would be served with consequent savings
in time, efficiency, and neatness.
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j' 1-Training /

1-Liaison '

legal Attache, LczdLco Citv < 66-35:0 3-24-61

Biro

Y
ctor, FBI

/ <^C/ Refe

H >?cHIT THlTTra

Hourlet 3-? 3-61, stating that as the

prelininary review Oi cne bureau's files
lias not revealed the correspondence relative to this
ratter which you mentioned and the expenditure of
tine necessary for an extensive review to locate
that correspondence is not ‘warranted in this case.

You should immediately submit to the
Bureau full justification for your proposal

orcicjn Liaison Unit (dot
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fOPTlONAL FORM NO. 10 ^
5010—104—01

UNITED STATES MMERNMENT

Memorandum
$

to : DIRECTOR, FBI DATE

from^^LEGAT, MEXICO (66-358)

subject: REPORT WRITING
MEXICO CITY OFFICE

Cons eauentl

It is believed that there was previous correspondence
with the Bureau concerning this in the past, but such
correspondence cannot now be located, possibly due to the fact
that administrative serials over three years old have been
destroyed*

2 - ‘Bureau
1 - Mexico City
JPOdplb
(3-):*

+ 4 |i* ^

O CO
.V*

V
REC“ 84

^ ®AR 2S 19R]
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.^fXNIIONAL FORM NO. 10

v UNITED STATE5

Memor

(ft-

TO

FROM

subject: SUGGESTION #j+96-6,I
SUBMITTED BY
EL PASO DIVISION

Tolson

date: 3”28-6l

0fnet\ e(j)o 'f "t-

b6
b7C

Trotter

W.C. Sullivan

Tele, Room _
Ingram

Gandy

SUGGESTION ; That only the original ofYform FD 302 (form for
recording information whfcp^ may become testimony)

be on the printed form and that any additional copies needed be
prepared on plain •white manifold paper with pre-inserted one-time
carbon paper attached.

CURRENT
PROCEDURE: (Manual of Rules and Regulations, Part II, Section k,

Page 5 (9).) The first page of the original FD 302
and the first page of each copy of FD 302s shall be on the printed
form.

STATED
ADVANTAGES : Suggester states time now required to insert carbon

sheets between individual copies of form would be
eliminated. He claims no problem encountered in his suggested
procedure since format of FD 302 would be readily discernible. He
further claims these sets are cheaper than buying manifold and
carbon paper as separate items, citing the cost as $1.28 per box
of 500 manifold carbon sets as compared with $3.17 for manifold and
carbon paper. His further observation is that flexibility and
elasticity as to number of copies to be prepared, consistent with
outstanding instructions would be served with consequent savings in
time, efficiency and neatness.

V
v

OBSERVATIONS : Numerous suggestions relating to the use of one-time
carbon, or snap-out carbon forms have been considered

in the past for their adaptability to FD 302s, and not adopted due
primarily to the added cost factors involved. This suggestion presents
a different approach, but the claims of suggester are not entirely^
correct. That there would be a considerable savings of time now ’*j

necessary in handling individual carbon sheets cannot be disputed. /
However, his example of a finished product (attached) clearlylshow^
on the copies of the FD 302 that although the format mighfc£ne4j?e^dily
discernible to a Bureau employee as an FD 302, anyone outside the
Bureau would be at a loss to understand the significance of the three
dates, whether the name of the Agent sJaown Wj^^(^investigator or

Enclosur
1 - Bufile 66-2M-35_ /cm 17 MAR SU lam ^ .Am

V-yr-Wr, cb —— * ^*rUVC:ml\vV
* (3) 50 APR 3 1961

Vaa

17 MAR 30 1961



• 4
Memorandum to Mr. Mohr
Re: Suggestion #+Q6-6i

Submitted by
El Paso Division

merely the dictator, the meaning of file number, etc. Since the
copies of PD 302 are utilized as pages in Investigative reports
which are disseminated to U. S. Attorneys and other interested
agencies, it does not appear to be practical to adopt this
suggestion. Previous surveys of Administrative Division reflect
individual carbon paper sheets can be utilized about 10 times.
Plain manifold costs 9% per thousand and 100 sheets of carbon
paper cost 57#« ($1.J?2 per 1,000 copies compared to suggester*s
$2.J?6 per 1,000 sets or more than $1.00 per 1,000 sets.) Thus
a survey of the benefits of time saved would have to be made in
relation to the additional costs involved before a recommendation
could be made to adopt one-time carbon, forms to the PD 302.

RECOMMENDATION : That this suggestion not be adopted. No further
action necessary since suggester previously

acknowledged by letter from Director.

- 2 -
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f 4*

fib)
Tolson J

Parsons _
Mohr ' /
Belmont .1

Callahan _

Conrad

DeLoaph; _

Evanss
Malone
Rosen
Tavel

Trotter

W,C. Sulliv

Tele., Room
Ingram

Gan<^*-

mrch 30j 1$6X

PERSONA!*

b6
b7C

A*eaerax Bureau of investiga-
Portland. Oregon

Dear

X have received yAir'-suggestion' that
Fossa ID*3G& be prepared with preinserted carbon ,

paper for use in all field divisions. , I am- sure,
you will beiaterested to Mm that siMla? ideas
have been considered in the past and were not
adopted because .of the cost 'factors' involved .in:

having the fomproparad as

Although f&vorabl
taken on your suggestion in i

you toM that your inter©
appreciated..

'

action is not being
this instance. X want
at .in. this matter is

1 - SAC, Portland
1, - Personnel file of

*33

Sincerely yours,

LL Edgar Hoover

ro
r>
'O

o
.a3Oo
X

ro
«*v

b6 n
b7C

cr>

- (Suggestion #521-61,
;
dated 3-2:3-61) .

.

'

' .
- J '

.

NOTES Suggests that Form FD*i|302 be prepared with: preinserted
carbon paper. A number of identical suggestions have been
considered in the jr^Oent past and were not adopted because of
the expbhsp ^volnsedy ©ne ofi the primary factors being that
individual sheets of carbon paper may be used a. number of times
whereas it wpi^d, only .be. possible to use FD-302s with preinserted
carbons oneelh|>Preyiaus surveys conducted ih the Administrative
Divxsi'onffap^lC^:-n«w. costs. ‘if manifold and carbon paper sets
are S2.9firper thousand. Regu|tar manifold paper is $ .80 per,

and regular. carbon Paper js 1 .52 per hundred sheets.

'

’TELETYPEVUNI
)



NOTE: (continued)

Administrative Division estimates that regular carbon paper
can be used on the average of ten times for a good legible
copy* The use of manifold with regular carbon is considered
to produce far superior results as compared with the paper
sets when more than two copies are required. In view of
the prior consideration given this matter, it is felt that
no further action is necessary at this time.
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1 1 VI

D-2? 2 (Hev, 9-1 1-5 S)

From; (Suggester's name)

Director, FBI

SUGGESTION

Have carbon packs made for PD 302s

3/23/61

Division of Assignment

Portland

I

\ '<)

Current practice or rule (Include manual citation as well as facts) Manual for Field Stenographers J

Section 3 ) page 15> No. 19 a, and page 17 > No. 21, second paragraph.
The current practice is to type ten copies of FD 302 inserts if exact

hJUUWUT .

Advantages of suggestion and annual savings (include basis tor estimate)
very time consuming.

Time saved in stuffing carbon reduces pressure from stenographers and
therefore enables them to get work out faster and more efficiently.

Disadvantages of suggestion

None known.

(The use by the United-States of my suggestion shall not form t

assigns upon the United States. I understand that I will be con:

within two years after submission.)

Mr. Mrs.

Recommendations and comments of Division Head

Favorable recommendation being mag

a trial, (

(Do not write in this space - for Bureau use only)
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7^/ It appears it woula^e^ worth
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SAC,- Baltimore

Director, FBI
I m
”7 ;

Efcim
SiSSmiTC -IWESTIGATOHS' - \ .

REPORT MXtim v
"/.r.

' •

€

April 6,

1

=

: ’Keiarlet datpd 'ttdrch
.

27, iM , captioned' v

"

'

:

nReport Writing,. Security
'

pastes* • ..

•

^ -IP yotlr letter yUm
.refer -to SAC Letter

JMa&er <1*12 dated 'flaircli* 7f. 1961, 'dealing with "the
’

subsequent incorporation into reports of information
furnished ; the Bureau by. letterhead memoranda,, .,,

•

.. You thereofter suggest ..that' certain •

dissemination; -memoranda placed in individual case
riles are -not necessarily, pertinent for inclusion
in a report and that no provisions are made for the
destruction of .such -memoranda under the provisions
of SAC- Letter 61-8

.

dated February 21. 1961, captioned
"Streamlining procedures -.Channelizing Memoranda!"

, .. ..
- •'' '

-!l .

“
.

•-

In authorizing the destruction of channelizing
memoranda folldwihg submission of reports, "it

: was .

intended that .only', .'memoranda, -the pertinent contents
of. which ..had - been, incorporated - into, •reports, would, be
destroyed, "For your inforaption,, however, the entire

are •

Tolson _
Parsons .

Mohr

Belmont .

.Callahan

^Conrad _
DeLoach
Uvans

Internal Security’ - Espionape Conferenc

e

. ... : '
In the ..event you }iave specific recommendations

with respect to changes that should be. made in connection
with- our present proceduresil dealing -'with destruction of
channelizing memoranda, thell representative from -your
office .attending, the. above -Conference' should be fully
prepared to. discuss in detail suggested changes.

TDR/fbm

alone < --

cRoseR=^E~2B
i

Trojlpfi"|2
W.C. SulTlvaa ii:

Tele. Room' •

Ingram
^

Gandy^ ; MAIL ROOM



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
5010-104

UNITED STATES ERNMENT

Memorandum
TO IRECTOR, FBI

SAC, BALTIMORE (
/ 9 6

date: 3/27/61

- 0 <>)

,.asubject:—report WRITING
SECURITY .CASES

Re SAC Letter No. 61-12, 3/7/61.

In connection with instructions of the Bureau concerning
report writing as set forth in referenced SAC Letter, the follow-
ing suggested changes are being made:

iV
1. In connection with individuals, dissemination /

memoranda are being put in the files of individuals which
memoranda are not necessarily pertinent for inclusion in a report.
These memoranda contain information such as proposed contacts
with Communist Party members, proposed activities of the individuals,
and other similar information which is of value for coverage of
leads on these individuals and other files . However, the in-

j

formation itself is not reportable for the subject on whom this
report is being written. ^

(

No provision is made in referenced SAC Letter for \s.
handling this type of dissemination memoranda. Baltimore suggests
that these letterhead memoranda not be retained in the file but
be destroyed at the time of the preparation of the report.

_Ns

The memorandum to the file listing the destruction of
serials would include a separate section listing destruction of „

this type of memoranda. In this memorandum to the file, the
location of the serials would be listed and a statement would be
made showing that destruction of these serials was made inasmuch ^
as they were reviewed and found to contain no information pertinent^
to this report.

/t/j

2. In connection with organizational reports, it is
noted that all the information contained in the files on an

2 - Bureau
1 - Baltimore

ers

/
- WROx
ii mi

V'V
18 MAR-29 1961
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'

organization is not normally reported item by item. This is
because each specific meeting of the organization is not
necessarily pertinent. It is more pertinent in the organizational
report to show certain specific meetings rather than a total
number as these specific meetings would show Communist Party
domination or control over that organization. For example,
other meetings would be held that would be strictly routine
and no real evidence of Communist Party domination would appear.
These meetings, of course, are important for placing in the
case file for use by the agent in covering leads, obtaining
additional information concerning membership, etc.

The net result would be that all of the dissemination
memoranda in the organizational file would not be used.

Again, no provision is made in referenced SAC Letter
for destruction of these serials. It is therefore suggested by
Baltimore that the same procedure as outlined above for files
of individuals be followed and that these serials also be destroyed.

The above suggestions are being made in line with
consideration of the Bureau's space problems and the desirability
of reducing clerical time spent in handling security files.



SAC, Charlotte (GG-1393) 3/31/Cl

Director, FDI

TAAKSLllTTAL OF INSERTS AS nfttt&HftES
FILING AND SEai.VLim'G PROCBttiaSS

i

c- /. > /- /. /> ^
J /A V

Beurlet 3/27/G1, captioned Filing and Serialization
Procedures

Tho Cureou does not feel that any exceptions should
be cade to existing regulations concerning the filing and
serialising procedures relating to the handling of enclosures

, ' sent from one field office to another. An enclosure to the
{X transmittal document is to be given a separate serial number
' as is sot out in the Manual of Dales and Regulations,

v
With regard to your specific queries:

1, Copies of inserts retained by your office
which have been transmitted by cover letter or
airtol to office of origin should each be given
separate sorial numbers in your file. It is
sufficient authority to file these inserts when
the supervisor initials the file copy of the outgoing
transmittal document, and it is not necessary that
each copy of the inserts so sent bo initialed by him,

2, Copies of inserts received from another
field office for lead purposes should be block
stamped and receive separate serial numbers. The
serialization process should be logically made so
that the transmittal letter or airtol is immediately
adjacent to inserts sent as enclosures.

3, When F0-302s are received for lead purposes,
they should bo block stamped and serialized as sot
forth in £ above. ^ .

/D- 66-2435 f : ~Y - II.

' i - 66-16263 WOT ** '-n^-oFiD™ :msi
DUPLICATE YaLOW

185 AP" 6 1881

Enclosure »*•—. —
NOTE : . SAC, Charlotte requested clarification of the rule in

Manual of Buies and Regulations, "Administration of

S' * .'"n \ij' (Cont’d page 2)

5i APR 7 196

f

ORIGINAL

FILED

M



Files,” Part II, Section 3, Page 6 (D) relating to the filing
and serialization of enclosures as it would pertain to the
transmittal and receipt of Inserts. Under current regulations
results of investigation by auxiliary offices of no immediate
benefit to the solution of the case** or location of a subject may
be transmitted in Insert form in sufficient copies to be in-
corporated in a report by office of origin without further
typing by office of origin, and in lieu of an Investigative
Report by the auxiliary office. The Manual citation above
requires that each of these separate inserts be given a separate
serial number by the sending office and by the receiving office
when copies are furnished them to assist in covering leads in
their offices. Chief Clerk l L WFO, advises that this
system has worked extremely well for WFO to maintain complete
control of this type of enclosure, and she recommended that no
exceptions be made to the enclosure rule for inserts.

RECOMMENDATION ;

This procedure has been the subject of inquiry from
several field offices in the recent past, and it is recommended
that the enclosed manual changes be approved for the purpose of
clarifying the enclosure rule as it relates to inserts, to
further preclude any questions from the field on this procedure.

*

b6
b7C
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March 31 5 1961

f

PERSONAL

L36

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Atlanta 5

Georgia'.

Bear

Thank you for your suggestion to
standardize the assembling and counting of
enclosures 3 inserts and the like submitted
by auxiliary offices to the office of origin*
Your proposal is being carefully considered
and you will be advised if it is adopted*

The interest which prompted you
to submit your idea to me is appreciated.

Sincerely yours s

LL Edgar Hoover

as<-<

iS cc:

1 - SAC 3
-Atlanta 1 1

1 - Personnel file of ^
-

I 1: Oj

JERsmln^
(5) (Suggestion #516-61 dated 3-23-619 -f

NOTE: Referred to Training and Inspection Division
for views and recommendations.

I ^ t&

MAIL ROOM 1 1 TELETYPE UNIT

0*

-yy $
Y: V f



Empto^£ Suggestion
?D'-262 (Rev. 9-11-59) i

.\

.V

K Director, FBI

F ro in? nnrnu)

Date

3/23/61
Division of Assignment

Atlanta, Georgia
b6
b7C

sucg^sTioN Standardization of procedure used in assembling and counting
as enclosures inserts and/or FD~3jQ2's submitted by. auxiliary offices to
office of origin, \ffnserts and/ori FD-30S/

s

should not be assembled, in-
stead, all copies cnT'a single page should be stapled together in the
upper left-hand corner. If insert and/or FD-302 is more than one- page
in length, after all copies of each individual page are stapled in the.
upper left-hand corner, then all eopies of all pages of a single insert
and/or FD-302 should be stapled together in the upper right-hand corner
to keep the entire finished product together.

As to counting same as enclosures, each complete insert and/or
FD-302 should be counted as one enclosure' regardless of how many pages
it is in length.

Current practice or rule (Include manual citation as well as facts)

Some field divisions completely assemble inserts and/or FD
302' s before submitting same to the office of origin for inclusion in

= SEE ATTACHED PAGE
Advantages of suggestion and annual savings (include basis for estimate)

By following the above suggestion, the time spent by the
employee assembling inserts and/or FD-302' s and the time spent by the
employee who must disassemble them in order to number the pages by type-
writer to achieve accurate, neat, and consistent appearing reports
would be saved; therefore, both of these employees would be available ^ )\

for more typing and/or dictation to produce more typed pages. .
\~A-

The annual savings would.be in stenographic time only.

Disadvantages of suggestion

None

be
b7C

j in

^ ^
(The use by the United States of my suggestion shall not form the basis of a further claim of any nature by me, my heirs, or

|
„ fr

assigns upon the United States. 1 understand that I will be fnr an v tnstiftftH award nnlv if mv suggestion is adopt ed]} \
within two years after submission.)

|
|Sup©3T*VjLS 3-Hg *

Mr. Mrs. CXIm i k

Recommendations and comments oi Division Head I believe this suggestion should be adopted
to avoid what appears tp be some confusion in the field in transmitting
inserts and/or FD-302' s' to office of origin by auxiliary offices.

- fcb <£, Special Agent
rtftand J?} QhaPg

6

P
t It

»j, ., ...

(Do not write in this space - for Bureau use only)
*w

!«•
woT^icondii’

*3? WAPB 4 1961
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Current practice or rule (include manual citation as well as facts)

reports. This procedure requires that these inserts and/or
FD-302's be disassembled in order to number the pages before
including same into a report.

The Agents Handbook (Part I, page 32b, paragraph 8) .

merely states sufficient copies of inserts are to be typed and •

forwarded to office of origin by letter or airtel.

The Manual for Field Stenographers (Section 3 > page
1J, number 21) merely gives instructions regarding the typing
of inserts. These instructions do not include the transmission
of same from one office to another.

- 2 -
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ilnrch CO, 1001

wwtzw CJMlGu Hi
imwh o? bolls ram ueq&atio^s r

* \ !— * f

( , f > ( / *' '

/

Manual oi Kuleu and foliations* Fart lit, Section DO,
la, (1), should feo amended to- read as follow:

Each document that is placed in an investigative
file feast bo nus&orcd i» s^uenc 1?* TMs meabor
is Itnowa as the serial masher and the document
luiwna as the serial* Au enclosure* to the
document is to be tjiven a separate serial cumber*
Inserts or r£~30Cs seat or receive:? as enclosures
to another document should bo

1

' given
sorS'al.""

1

Suiii^ vrhoa.

‘gtie ' InsoF win ' be
'

"alicoS?^
t;iitlv¥ report'. "“ j&‘ u

“okff£c^^
sot to incorporate tbo insert ixt a rc^rfc»^ir'c-^y

' ii'" should be surii^ and (.3)
" '

rasirs *

NOTE: Based on letter to SAC, Charlotte, dated 3/31/61,
re: Transmittal of Inserts as Enclosures, Filing

and Serializing Procedures, JVCVmgj

.

Y0LLOVJ j
N0~ ^ r '

•' rr^TD~lw
- \%% APR 6 1961
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^OPTIOHAl fOjftM NO. 10

UNITED ST/ ’El| iT

TO

FROM

/V »

Mr. Mohr date: March 27, 1961

J^tlatruii
. *

js^^onrad
DeLoachj^^^

Levans -@b6 -

/^Rosen ^ (~

/ Tavel

: J. F. Malon^^/ e>

subject: TITLE 18, U. S. CODE, SECTION 3500
THE JENCKS ACT; REPORT WRITING

/in mik;i comics
umm% qxc«$£Hm__ i

%s^r

Trotter i

W.C. SuWan
Tele. R<

Ingram

Gandy

On March 16, 1961, Supervisor&| |and Dwight J. Dalbey
of the Training and Inspection Division discussed informally with representa-
tives of the. Criminal Division, Department nf Justin fhp statement made in
a 2/28/61 letter to the Director from

|
Acting Assistant

Attorney General, Criminal Division, that it would be helpful to the trial judge
if we would show on the face of our interview report form (FD-302) the amount

?
of time consumed by each interview, and the recommendation of the Criminal ^
Division that we institute the practice of showing this information on the j
interview report form. We do not now do it. The referenced letter invited
further

:
discussion on report writing problems if desired by the Bureau.

On appointment made, Chief, General Crime
Section, and new U. S. Attorney-designate in Chicago, confidential^advised

Si

\
1

Special Agents!
Jl. _ A ^

and Dwight J. Dalbey that he seriously doubts ^
. n-C J.L. * * \/ i f* _ i !• ithe wisdom of placing on the face of the intervie^epo-rt form a^notation to

show the elapsed time of the interview.! Isaid'douig this is Mely~to
open up an entirely new avenue of questioning by the court and by defense counsel
which would lead them into the question of the. time consumed by the interview s{£}

completely that their inquiries might be answered only by keeping a detailed ~
log on each interview and this would be highly undesirable. It would the >-

Agents* work more difficult and complicate that of the United States Attorney, o
paid this was an informal nnininn nnlv. and that for a formal opinion the Q

Legislative and Research Unit, w
C

E

§

<4

vS

matter should be taken up with
Criminal Division.

and his assistant, said that if this question of£
putting on me tace of the interview report form the time consumed by the
interview with the prospective witness is to be considered in' its ramifications it
immediately brings up the fact that the answer to -many other questions the judge
might ask could be^shown on the face of the form and that to prepare such a form
would obviously^jmtail many administrative difficulties. They said this is

Ends
'

sec- so

1 - Mr. Parsons (Ends) 1 - Mr. Rosen (EnclS)
B ^ ^

1 " Belmont (EnclS) 1 - Mr. H. L. Edwards fEncM)
1>- Mr.
!UD:hcv

(8)

(Enel!



• •
Memo to Mr. Mohr
Re: Title 18, U. S. Code Section 3500

especially true in view of the fact that we still do not know what the courts want
in some important areas of the Jencks Act. Moreover, there is nothing

mandatory about making any change in our interview report form at this time

because no legal consideration demands it. They said that in their opinion we
would be wise to defer any change to show the interview time on the report form
until we find out what the courts are going to decide finally in thd'bank robbery
case of

lattl

U. S. ,
on rehearing in Boston and

RECOMMENBSHON :

d othpafde

uA
Jencks cases. :b6

:b7C

1. That the attached biter be sent to|

Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division, confirming the referenced
conversation between representatives of this Bureau and representatives of the

Criminal Division concerning what to do about placing the elapsed time cf

interview on the interview report form.

V

/

- 2 -
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March 31 fl
1961

PBBSOML

he
hie

•\J

Tolson

<>f

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington s S. C. 1

Dear

la further refers^® to your suggestion
regarding the setting forth 1 of the^Bureau deadline
date la all cosMimieatioas foscepffi’investigatlvQ
rsnorts^ I an indeed pleased to advise youljSat
your proposal has bean adopted* 2?he necessary
steps are being taken to pldeo your idea into
effect*-

£D C7

I vent to thank yets for having given mo ti-

the benefit of your observations. ' j

—MAt.fcn a—

»

gincerely yours 9

"P\R 31 1961
* '

J* Edgac Basm

as

be
b7C

1 Rosen
1 - Personnel, file of SAl

JERtmlKvay -ii

(5&>
'

«

'

II

NOTE: Based on memorandum Mr. Malone
3/3O/6I re: Report Writing St j

Submitted by SAj mer'I^Tnvestigative
Division . & 4ul . tJ

il (Z7 b bkSfJT'r

W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room _

Ingram

Gandy

*>;apr 1



jgestion
. 9 - 11 -59 )

Director, fbi
| |

|Gonei*al Investigative
SUGGESTION

~ "" —
It is suggested the^jsignatiqn o£, a Bureau deadline date

of a caseUbe sot forth in all cocfeiunications
,
except investigativo

reports , underthe character of the case in the caption and
-
enoToscd

fn parenthesis . This designation could be abbreviated to assist
streamlining such procedure by using the v/ord"Ended" together with
numbers indicating the date.

} 41f- u '

From: (Suaaester's name)

3/3/61
Division of Assignment

As an example , the caption on nail to or from the field as
well as intra-office would appear as follows:

LffllDA - IH
(Buded 3/3/61)

Current practice or rule (Include manual citation as well as facts) ^
Bureau Bulletin #30 in 1051 provided the deadline should be

set forth in the caption of communications in applicant and loyalty type
cases .; however

,

—in criminal -and other—'typos of cases-. .the' deadline is
‘r~ !-

included somewhere in the body of communications cincc/tfiore is no rule
indicating any particular place for it to be set forth,.-!
ADVANTAGES OF SUGGESTION AND ANNUAL SAVINGS (include basis lor estimate)

Y/hile the actual savings in administrative and.* investigative
time nay not bo estimated, definite streamlining and operating advantages;
arc as follows:
1. Immediate "at-a-glance" notice is afforded recipients of communications

as to deadline required to be met.
2. Assurance that leads set forth intra-office v/ill foe handled in

accordance with deadline set in prior communications

.

3. Streamline assignments to be made by supervisory personnel and

streamline marshalling of work by investigative personnel by
obviating necessity for re-reading entire communications to locate
deadline date, possibly on second or third pages.

DISADVANTAGES OF SUGGESTION
(The United States of my suggestion shall not form the basis of a further claim of any nature by me, my heirs, or I

assigns upori> the United States, I understand that I will be considered for any Justified award only If my suggestion is adopted
within two years after submission.)

* C^Mr, L—I Mrs. CZDmIss
. Signature and Title of Suggester

Recommendations and comments of Division Head

The above' suggestion appears to have merit and it is recommended that _

favorablemonsideration be given to adopting it. / )/, ./7/Xt/m rJAX/
Signature antKTith

(Do not write in this space - for Bureau use only)

,

v

A s^P 1
-

.if U / V



ADDENDUM JBE : sp 3/15/61

SUGGESTION #475-61
BY SA
GENE

E£jX

INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION

Suggestion is to include "Buded" and date to
show Bureau deadline date in all .communications except
investigative reports. As suggestion indicates, this
procedure currently followed irn Employees Security and
Special Inquiry cases

.

Where the suggestion can be applied. Special
Investigative Division has no objection to extending the
use of this procedure for showing Bureau deadline dates
As noted, this procedure is currently used in Employees
Security and Special Inquiry communications. While there
are deadlines in fugitive cases, the deadlines apply to
individual leads and, therefore, are not subject to a
Bureau deadline as such.

Suggestion to extend "Buded" procedure appears
to have merit in those instances where a Buded is
applicable. Recommend favorable.



RECOMMENDATION OF GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION:

The suggestion that a Bureau deadline date be set forth

under the character in the case and enclosed in parentheses has

been considered by the Streamlining Committee of the General

Investigative Division. The committee feels the suggestion has

merit and consideration should be given to its adoption.

be
b7C

(,(*- ^3s
'CLOSURE



'm/L

Lcr/al Attache, llcsiico (uC-36S)

Director. FBI
\ . , .

- f

r,™ />'-> ' ,v >

O

O ~

REC-31
L' 3

DFPOFF WilTXFC-

QfOrig & 2

Mellow
l-Liaison
1-Mr. Ferris

In orCor that the Bureau can give consideration to ihi“£*« uou rhould advise of the boats .for *He phraleVloft »° wVtjQOn \nnnn*f.xnn rrs 9 *^,^ - -a 1. -17 ^ J ;
£ '

rcc££tf*?cZ 5'/ vod

„0Br requcot°,
n rcccipt °'r V°UT TC2Dl V> consideration will be n%VQn to

l-Foreign Liaison Unit (detached)
. )

NLF:cb*J- (6)
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UNITED STATES iRNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM/Vf LEGAT, MEXICO (66-358)

date: 4/4/61

subject: REPORT WRITING

Remylet 3/13/61 and Bulet 3/24/61

r\
al/Consult

l-n

2 - Bureau
1 - Mexico City
JFD:plb
(1) iv m it is01



OPTlyNAi fORH NO. to

" UNITED STATES GOV

Memoran
Mr. Conrad

from : R. H. Jevon^^-

(
'tTsuBjECT^POLYGRAPH MATTERS

^REPORTSWRITING

< 4,

date: 4/13/61

Callandn .

Conrad .

DeLoach—

—

Evans yd
Malone
Rosen -
Tavel _______
Trotter

W.C. Sullivan

Tele* Room _
Ingram

Gandy

The attached memorandum dated 3/24/61, sets out in detail a
.

shifting interpretation of the Jencks Act which the Training and Inspection

Division feels may require a change in the reporting of polygraph interviews.

It is noted that the General Investigative, Special Investigative, Domestic

Intelligence and the Identification Divisions have all advised that they have

no situations similar to the reporting of polygraph interviews which would

necessitate changing existing reporting instructions.

According to the Training and Inspection Division, the current trend

strongly favors the fact that once an Agent witness has testified, any report

made to his supervisors will be produced upon demand. As you are aware,
' under existing instructions, each polygraph interview is reported in the usual

manner on the FD 302 by the Agent to whom the case is assigned. However,

no reference is made to the use of the. polygraph in the FD 302. Under

j

’ current instructions, use of the polygraph is reported on the cover page

FD 263. Additionally, approximately l/2 of the polygraph operators through-

out the field are required to submit a ''polygraph research” letter giving

detailed comments concerning each polygraph test. This letter is used as

a training aid and as a supervisory device for the newer operators and in

current practice, is not part of the case file.

In view of the fact that no reference is made to the use of the

polygraph in the investigative report (FD 302), and to avoid possible

criticism of the Bureau concealing anything in its reports, it was

recommended that the current instructions be revised . to provide for direct

reference to the polygraph in the FD 302. Exclusion of any material in the

FD 302 would be limited only to opinions, conclusions and other subjective

impressions which by their nature are inadmissible as evidence.

This matter was discussed in Mr. Parson’s Office on 4/12/61,

with Messrs. Parsons, MacLennan, Rosen, Belmont, Evans and Conrad

present. All things considered, it was felt that while,.there, were some

possible disadvantages to the present method of polygraph rebooting,^,the

v
* ’

» j
l-Mr. Malone (Attention: SA Dwight Dalbey )

(sent .

Enclosure 06 APR 2

BPH:FCP
(9)



Memorandum to Mr. Conrad
Re: POLYGRAPH MATTERS

REPORT WRITING

disadvantages of the proposed solution would outweigh them. The proposed

solution would encourage possible probing of the polygraph technique by the

defense. The present reporting procedure is so designed to have the case

Agent prepare the FD 302 so that he would be the Agent testifying and not

the polygraph operator. It was unanimously agreed by all investigative

divisions to leave the polygraph reporting procedures as they are.

RECOMMENDATION:

Unless otherwise advised, no changes will be made in the existing

reporting procedures regarding the polygraph.



OPTIONAL FORM NO.

UNITED STATES GOVE'

Memorand

Tolson —
Parsons .

Mohr
Belmont

.

Callahan

Conrad _
DeLoach
Evans—

TO

FROM

Conrad date: 3/24/61

R. H. Jevons

Malone , ..

Boson
Tavel _____
Trotter

W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room _
Ingram

Gandy -

(

subject: .POLYGRAPH MATTERS
6REP0RTSWRITING

The Training and Inspection Division has called to the
attention of interested divisions and personnel a shifting interpre-
tation of the Jencks Act which appears to require a change in the
reporting of polygraph interviews. The Training and Inspection
Division has advised that the trend toward holding that the reports
of an agent-witness are fully producible once the agent has testified
on that subject matter is so strong that it is believed the Bureau
should assume that this view will be endorsed by the Supreme Court
when it hears the issue. In other words, from now on we should
assume that v/henever the Government puts an agent on the stand as

a witness, any report which he has made to his employing agency in

any fashion and on the subject matter of his testimony is subject
to production under the Jencks Act. No report of any kind on that

subject matter can be insulated from production simply because of

the manner in which it is prepared or by the statement that it
,

describes something confidential to the Government. It should be

noted, incidentally, that the Department’s position is in line with

this current trend in the Federal courts, namely, that the Jencks

Act applies to a Government agent’s report to his superior officer

just the same as a report made by any other type of witness in a

Federal court.

According to the Training and Inspection Division, little

change is required in the Bureau’s reporting methods. The Bureau’s

reporting system, set up in consultation with the Department, has

assumed from the beginning that the agent’s report would be subject

to production. Our system is set up to accommodate such a develop-

ment. In regard to the great bulk of our work, the new trend

required no change whatever in what we are now doing. Some change

seems required, however, in the method of reporting the results of

interviews on the polygraph. ££ , £ *4

3

^
not nv.no'

j
»«% A rt rv

1 - Mr. Malone (Attention: SA Dwig
(sent direct)

1 - Mr. Belmont (sent direct)
1 - Mr. Rosen (sent direct) .

1 - Mr. Evans (sent direct)

Mr. Trotter (sent direct)
XEROX .
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Memorandum to Mr. Conrad
Re: POLYGRAPH MATTERS

REPORT WRITING

The General Investigative Division has advised that it

•i c* mnreivable in a narrow group of cases that all reports

jL^d?ng ?he reSuJts of thl polygraph examination will be demanded.

They advised that it should be borne in mind in preparing sugges d

changes that the polygraph is an investigative technique and in

the majority of instances the polygraph examiner is not the one b(

who will testify. While the defendant or the person given the b

polygraph examination will know of the questions asked and the

answers given, he would have no way of knowing the observations

of the examiner. The observations of the examiner would

necessarily have to be included in the report. The General

Investigative Division further advises that they have nothing

similar to the reporting of polygraph interviews which would

necessitate changing existing reporting procedures.

On March 23, 1961, Mr. Charles H. Stanley and

bf the newly formed Special Investigative

Division were contacted. They advised that they concurred with

the observations made previously by the General Investigative

Division.

The Domestic Intelligence Division has advised that

there is no situation relating to their
is £

+h<=> renortins of polygraph interviews. Accordingly, tnere is no

neoessi?yioohan?e listing reporting procedures in that Division,

Division, vas^contacted^regarding thid He JWM
III Je;ort“g

a
of°po?ygiaph

n
inSr“els and had no suggested ohanges

inrenorting procedures. Therefore, it appears that the shifting

interpretation of the Jencks Act would apply only to our present

method of reporting polygraph interviews.

Under present polygraph reportinginstructionSythe

following communications are prepared by the field for submiss

to the Bureau:

1.
' An appropriate communication in summary form

prepared usually by the polygraph operator

immediately after the polygraph examination to

advisfe the Bureau of pertinent developments.

- 2 -
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Memorandum to Mr, Conrad
Re: POLYGRAPH MATTERS

REPORT WRITING .

As needed, this may he a telephone call,

teletype, airtel or letter. This
communication serves the following purposes:

a. Keeps the Bureau currently aware of

4 developments in each case. Although in

some instances these communications may
include "opinions and conclusions" of

the polygraph operator which are inadmissible
as evidence, their value for investigative
purposes seems to outweigh any objection to

them.

b. Provides for copies to be promptly designated

to all interested offices and sets out any

leads developed during polygraph interviews.

c. Enables the Bureau supervisor co-ordinating
polygraph assignments to maintain current

control of assignments and knowledge of

examination results.

These communications are placed in the case file at

both the Bureau and field with copies for polygraph research files

at both the Bureau and field for administrative control purposes.

The Laboratory believes that these communications should be

retained and continued for reasons set out above.

2. Each interview is reported in the usual manner

on FD-302 by the agent to whom the case is

assigned. However, no reference is made to the

use of the polygraph in FD-302. This has been

a long-standing policy of the Bureau in regard

to investigative reports. This was in keeping

with the general confidential nature of polygraph

research in the Bureau’s work. Under the old

reporting system, the use of the polygraph was

reported on the administrative page. Under

current instructions and in line with previous

policy, the use of polygraph is reported on the

cover page (FD-263) . When necessary to advise

the United States Attorney of the polygraph test,

this has been done by separate letter to him.

- 3 -



Memorandum to Mr, Conrad
Re: POLYGRAPH MATTERS

REPORT WRITING .

The omission of mention of polygraph in the actual

investigative report (FD-302) raises some problems, as the reasons

to consider the polygraph confidential no longer seem to prevail.

The Bureau is now actively using this technique in selected cases

and has twenty-two qualified operators in eighteen field offices.

The very fact that the subject or suspect is fully aware of a

polygraph test and must cooperate during examination would indicate

no reason to conceal this in the report.

In the interest of simplifying the reporting procedure

and to avoid the implication that we are concealing anything, it

is suggested that exclusions of material concerning the polygraph

from the FD-302 be limited only to opinions, conclusions and other

subjective impressions which by their nature are inadmissible as

evidence. Consequently, there would be no objection to the

disclosure in the FD-302 that the subject consented to the

polygraph interview, signed a waiver form, was interviewed with

polygraph and his statements and admissions made during the '

interview. We recommend that this change with regard to the FD-302

be made.

3, As a supervisory device and a training aid to

assist newer polygraph operators, their
polygraph charts and questions are submitted

to the Laboratory for review in a separate

letter captioned only ’’POLYGRAPH RESEARCH,”

This letter enables the operator to include

detailed comments concerning each test and

may comprise responses observed, evaluations,

interpretations and conclusions and any other

observations that the operator may wish to make.

This may include material relating to the
.

polygraph which is opinion and which is uniformly

held as inadmissible. These Polygraph Research

reports are currently being submitted by only
^

twelve of the twenty-two Bureau approved operators

throughout the field.

The Laboratory believes that this phase of the polygraph

nroeram is. desirable and necessary. The Laboratory is aw^e that

if a demand is made for this research. material, even though xn

current practice it is not a part of the case file, it would b

|
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Memorandum to Mr. Conrad
Re: POLYGRAPH MATTERS

REPORT WRITING

necessary to produce it. It should be emphasized that this

research report is in no sense intended to .avoid any demand for

an agent* s’teport” that is germane to his testimony. As pointed

out. the research letters are not uniformly required from

polygraph operators. The polygraph operators assigned to New York

do the charts and questions as they are reviewed by
:

;

-

sd ro) who has close to twenty-years experience -

b7c

in these matters. Also, in view of their experience, seven other

operators do not submit research letters. Consequently, this

research communication is something to which we are not necessarily

wedded, and as each polygraph operator obtains necessary experience

he will no. longer be required to submit these for- review.

RECOMMENDATIONS

:

1. That current instructions with regard to

polygraph reporting permit direct reference to polygraph in

investigative reports (FD-302) and exclusions of any material

concerning polygraph interviews be limited only to gPijJ®"®;
» +m, ft

conclusions and other subjective impressions v/hich by their nature

are inadmissible as evidence*

2# That this memorandum be sent to the Training and

Inspection, Domestic Intelligence, General Investigative and

Special Investigative. Divisions for their consideratxon and if

approved, the Laboratory will advise the field and make the

cessary changes in the Manual of Instructions .

ADDENDUM: ir recommendations have been co-ordinated with srfj
He Training and Inspection g$/**11***'

JAJL
— 5 —
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optional form no. to

UNITED STATES

Memor
to : Mr* Mohr

from : i J • F •

SUBJECT

date: 3/30/61

Tolson
Parsons

Mohr —
Belmont
Callahan

Conrad —1—
DeLoach— —
Evans -

Malone ...

Rosen
Tavel
Trotter

Y/.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room —

.

Ingram .

Gandy —

REPORT WHITING
SUGGESTION
SUBMITTED BY SA

|

GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE D!

SUGGESTION: That the designation of a Bnre_a.w^.e^dline~dat.e..i^a_pas>
1

be set forth under the character of. the case in. the'

caption, .inclosed.Vih. parenthesis, in all communications except

"Investigative reports.

As an example 9 the caption on mail Would appear as

follo,'si
r 1 ,6 a.

l’*

• 1MHUA - 1H
1

*'

^
,

(Buded 3/3/61) igfl APS 15 ISol \,

N?

PRESENT PRACTICE: Bureau Bulletin #30 in 1951 provided-tha±_ths^ead^
line should be set forth in the caption of

communications in applicant and loyalty-type cases particularly in ^

those cases emanating from the field. This is no longer applicable,

No provision is made for criminal or other types of cases. Currently^

in Security of Government Employees (SGE) and Loyalty of Employees of^

United Nations (LEUN) cases, Buded is shown in caption.
IjJ

ADVANTAGES: Suggester feels that adoption of his suggestion would J
makJ it possible for recipients of communications to £

determine deadlines at a glance. He also feels that it would insure

that leads set forth intra-office would he handled in accordance o
with deadlines and that assignments made by supervisors would be j
streamlined and the necessity for re-reading whole communications to g
determine the deadline date would be obviated. 2

OBSERVATIONS: Mr. McGrath, Section Chief of the Accounting and FrauS*

Section of the General Investigative Division,

recommended favorable consideration.

The General Investigative Di^f^S»s^?ecommended
favorable consideration.

• ^
The Special Investigative D^sio^jin submitting their

views, stated that they hAd no objection to^xCendingr^he use of i^hijs

°1&**?!,*** fV

APfffmi ^7^
.

.
......

(Buded 3/3/61)

Views 3
S uaouu UAICIU —



Memorandum Malone to Mohr
Re: REPORT WRITING

SUGGESTION #475-61
SUBMITTED BY SA I

GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION

procedure for showing Bureau deadline dates. They noted, however,
that while there are deadlines in fugitive cases, they applied to
individual leads and, therefore, are not subject to Bureau deadline
as such. They recommended favorable consideration be given to
adopting the suggested procedure in those instances where a dead-
line is applicable.

,

The Domestic Intelligence Division favored adoption ,

of the suggestion with the exception that the deadline should not
be shown on all documents prepared for possible dissemination.

The Training and Inspection Division agrees with the
views of the General Investigative, Special Investigative, and
Domestic Intelligence Divisions set forth above, that the suggestion
should be adopted in the interests of standardizing the procedure.'
In this context it is noted that it is already done in SGE and LEUN
cases, but in other cases, offices setting out leads with deadlines
in them usually indicate ’ such deadlines near or with the leads or.

in or near the caption and reference.

RECOMMENDATIONS

:

(1) That the suggestion be adopted
attached letter directed to, SA

His suggestion was acknowledged by prior letter.

^ 7kJ
(2) That this memorandum serve as the authority'

for the Manuals Desk, Training and Inspection Division, to make
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SAC, Atlanta 4-7-G1

Director, FBI

ASSEMBLING INSERTSAND FB-302a FOR
TRANSMITTAL TO OFFICE OF ORIGIN a

/, . r>. .• /

1

Reference is made to the suggestion of
|

|dated 8-23-61 wherein it was suggested that inserts and FB-3Q2s
should not be assembled when submitted by auxiliary offices to office of

origin as enclosures. The Manual for Field Stenographer, Section SB,
Rages 3 and 4, 1 through IS, provides standardized rules concerning
assembling of all Bureau correspondence. The system proposed by

which would be an exception to these rules has been given

caremi consideration and it has been decided that this should not be
adopted.

This system was tried by the Washington Field Office

in the recent past and found to be highly unsatisfactory, Basic faults

included:

1. Loss of control of the complete document when
single staple removed.

2. Second and subsequent pages when detached lost

their identity when separated from page 1.

3. The receiving office had difficulty trying to reassemble
the document in proper sequence when the sending

office misassembled these unnumbered pages.

4. When unstapled and unassembled, receiving office had i

found difficulty in determining what were inserts and 1

what were continuation pages of FD*-302s.

5. The counting of enclosures was contrary to the basic
enclosure rule and caused considerable confusion at

the Mail Desk in the Chief Clerk's Office.

JVC: smr

l2 66-2435

1 - Personnel file of tlanta

I
i to - q-sfT'

NOT ^FfTRDED
M 1961

32 APR 14 1961
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<T»
Latter to SAC, Atlanta

Re: Assembling Inserts and Ff>-3G2s for Transmittal to Office of Origin

The proposed system of
|

pn addition, is
b7c

contrary to standardised stenographic procedure of assembling finished

transcriptions. The assembly should be done in the oilice ot preparation.

All field divisions should be completely assembling inserts and FB*302s
before submitting same to office of origin in keeping with this standard Bureau
procedure.

If your offten is receiving inserts and FD-302s not handled
in this fashion, as [suggestion indicates, promptly advise
the Training and Inspection Division in order that corrective action can
ba- brought to the* attention of the field.

* 2 ~
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Federal Bureau of Investigation
cpringficld, Illinois

Bear! I

I liave received your suggestion to revile
the regulations concerning the submission of Curtin
enclosures to reports. Your proposal is receiving
careful consideration and you will be advised if it is
adopted.

The interest which prompted you to submit
your idea to me is indeed appreciated.

Sincerely yours, “n '

B* Edgar Bowse |
1 - SAC, Springfield g
1 - Personnel file of SA g

/> ML:het
, :
(Suggestion #595-61 dated 4/14/61)

(5)

NOTE: Referred to General Investigative and Special Investigative

Divisions for views and recommendations.

; **82n
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Tolson ,
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Employee Suggestion
FD-2t^2 (Rev. 2*4-57)

r\

4-14-61
"o: From; fSiicrcrester's nomel Division of Assignment

Director, FBi Springfield, Illinois
SUGGESTION

Change Bureau regulations to delete, sendin^raidposition sheets.
(R-64 ) to Bureau as enclosures to report .reflecting_disposition *

SUGGESTION

Disposition of each Federal prisoner is sent to Identification
Division by U. S. Marshal on form DJ 100 which was put in use
effective February 26, 1961.

Current practice or rule (Include manual citation as well as facts)

To send as enclosure to report of disposition an R-64 (Disposition Shee£fc{)

.

Manual of Rules and Regulations, Part II, Section 4, page 10

:

f ‘" E

Advantages of suggestion and annual savings (include basis for estimate) q
1. Would end duplication of work done by FBI and U. S. Mars®L l suffice,

77» Tv *r n r\r\ ^ _ _ j 3 _ _ _ i. m . i n *nv • UJ ,

Form DljLOO is completed on each Federal Prisoner.

2. ^Report writingis further streamlined.

3 . ' \Mnua^ savings to FBI and the Government would be substantial in
jg

. . ‘view *jgf Agent T s, Stenographic, Clerical, and Supervisory time savecr
in tjfrfe field and in the Identification Division. S3 „« -r s

Disadvantages of suggestion

None

C3C
r>

WfJ r*

o el

(The use by the United States of my suggestion shall not form the be

assigns upon the United States)

, Mrs.

Recommendations and comments of Division Head

Suggestion appears to eliminate an unnecessary duplication of work
and I recommend that it be adopted. _

ft,, ft,
'

Signature and Title SAC
(D’- .....

'

£C.

t flhb rn a 9 .V***

<&}? ’7« 34 196)

3 'J^^^au
WLj*

^2 - Springfield (1 - 66-236U, pex" on«>* 1 f i
' )\V

a. x 11 :
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optional form NO, 10

UNlVKD STATES GOV iVi

Tolsoji _
Parsons .

Mohr
Balmont .

Callahan

Conrad „
DcLoach

.

Mr. Mohr

from : J. F. Malon

•e: 5/3/61 t TToVol —

—

Vrotlor

W.C. Sullivan

Tale. Room —
Ingram

Gandy

subject: REPORTS^
SUGGESTION #595-61 S

SA
SPRINGFIELD OFFICE

ED BY

SUGGESTION: That Bureau regulations be changed to delete sending Disposition Sheets'"

(R-84) to the Bureau as enclosures to reports reflecting final disposition

of criminal cases. Suggester states that disposition of each Federal prisoner is sent to

Identification Division by U. S. Marshal on Form D J-100 which was put in use effective

February 26, 1961.
'

PRESENT PRACTICE: Disposition greets (R-84) are forwarded as enclosures to
_

investigative^reports showing final dispositions of criminal \N^

cases in which fingerprint cards havelieen lorwarded previously. This form serves

as a follow-up to a specific arrest.
^

ADVANTAGES: Suggester feels this would end duplication of work done by the FBI and As

U. S. Marshal's Office since Form D J-100 is completed on each ^
Federal prisoner. Also, report writing would be further streamlined. Additionally, ^
annual savings to Bureau would be substantial in view of time saved by Agent, steno-

^
graphic, clerical and supervisory personnel in the field and Identification Division.

^

ff,

OBSERVATIONS: SAC Gibbons of the Springfield office recommended adoption since ^
suggestion appears to eliminate duplication of work.

1 S
The General Investigative Division considered the suggestion and opposed Q

its adoption. They felt under suggested system the completion of the identification ^
record in Bureau cases would be dependent upon U. S. Marshal submitting their Form

-J®*

D J-100. It has been found that U. S. Marshals do not always submit disposition sheets g
on their handling of Federal prisoners. °

The Special Investigative Division also opposed adoption of the suggestion.
|

They set forth substantially the same views as General Investigative Division and advise^

that U. S. Marshals have been under instructions for years to submit dispositions on all

Federal prisoners. The Bureau was aware of this when rule was adopted-requiring

ML:hetJ,^ uw H $ ai J!
(2)

„

MS61
NOT RECORDS©

i
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MEMORANDUM MALONE TO MOHR
RE: SUGGESTION #595-61

field to submit disposition sheets. Bureau found it could not depend on U. S. Marhsals

and felt the identification records should be complete and despite the change of form

the facts remain the same.

Mr. C. A. Harris of the Identification Division telephonically advised he

has been in contact with the Department of Justice and the U. S. Marshal's Office

with the result that the Marshals are. not going to submit D J-100 in our cases so that

the old procedure will still apply- An SAC Letter to that effect is in the works.

In view of the foregoing, the Training and Inspection Division feels that

the suggestion should not be adopted.

RECOMMENDATION: That the suggestion not be adopted. On approval, no further

action is necessary since the suggester Was thanked by prior

t
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May 17, 1961

PERSONAL

) (7 ; k

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Washington, D. C.

Bear

I have received your suggestion that a uniform!
method be adopted in setting forth certain information in

reports. After careful consideration, it has been decided
your proposal should not be adopted. While your idea has I—-i

merit, information of the type in question does not lend itself

readily to an inflexible method of reporting. It is felt that

the disadvantages occasioned by adoption of a specific rule
for setting out such information outweigh any advantages to

be realized in so doing.

I want you to know I appreciate the interest

which prompted you to submit this idea to me.

* ty,vi

Sincerely yours,

& Edgar. Hoover

1 - Mr. Tavel j
1

L—
1 - Personnel file oi|

|

ML;JER:het.' (Suggestion #622-61 dated 5/11/61)
(5>’>

NOTE: Suggests that a uniform method be adopted by-the neia Oinees
cjj in setting out informant symbols in reports by placing these symbols
«^ifofc*hly either at the beginning or following the information to which

* Calch symbol pertains.

7.
^lso, suggests that informant symbols be placed a space nearer

ttife paragraph to which they pertain rather than being centered halfway
between the paragraphs. r , ,

'
'//I 1_ 'T'-v ' l‘

,
<ir{y ---

L^i TELETYPE UNIT (_] t\ J \

Mar

17

3
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Addendum by the Files and Communications Division

recommended against adoption since they felt no actual problem
exists. They stated anyone reading reports has no actual difficulty

determining whether the informant symbols in any given report

precede or follow the information furnished by each informant.

The Training and Inspection Division agrees with these views that

suggestion not be adopted. They note in addition that the flexibility

of reporting information ascribed to symbol informants has taken

into account the complexities of setting forth this information which
are encountered by various field divisions. No difficulty has been
experienced in this regard up to now and none is anticipated in the

future.

- 2 -
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From: (Suggester's name)

Director, FBI

SUGGESTION

Division of Assignment

Files & Communications

It is suggested that ^ThnSform method b e adopted by the
field offices in setting outHnformant symbols in reports by placing
the symbol uniformly at either the beginning, of the information to
which it pertains or following the information.

It is also suggested that informant symbols be placed a
space nearer the paragraph to which they pertain rather than being
centered half way between paragraphs.

Current practice or rule (Include manual citation as well as facts)

See comments on page S

Advantages of suggestion and annual savings (include basis for estimate)

The informant would be immediately apparent without checking
through report to see whether it preceded or followed the information «

* *3

Disadvantages of suggestion

None known.

(Do not write in this space



Suggestion Submitted By:
\

Files & Communications BivTsTon
5-12-62

CURRENT PRACTICE:

In some instances the informant symbols are placed before
the paragraph to which they pertain and in other instances they are
placed after the paragraph .

The informant symbol is frequently placed half-way between
two paragraphs 3 thus necessitating studying the report to determine
whether symbol applies to the preceding or following information

,

Examples: 100-435000-1
100-435003-1
100-435031-1

(informant symbol follows information)
(informant symbol follows information)
( informant symbol precedes information



employee Suggestion
FD-252 (Rev. 9-31-39/

Director, FBI
j

John P » Pop6 , Jr B , ASAO
j

SQ&ttls
SUGGESTION Q
It is suggested that the Bureau discontinue requiring reports on routine
Selective Service cases where the U. S. Attorney declines prosecution,

y Normally we send two copies of a closing report to the Bureau, one of

Y which is disseminated to national Selective Service Headquarters. It is

suggested that the Bureau contact the national Selective Service Head-
quarters to determine if there is a real need for this information. If

not, it is suggested that these reports be discontinued and the cases
closed in the field administratively by letter to U. S. Attorney con-
firming his decision. In the event the Selective Service Headquarters
does desire information on each of these cases, it is suggested that the
Bureau consider allowing the field to send two copies of the letter to

the U. S. Attorney confirming his decision to the Bureau, one of which
(Cont - page 2) ,

—
Current practice or rule (Include manual citation as well as facts)

Presently requires two copies of closing report submitted to the
Bureau in these cases.

Advantages of suggestion and annual savings (Include basis for estimate)

Elimination of typing in the field of numerous Selective Service cases
of a routine nature where the U. S. Attorney declines prosecution and
saving of time and paper in each field office. A survey was made in the

Seattle Office of 24 cases wherein closing reports were submitted to the

Bureau where U. S. Attorney declined prosecution. These 24 cases had a

total of 135 pages or an average of 5/6 pages per report, which could be

eliminated if Bureau adopts the above suggestion. In each of these case;

a one-page letter to. the U. S. Attorney would have sufficed which would
have resulted in a savings of 111 pages of typing in approximately one

month»s time. The Seattle Office during the past year opened 888

Selective Service cases and it is estimated that 800 of them would fall
-Htnr—'the abpve^category^ :

~
Disadvantages of suggestion / /

None

.

3 & R

From: (Suggestcr's name)

John D. Pope, Jr., ASAC

L/lvision of Assignment

SUGGESTION

None

/ 1 1*

(Do not write In this space - for Bureau use only)

R 6 MAY ^41961 > y
^ 1 / I I

k
i . A V

-y-SKQ&- (/

9 X&b

Bureau
Seattle (1-66-2443; 1-Personnel File POPE)

.&&

(The liise by,%^nited Sfates of my suggestion shall not form the basis of a further claim of any nature by me, my heirsl°^
assigns up4, ^Unit^States. I understand that I will be considered for any ju^uaed^a^rdojly^f ^suggestion is agop^d^
within twowe^ars aftejC^tornission.) ( t \ s*

T",w
i

—I Mr. I 1 Mrs. l_jMiss = ;
- : T 7s ft m T.O Assistait Special sfegent Q^xffi<Dh&:frgeaiiter —

!*« a — — “7 ~

i

Recommendations cjtjcomments of Division Head y
|

|
>-*

See attached page
, O ft*
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SUGGESTION (Coat.):

could be furnished to the Selective Service Headquarters. This
letter tb the u* §* Attorney sets out briefly the faote ©f the
case and contains all pertinent' information and usually is not

more than one page in length.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND COMMENTS OF DIVISION HEAD

I have discussed this matter in detail v/ith Mr. POPE
and the other supervisors in the Seattle Division. It appears
that apart from advising the Bureau of the completed investigation,
the principal purpose in submitting a report in this type of
case is to bring to the attention of the Selective Service System
the number of matters investigated, our reasons for doing so
and how the delinquency was cleared.

In view of ' the fact that the USA authorizes prosecution
in such an extremely limited number of cases, it would appear
that in the normal Selective Service case the principal 'objectives
in submitting a report. can be accomplished in the manner outlined
by Mr. POPE, It would save a tremendous amount of supervisor's
time,, .stenographic time in dictating and transcribing.

I recommend its approval.

2.
%

<

I
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to : DIRSCTOS, FBI date: 5/10/61f —
ATTN: Training and Inspection Division

((/
L,

:om

subject:

SAC, PHOENIX (1-102)

^iEPORT J7RITING
Cochise County Sheriff * s Office
Bisbee, Arizona

He Phoenix letter to Bureau, 4/27/61*

that this school will be heldThis is to advise
on 5/16 and 17/61, since 3A
District Court at Phoenix, Arizona on 5/23/61.

bill be in United States

advised that the change would not
inconvenience his department in any way.
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Memoh
Mr. Mohr

J. F. Malone

date: 5/15/61

Tolnon —
Parsons .

Mohr
Belmont .

Callahan

Conrad _
DeLoach.

Rosen
|Tavel

Trotter

tf.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room —
Ingram

Gandy

subject: SECURITY INDEX
SUGGESTION #613-61 SUBMITTED BY
sa ! I

CHICAGO OFFICE

SUGGESTION: That the requirements for the submission of reports on Security Index

(SI) subjects be changed so that reports on Top Functionaries would be
^

submitted semiannually; on Key Figures, annually; on Key Facilities, annually; and On

other SI subjects, every 18 months. The suggester states that adoption of his procedure

would mean submitting a minimum of two reports in a three-year period and a minimum

of three reports in a five-year period. He feels such a procedure would be just as

effective as the present procedure since activities, especially in cases in which the

subject is active, are frequently consolidated or "lumped” to avoid detailed reporting of ^
•

repetitious routine meetings which the subject attended but in which he took no active

part.
V'

PRESENT PRACTICE: Reports are submitted as follows: Top Functionaries, quarterly

Key Figures, semiannually; Key Facilities, semiannually; and

other SI subjects, annually. (Manual of Instructions, Volume HI, Section 87 D, 7 f 8,

pages 73 and 74). The foregoing relates to pending inactive cases in the first two
.

categories and closed cases in the last. SAC Letter 61-25 (E), dated 5/2/61, changed

the procedure for submission of reports on SI subjects employed in key facilities to an

annual basis unless, of course, they are top functionaries or key figures, in whic|j case

the rule for such categories applies. #"'•

ADVANTAGES: Through the submission of fewer reports, estimated by the suggester

to be approximately 9000 over a three-year period, an anticipated

minimum of 12, 000 Agent hours per year would be saved (based on four hours per repoi

He feels that this would save about $69,200 per year plus stenographic and clerical

savings of an additional $31, 000 and $6, 000 per year respectively.

OBSERVATIONS: SAC Gale of the Chicago office felt the idea had merit and warranted

^ consideration.
, 4^-,

2

^3^
Domestic Intelligence Divisionj^ffi^P^ffiea and recommended

^against its adoption. They stated that^teps,ha^5reueATy^ifen taken to eliminate

semiannual reoorts in kev facility ‘cases
!

ats^otefd above under '.’present .practice.

"
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MEMORANDUM MALONE TO MOHR
RE: SUGGESTION #613-61

They felt that for the other categories, the present requirements are the minimum
which can be placed for the following reasons:

1. The necessity for complete, thorough analysis of all SI cases on at least

an annual basis;

2. The necessity of keeping the Department advised of results of our investigation

for its concurrence and approval in regard to those persons listed for arrest in the

event of an emergency;

3. To insure the proper discharge of our responsibilities to disseminate

information to other interested government agencies.

4. The necessity to have these cases as current as possible in the event of an

emergency. (Under the terms of the Attorney General’s regulations, individuals

detained under the Emergency Detention Program must be given hearings within 45

days after apprehension by U. S. Attorneys who must provide them with a summary of

subversive information on which their detention is based, ten days prior to the hearings.

5. The Internal Security - Espionage Conference of May 8-9, 1961, felt there

should be no change in the present requirements.

The Training and Inspection Division agrees with the views of the

Domestic Intelligence Division that the suggestion should not be adopted for reasons

outlined above.

RECOMMENDATION: That the suggestion not be adopted. On approval no further action

is nec r
. :ary as the suggester was thanked by prior letter.

— 2 —



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED ST.

Mem
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation

|

Assistant Attorney
N General. Criminal Division

HJM:RGC:r

29-100-11

< SUBJE(

iupreme
et al. v. United States

bourt, 1960, No. 53)

We have been requested b] [Assistant

Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel, to prepp"™ wnnfl1im

your memorandum of March 22, 1961, addressed to|

concerning problems raised by the above Supreme Court decision.

You asked that we give you our current views in this matter so

that you may reiterate the Department's opinion about retention of

notes to your field service. cw

t,
I 1

=£ '

We do not view the case as changing previous rules on^:

this subject. The types of written material developed in interviewing^

witnesses, and which should be retained, are the following: -jJ

c-sj

1. Written statements, signed by the witness.
~
•dlt

2. Written statements, unsigned by the witness, but approved #•

or adopted in any manner by the witness. V

3. Notes which are a substantially verbatim recital of an orssfe VJ

statement by the witness. This would cover shorthand, speedfe- fj

writing, or longhand notes, as long as they are substantially*^
J|j

verbatim and complete in recording what the witness said on"* £.

interview. Even here, a transcription of the notes would

suffice for the purposes of production, but prudence would —
seem to dictate retention of the notes in case of any dispute [
about the accuracy of transcription. =* S

4. Notes which have been read back to the witness, or which.

the witness has been allowed to read, and which have been^v^ '

approved or adopted by the witness as his account of the^
matters concerning which he is interviewed. ^ _

rrj.<
r

W w * v \ t ,

r%vj 0 f-
f -v

1

j

o *
I fi, t
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In other situations than those just set forth the agent's notes

do not constitute a statement under the statute and need not be
retained. Whenever the issue of note retention is raised during

trial, one problem is that of demonstrating that the agent's discarded

notes were not a producible statement. We do not think that the non-
existence of the notes is an obstacle in this regard. If the agent is

operating under clear instructions to retain the types of notes

described above, and if it is his custom to follow those instructions,

he can so testify, and we feel that compliance with the statute can

be adequately shown by this method.

In any case where notes have been discarded under the above
criteria we will be prepared to argue the correctness of such action.,

in the courts.

Please, feel free to communicate further at any time regarding

this important subject.



Memo
Mr. E^feons

A. Rosen

date: April 19, 1961

Conrad _
DeLoach
Ewans _J

gosen
Tavel

Trotter

W.C. Sullivan

Tele. Room _
Ingram

subject: '

| |
et al. v. United States fa

(Supreme Court, 1960, No. 53)
u

J

This matter deals with the retention of notes taken by Ag.ents~j /
of the FBI. “ J'-- !f

'

.

wo arp nnB in vpf»pjpt of a memorandum from Assistant ^torjiey/b _

General |f the Criminal Division, which was prepared at- tr
the request of Assistant Attorney Gengralf Office of the!isegal -

Counsel, concerning the problem .offlretention of notes . ...This arose from the

above-captioned case in the Suprenre’ Court. w §*.

It will be recahed we spoke to Messi|
|

andl

and went over the Department’s previous instructions in this matter.

These were specifically referred to in the memorandum prepared by former

Assistant Attorney General [ Irho on Novembers!), 1960,

reaffirmed the Department’s position relative to the handling ofmotes made
during an interview.v

.. -—

u

-

The Department has come to the conclusion that the FBI may
reiterate the Department’s opinion about the retention of notes by our

Special Agents. There is no change in the present policy followed by the b6
Bureau. In this connection the Department specifically points out the . b?c

following: f
|

1

”We do not view the
|

|case as changing previous rules

on this subject. The types of written material developed in inter-

viewing witnesses, and which should be retained, are the following:

/ ”1. Written statements, signed by Jro^witness.

\ ^ (>(.

”2. Written statements, unsigned by the^wftness, but iS

approved or adopted in any manner by the witness. —

-

”3. Notes which are a substantially verbatim recital of an/l?/!y j.g

oral statement by the witness. This would cover shorthand ,

f

/ speedwriting, or longhand notes, as long as they are £ub-
stantially verbatim and complete in recording what the

^witness said on interview. Even here, a transcription of

notes would suffice for the purposes of production, but T

Wfii wou^ seem t° dictate retention of the notes in case^p

AR:mpd (6)
' '

"v»
1
tsj



Memo to Mr. Parsons from A. Rosen 4/19/61

**of any dispute about the accuracy of transcription.

”4. Notes which have been read back to the witness, or which
the witness has been allowed to read, and which have been
approved or adopted by the witness as his account of the

matters concerning which he is interviewed.

J

’Tn other situations than those just set forth the agent's notes
do not constitute a statement under the statute and need not be retained. J
Whenever the issue of note retention is raised during trial, one problem
is that of demonstrating that the agent's discarded notes were not a
producible statement. We do not think that the non-existence of the
notes is an obstacle in this regard. If the agent is operating under clear
instructions to retain the types of notes described above, and if it is his

custom to follow those instructions, he can so testify, and we feel that

compliance with the statute can be adequately shown by this method.

”In any case where notes have been discarded under the above

(

criteria we will be prepared to argue the correctness of such action in

the courts. ”

ACTION TO BE TAKEN:

In view of the above, appropriate instructions will be issued
to the field incorporating the above position of the Department and reiterating that
existing Bureau procedures are still in effect but that this information is being
furnished in' ' . further clarification of the matter.
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REC-44
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I.a.y 31, 1901

PalVJOlJAL

federal Bureau oi Inveetifatian

V.'.ichinrton, D. C.

CP
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m

b6
b7C

Bear

}—! o

u*

l have received your cut&cotionJfe^ccrfein r
; information be deleted from cover paccLT-efr^cporta r/iEjfch Mir
arc submitted to the teuroiu, After careful conaideratton, c

fj

’

it has been decided that your proposal should not be adopted. ?i

It is felt individual files should be complete and this
~

"M

information is am integral part of the report. jJ*

1 want to thank you for giving me the benefit

of yoar observations in this matter.

£5

o
H4

ro

13?

NOTE: Suggests the field no longer be required to document the
identities of the sources used in Bureau-approved characterizations
of organizations in future submission of cover pages to reports,

Suggester states documentation is an adminisfpitife
primarily used because it may be necessary to locate original

documents and items for the U, S. Attorney, or for use|in the event the
Emergency Detention Program goes into effect.

, }i
Ip

(

(pe cas^of Bureau-
approved characterizations of organizations, the identity of the source

t
, J - J

' (continued)
'

’ \ J . fr
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or sources is current and known to the Bureau from the moment the
characterization is approved and is filed in the individual organi-
zational file.

The Domestic Intelligence Division recommended
that suggestion not be adopted. They advised individual files should
in each instance be complete insofar as setting forth identities of

sources furnishing information contained therein and the character-
izations of organizations and/or publications are integral parts of
the reports. The characterizations of uncited organizations and the
sources furnishing information upon which characterizations are
based are subject to frequent change. The adoption of this suggestion
could lead to a file containing characterizations

}
the nature of which

haul changed over the years. The identities of the sources upon which
characterizations are based are readily available to Agents when
they prepare reports in these cases and little additional effort is

required in setting forth such in the cover pages to the reports.

The Training and Inspection Division agrees with
these views and recommends that for the above reasons the suggestion
not be adopted.



Emj^yep £aggestion
FD-252 (Rev. '‘9-11-59)

5/25/61

To: Frii
fn ' * ' * Division of Assignment

mrector
- FBI LSA 1 Domestic Intellicence

r
SOG

suggestion In future suomission or cover rages to^eports, the field no
longer be required to document the identities of the sources used in ,

®

hearings^ or for use in the event the Emergency Detention Program goes into
effect (Hand Book, page 67a, Part I) . However, in the case of Bureau-
approved characterizations of organizations, the identity of the source o?
sources is current and known to the Bureau from the instant the character-
ization is approved and is filed in the individual organizational file.
Furthermore, should the identity of the sources be necessary, the most
recent and current sources would undoubtedly be furnished along with the
sources pertinent to the period involved, if different.

curren t practice or rule (include manual citation as woU as facts,
C()Ver pagos ^ TQpo& COn^in

the identities of sources used in Bureau-approved characterizations of
organizations when the organization is mentioned in the detaillS. /jHiese
sources are repeated in subsequent reporcs v.’heneycr tne organization is—
Advantages of suggestion and annual savings (include basis for estimate) referred to in the detail's*:

«wUfZ

1. Elimination of -1- to 1 page of cover pages in the vast najtJl?ity o/~
reports submitted. *

2. Elimination of agent time in preparing for as well as actual dictation,
3. elimination of stenographic dictation and transcription,
4. Elimination of field and ShG supervisory time required to proofread

for grammar and content accuracy.

Disadvantages of suggestion is realized this pxty necessitate referral -to the
organizational file should a request be received for the.identities of
sources who furnished infoimatson used in the characterization of organiza
tions. Hov.'over, it is anticipated that such requests would be extremely
rare and the adoption of this suggestion would result in a substantial ,

saving . ..to.. the-Bureau based on . the vo1one of-Bureau-w idorepc^t-ing .
(The use by the United States of my suggestion shall not form the basis of a further claim of any nature by me, my heirs, or

assigns upon the United States. I understand that I will be con si

within two years after submission.)

Mr. Mrs. Pi I

Recommendations and comments of Division Head

ADDENDUM PAGE 2
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DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION
MY 25, 1961

ADDENDUM :

This Division recommends against adoption of the
above suggestion for the following reasons:

1. Individual files should in each instance be
complete insofar as setting forth identities of sources
furnishing information contained therein and the
characterizations of organizations and/or publications
are integral parts of the reports.

2. The characterizations of uncited organizations
and the sources furnishing information upon which
characterizations are based are subject to frequent
change. All such characterizations are brought up to
date at least annually. The adoption of this suggestion
could lead to a file being replete with characterizations
of an organization, the nature of which has changed over
the years or the sources providing the characterizations
have changed, thus leading to a great deal of confusion
if, in the future, the need arose to determine what source
provided specific information on which a characterization
is based.

3.

We are at this time experiencing requests from
various agencies administering security programs under
which hearings are contemplated for the identities of
sources providing the information on which characterizations
of organizations and/or publications are based. We can
expect additional requests in the future and individual
case files should show the identities of these sources.

. 4. The identities of the sources upon which
characterizations are based are readily available to
Agents at the time he prepares reports in these cases
and little additional effort is required in setting forth
such in the cover pages to the reports.

TDS/fbm
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{/ (c) TITLE 18 , U.. S. CODE, SECTION 3500 - THE JENCKS ACT - INTER'

VIEWS - NOTES — In respnnsa tn inquiry prompted by the decision
of the Supreme Court in v. U. S. , 365 U. S. 85 (1961),,
the Department of Justice has advised the Bureau as follows on
the subject of retaining investigative notes on interviews with
witnesses: 0 -±>

, -/r

"We do not view the
|

case as changing previous
rules on this subject. The types of written material developed
in interviewing witnesses., and which should be retained, are
the following:

"l. Written statements, signed by the witness..
"2. Written statements, unsigned by the witness,,

but approved or adopted in any manner by the
witness.

”3. Notes which are a substantially verbatim
recital of an oral statement by the witness.
This would cover shorthand,, speedwriting,
or longhand notes, as long as they are
substantially verbatim and complete in
recording what the witness said on interview.
Even here, a transcription of the notes
would, suffice for the purposes of production,
but prudence would seem to dictate retention
of the notes in case of any dispute about the
accuracy of transcription.

”4. Notes which have been read back to the
witness, or which the witness has been
allowed to read, and which have been
approved or adopted by the witness, as
his account of the matters concerning
which he is interviewed

.

"In other situations than those just set forth the Agent’s
notes do not constitute a statement under the statute and need not

'

be retained . Whenever the issue of note retention is raised during
trial, one problem is that of demonstrating that the Agent's dis-
carded notes were not a producible statement. We do not think that
the nonexistence of the notes is an obstacle in this regard. If
the Agent is operating under clear instructions to retain the types
of notes described above, and if it is his custom to follow those
instructions, he can so testify, and we feel that compliance with
the statute can be adequately shown by this method . . —

.

5/16/61
*

SAC LETTER NO. 61-27 - 2 - *3
5/16/61
SAC LETTER NO. 61-27
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"in any case where notes have been discarded under the

above criteria we will be prepared to argue the correctness of

such action in the courts."

In the event that an Agent is questioned on this

procedure, he should reply that it is a policy established by

the Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division, Department of

Justice.

Investigative personnel will continue,; also, to follow

the Department's instructions provided earlier that an Agent's

notes of a precise character, made to record his own findings,

must always be retained. Such notes include, but are not limited

to, accountants' work papers, and notes covering matters such as

crime scene searches, laboratory examinations and fingerprint

examinations. If a doubtful situation. arises, resolve the question

in favor of keeping the notes.

The clarification of- the Department's earlier instructions

should be brought immediately to the attention of all investigative

personnel.


